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Abstract

This research aims to improve the quality and availability ofwave field information

available to the developers and operators ofwave energy converters (WECs) to aid in

their design and operation. Applications relate to improving performance in varying
wave climates, reducing extreme and fatigue-causing loads and reducing risk in
critical marine operations through providing access to array-based and near-real-
time surface elevation information.

This Thesis describes a design process, leading from conceptual design, through

to critical review. Design, assembly, commissioning and testing ofmultiple novel
sensors involved technical work spanning mechanical, electrical, communications,

signal processing and manufacturing disciplines. This required project management
of areas including budget, procurement, IPR and programme scheduling.

Three experimental procedures are outlined which were used to test the feasibility of

a novel instrument conceived to meet the potential requirement for improved surface

elevation data in large hydraulic test facilities and at sea. The first involves amethod

in the laboratory to assess the physical ("mechanical-only") surface tracking ability
of long, floating, ribbon-like sensor elements that are aware of their position in two

dimensions. Showing mean errors in wave height tracking of 6% and wave period

tracking errors of 0.1% in irregular waves, across the widest available test range,

results from surface tracking tests justify the subsequent testing of actual sensor

implementations. Two approaches are taken: the first involves the modification

and testing of a sensor technology comprising position-aware optical fibres with the
second approach involving the design, fabrication and testing of floating sensors

based on micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) sensor technology.
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Whilst wave period errors (individual time domain wave-by-wave comparisons)

remain low for the optical fibre system at approximately 1% with standard deviations

of approximately 10%, wave height errors are significant. Mean wave height error

(depending on processing technique) range from -6% to 4% with standard deviations

of 18% to 25% across irregular sea states. Performance is shown to be affected by

wave steepness with wave trough tracking showing higher performance compared to

wave crest tracking.

Preliminary testing of the MEM-based sensor ribbons (in array form capable of

measuring position in three dimensions) showwave height errors in regular waves

to be on average 1.3% with standard deviations of relative error of 8.4%. Wave

period errors and their standard deviations were below 1%. In irregular waves, mean

significant wave height is under-predicted, across a range of directional seas, by 3%

with standard deviation, across the tests and individual ribbons forming the array, of
7.5%. Peak wave period is under-predicted by 1.3% with standard deviation of 2.2%.

Time domain statistics are not reported but it is expected that - as with the optical

fibre system - performance degradation would occur whenmoving to irregular seas.

Wave height error magnitude excludes the application of the developed sensors from
small-scale tank testingwhere mm levels of accuracy are required. With further work,

however, sensors based on this concept could potentially be used in larger scales and

at sea where spatial wave field information is necessary, where wave period is critical

and where other sensor techniques require baseline data.
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Mb megabyte. Unit of data storage capacity equal to one million bytes.

MWL mean water level. Mean water level in the absence ofwaves.

PTO power take off.

R correlation coefficient,

r radius of curvature, [m radian-1]

R2 correlation coefficient squared.

RT1 filtering technique. Real time filtering with on-the-fly adjustable filter weights.

RT2 filtering technique. Real time filtering with look up table.

S wave steepness. H / A.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 ResearchMotivation

This thesis has been funded and produced because of increasing international focus

on Marine Renewable Energy. The marine environment may offer solutions to some

of the major challenges we face during this century. These include the consequences

of increasingly expensive energy supply (economically, environmentally and politi¬

cally) and increasing demand for minerals, fresh water and food. Ifwe are to turn

to the seas and invest in developing technologies to exploit them we will need to

increase knowledge of this frontier, creating infrastructure and tools to facilitate

exploitation and to monitor the effects of our efforts.

The aim of this research is to increase knowledge of the dynamics ofwater waves

by designing and testing a sensor that can provide wave field information at un¬

precedented levels of detail over a wide area. This wave field information could have

impact on the fields of oceanography and offshore renewable energy by offering

opportunities to either benchmark or improve existing sensor technologies or by

providing information that can be used to design better technological solutions for
the extraction of useable energy from the seas.

1
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1.2 Research Objectives

Experiments were conducted at the University of Edinburgh, Aalborg University,

Denmark, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh and the GWK facility, Germany to

address the following specific research objectives:

1. To test the ability of a buoyant ribbon-like or rope-like element to mechanically
track the water/air interface.

2. To define confidence levels for these element's tracking abilities across a range

of sea states

3. To construct an active sensor suitable for performance testing in two dimen¬

sions in the Edinburgh 20 metre Flume (approx 1:50 scale).

4. To construct an active sensor to allow performance testing in larger wave

flumes and basins to study the scalability of the system.

5. To construct an active sensor array at a scale suitable to test the performance

in three dimensions.

6. To highlight which design and deployment parameters most influence sensor

performance.

This work is structured around three central sections. The first concerns the design

of an experimental procedure to assess the ability of floating ribbon-like structures

to track the water/air interface with the second and third sections investigating two

implementations of the concept. These core sections form Chapters 4, 5 and 6 as

shown in the thesis roadmap in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Thesis chapter structure.

1.2.1 Applications in Measuring and Modelling

theMarine Environment

Traditional methods ofmeasuring the wave field at sea have relied on human ob¬
servation or buoys equipped with motion sensors and telemetry equipment. Whilst

these provide information suitable for categorising weather conditions they were

never designed to provide the level of detail that may be required as our uses of the
seas evolve. Over the last decade satellite measurements of the sea surface have

provided significantly improved global descriptions but at a spatial resolution that

cannot provide information on specific locations and in particular are limited when

their orbits pass near coastal regions - where much of our newmarine activitymay

occur.

If a sensor can be developed that can rapidly measure surface elevation across a

wide area our ability to reliably describe the useable energy content will improve

and additionally, new studies ofwave field dynamics can be conducted. At a smaller

scale this sensor could be used in controlled environments (i.e., large scale hydraulic
test facilities) to study wave dynamics and may assist investigation ofwave group

behaviour, wave coherence versus wave direction, amplitude, frequency, roughness

etc., with further uses in reflection analysis. If reflections can be confidently defined
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then control strategies can be employed to mitigate their effects making for more
reliable and efficient hydraulic testing of coastal structures and marine machines.

1.2.2 Applications inWave EnergyConverter Control

Harnessing the sea's energy by means of wave energy conversion or tidal stream
conversion for example would reduce our reliance on imported fossil fuels and reduce

CO2 emissions. Machines produced to operate in the marine environment will be

designed for a specific deployment location. With better advanced knowledge of this
location the machine design will be better optimised to operate around the mean
condition and to cope with the predicted extremes. With continuous knowledge of
this location's wave field the now operating machine can tune its behaviour, in any

number of ways, in response to the inputs received. Major benefits are expected
in terms of economic viability (encompassing costs of manufacture, deployment,

operation, maintenance and price per unit electricity) when more is known about
the deployment environment. This research aims to improve knowledge of this
environment.

1.2.3 Summary ofApplications

• investigation ofwave shape

- effects on structures

- current/wave interactions

- wave group dynamics

• control strategies for wave energy converters

• deterministic sea wave prediction

- reduce risk in marine operations near offshore structures

• reflection analysis in large scale hydraulic facilities

• investigation ofwave directionality
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1.3 Wave Energy

Marine Renewable Energy: A Brief Introduction

The demand for energy both globally and within the UK continues to rise. This

growing need combinedwith dwindling hydrocarbon supplies from the British sector

of the North Sea tipped the UK into becoming a net importer of gas in 2004 1 (ahead
of government predictions) and soon, a net importer of oil [1, 2], In the four years

of forming this thesis, energy issues, which form part of the climate change debate,

have soared up the political agenda and in some form are rarely out of the media.

Within this rapidly evolving sphere new elements continue to develop; security of

supply is now a major, if not top, priority for policy makers globally, surmounting

the previous theme of CO2 emission reduction. This has now been seen on several

occasions in Europe where the relationships and actions of EU members, the major

gas producers and subsequent transit countries affect energy policy decisions.

Energy produced from technologies deployed at sea may help meet these two chal¬

lenges. A diversified portfolio of energy sources including wave, tidal and offshore

wind would significantly improve the UK's exposure to risk whilst providing low

CO2 electricitywith the lower priority (at present) welcomed side-effect of securing
industrial jobs in traditionally under performing geographical areas. 2

There aremany proposed energy conversion mechanisms for producing useful power

from the seas. These include taking advantage of salinity and temperature gradients,

using the momentum of tidal streams or the potential energy of tidal elevation

changes and coupling an electrical generator to the motions of the sea surface itself.
This latter category, hereby labelled Wave Energy, is the mechanism considered in
this work.

depending on pricing, extraction rates and demand the UK oscillates between net importer and
net exporter although the trend is towards a net importer.

2Since this thesis commenced a severe global recession has occurred which may again change the
prioritisation of energy and industrial policy.
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1.3.1 Wave Energy: Advantages and Opportunities

The seas around the UK and particularly in the west coast of Scotland have long

been proclaimed as having one of the best wave energy resources in the world, [3, 4]

and there has been significant research into methods of converting this energy into

electricity for the Grid [5, 61. Approximately 10% of Europe's wave power, 14GW, is

located off Scotland's coasts [7, 8]. It is estimated thatWave and tidal stream energy

together could meet 15% to 20% of current UK electricity demand [9]. A recent report

published by a group established to evaluate the potential ofUK offshore renewable

projects points to the creation of 145,000 new UK jobs with between 2 to 5 GW of
installed capacity predicted by 2050 [10]. 3

It is well known that it is increasingly difficult to achieve planning consent to build
industrial equipment and execute civil engineering programmes (power stations,
wind turbines, power lines, pipelines) on land (particularly in small countries like the
UK where the stakeholder density is large) [11, 12]. Offshore plant could potentially
meet less opposition and will have lower environmental impact than traditional

electricity generation technologies [13, 9,14, 15].

1.3.2 Wave Energy: Challenges

Ocean waves are slow oscillatory systems which vary in amplitude, frequency and

power. In the context of electricity generating WECs this input must be coupled

to electrical generators that are legally obliged to provide electrical power within

regulated amplitude and frequency tolerances. This is an engineering challenge and

may be tackled via, for example, novel designs of generator including linear designs,

power conditioning electronics or intelligent control of an individual WEC, or by

extension, realising a global averaging effect by using an array ofWECs (and possibly

intelligently controlling each individual). In addition, ocean waves are created by

winds blowing in different directions at different locations and at different times. Be¬

ing able to operate in and take energy from these multi-directional, multi-frequency
sea states is another facet to the engineering challenge and has consequences on

5Modest scenario (2GW) and mid-level scenario (5GW).
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WEC geometry, array design and importantlymooring design [16].

With the high costs associated with vessels, equipment, insurance, personnel and

developing and maintaining HSE 4 commitments, designing devices to require as

minimal maintenance as possible will be needed for economic viability. However,

whilst steps can be taken at the design stage experience of deployment, operation

and recoverywill be needed to improve designs iteratively over the time span of years.

This applies to installation techniques and design as well as recovery / decommis¬

sioning.

Againwith economic viability in mind, any deployed devices will need to operate for a

given period through greatly varying weather conditions. There will be an inevitable

premium paid in designing in safety factors in constructing a device capable of

surviving the environmental rigours of the ocean.

Areas of electrical use have grown up around coal mines and rivers. Unfortunately
the wind, wave and tidal resource resides/frequents locations hundreds of miles

away from the areas where coal was found in the last two centuries and hence

population and industrial centres. Planning permission issues and moreover the cost
of fabricating, installing and integrating new electricity carrying cables mean that

intervention will be required at a governmental level [12, 17, 18, 19].

Recently on a continental level, EU power companies, funding councils and govern¬

ments have been proposing a connected "Super-Grid" which would allow renewably

generated power to flow around the North Sea (and in the future further afield to

Middle-East and North Africa), reducing the cost to individual stake holders whilst

offsetting variability [20].

In addition, supply chain issues will effect the contribution Renewables make to the

UK economy and should not be underestimated [21, 22].

Wave power is a variable resource. In order for the grid to viably cope with wave

climates that change both temporally and spatially, some form of back up power

generation - either external to the wave energy system or internally - is required. The

timescales for this storage depends on the costs to the generator of intermittency. The

4Health and Safety and Environment
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generator could be causing problems (and thus receiving charges) to the networkwith

perturbations of the order of seconds or the network as a whole could be unable to

meet demand for a period of days during unusually high demand and low renewable

input.

Another consequence of the variability of the ocean is that a system design must be

able to cope with forces and motions arising from waves many times more energetic

than the mean, around which the device's power generation is optimal. This adds to

the engineering challenge and the cost.

Significantly, not enough is known about the environment in which the renewable

devices will reside. Increasing our knowledge of and quantifying the resource has

been a major focus in the most prominent and recent research consortia including

SuperGen-Marine I and II, the UKERC's Roadmap and the EU FP7 Equimar project

[23, 24, 25]. Securing finance formarine renewable energy plants will require good
estimates of the expected energy yield and the yield fluctuations over the lifetime of

the projects [26].

There are still many knowledge gaps for floating devices, these include knowledge

of the ways waves behave and how the resource is characterised as well as on the

magnitude of the loads caused by the marine environment.

Report by the European Thematic Network onWave Energy, 2003 [27].

1.3.3 Addressing Challenges through the Development of an Im¬

provedWave Sensor

This work hopes to test the ability of a new type of sensor to assistwith this challenge

to the industry. By gaining more knowledge of the operating environment both
investors and designers can make better project decisions, improving the likelihood

of technical success and the magnitude of economic success.
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1.4 WEC Design, Optimisation and Control

In order for an oscillating system to be a good wave absorber it should be a good

wave generator.

J. Falnes

1.4.1 WECs Require Control Strategies

Wave Energy Converterswill have a frequency of oscillation at which they are reso¬

nant. When this frequency is matched by the driving frequency of incident waves
the device's output power will be at a maximum. WEC design including geometry

and power take off system will most likely be based around the most dominant

wave frequency at the deployment site but for the majority of the time the resonant

condition will not be met. As real seas comprise many different frequencies and

exhibit non-linearity (as opposed to nice simple sine waves) controllingWEC me¬

chanical behaviour in response to these varying disturbances will be necessary in
order to maintain sufficient output power. The increase in efficiency or economic

viability resulting from control strategies is as yet unknown. It has been estimated

that improvements will be significant, [28, 29], with one author suggesting 1.5 to

3 times increased average energy production [30], This estimated range has been

corroborated with performance gains in the range of 100-330% found in a recent

review of a variety of types of control strategies [31].

Survivability and Performance

It is easy to imagine the benefit of advanced prior knowledge of the wave field when

considering survivability and reduced fatigue loading. Instructions based on this in¬

formation could be delivered to theWEC to take actions to reduce the risk of damage,

possibly increasing damping of the PTO or changing the relationship with the moor¬

ing system or, for example, self-submerging by the use of using buoyancy/ballast
tanks.
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Control Strategies

Wave field information will likely improve, and in some cases enable, WEC control.

Early wave energy research highlighted the potential for control strategy implemen¬
tation. It is present in the original works of Budal in Trondheim, Norway and Salter
in Edinburgh, UK and has continued to be an integral part of the research field

[28, 32, 29]. For a more thorough introduction toWEC control strategies, their histo¬
ries and their implementation good starting places can be found in the publications
of the Edinburgh Wave Power Project and the research of Falnes, Budal and Hals,
Barbarit and Clement, Korde, and a recent review-led PhD Thesis on these topics by

Price [16, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. A brief history ofwave power and

review of some of the leading control strategies that could make wave power viable
can be found in Appendix C.

A Note on Causality

It has been shown that the response of a WEC to multi-frequency waves is non

causal and that information of the future wave state is needed to properly predict

the interactions [43]. However, the impact of acausality can be diminished by the

fact thatmoving upstream in a wave field can be thought of as moving ahead in time,

i.e., the experienced perturbation is the result of a wave that can be measured some

distance ahead/upstream that moves with a known velocity. Provided that at the

frequencies under investigation the coherence length of the wave field is sufficient

then the disturbance upstream at some starting point in time should be similar in

form to the disturbance downstream some distance away at a time in the future.

Here downstream is used loosely to imply that aWEC lies behind ameasuring point

and in the mean direction of the wave field [40, 44],
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1.4.2 Control Strategy in the Context of this Work

It is the author's opinion that optimal control is, at present, a distraction since aWEC

exposed to any type ofwave other than a perfectly linear, sinusoidal wave (which

does not exist in the laboratory let alone the outside world) and in the presence

of imperfect information relating to wave field, body motion and other physical

quantities, will not behave in the way predicted by a model.

Indeed, more pragmatic approaches are emerging concentrating on deployment,

operation and final cost per kw as opposed to maximum efficiencies and maximum

theoretical controllability [45], And the design of the Pelamis, the industry leading

design puts survivability as the primary design goal [46].

The device must be designed with survivability as the key objective, then effective

ways of improving power capture must be found.

Richard Yemm, PelamisWave Power Ltd.

1.4.3 Control Strategies Require ImprovedWave FieldMeasurements

Designing a sensor array that can provide device designers and operators with im¬

proved information on the wave field in which their devices will operate could prove

one stage in the process of continued improvement ofWEC technology and associ¬

ated control strategies.

1.5 ExistingMeasurementTechniques for the Provision

ofHigh Resolution Surface Elevation Data

With the predicted demand for surface elevation information in the Wave Energy

sector identified, a survey of existing measurement techniques was carried out.

Discussed more fully in Chapter 3, a brief summary is outlined below. Key limitations

of the technology - specifically related to Wave Energy - are highlighted in bold.
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Table 1.1. Summary of advantages and disadvantages of leading candidate
technologies.

Wave Buoy

Advantages Established technology
Calibration techniques well understood
If correctly installed and calibrated provides good time-elevation data and statistical
wave data.
Above surface telemetry possible
Can be deployed for long durations (years with servicing)

Disadvantages Reduced reliability in steep waves
Careful mooring consideration required
Prone to storm damage, vessels, vandalism
Not a fixed point (Lagrangian measurement). Buoy movcG across and around wavos
as well us moving in heave.
Single point measurement - no spatial information (steepness, shape, non-

linearity), no wave evolution, difficult to infer directional information particularly in
multi-modal sea states.

Bottom Mounted ADCP

Advantages Being located on the seabed can reduce likelihood of damage (in some cases)
Array based measurement allows directionality ofwaves to be measured
Good measurement of co-located currents which can be incorporated into wave
measurement analysis
Wide range of emitted frequencies to suit deep water to shallow water applications

Disadvantages Difficult to deploy for long duration (at high frequencies required and as required
for wave-field monitoring).(1 month is typical deployment)
Below surface telemetry required (low bandwidth, increased expense) and frequent
marine operations: retrievals and deployments
Depth attenuation of pressure signal used in wave measurement algorithms
Require heavy (up to 3000kg) seabed frames in energetic sites or being anchored to
seabed in surf zone.

Depth ofdeployment sets maximum resolvable wave lengths and directional resolu¬
tion (beam spread angles at surface plus pressure gauge attenuation).

X-Band Radar

Advantages Not a single pointmeasurement. Grid of data covering 100's metres to kms is possible
at 10m-100m grid spacing.
Good statistical wave properties achievable
Non-contactwith the marine environment

Disadvantages Emerging technology. Further trials required and are ongoing.
Permit likely required for use (EM Spectrum, siting of radar tower etc.)
Individual wave-by-wave analysismore challenging.
Site specific filters required. Complex calibration and configuration at each site
and when changing sampled region.
Poor temporal resolution (=2.5s)
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1.6 Thesis Roadmap

1.6.1 Introduction,Motivation and Existing Technologies

Chapter one served as an introduction to the field and to highlight the motivation for

this work. Chapter two, The Environment, introduces water waves with a brief outline

of theory and relevant physical properties before discussing more realistic and often

encountered waves at sea and the commonly used methods of parameterising their

characteristics. Chapter three, Measuring the environment, discusses the wide variety

of measurement techniques used to characterise water waves both at sea and in

hydraulic laboratories.

1.6.2 Meeting Research Objectives: Three Reports

Chapters four, five and six are near stand-alone reports. Chapter four, Surface Track¬

ingofa Ribbon, describes the experiments conducted to meet objectives one and two

(surface tracking abilities) and contains a description of the experimental procedures

and a summary of results and conclusions. The report in Chapter five, A Novel Sensor
- Type I - Optical Fibre, describes the steps taken to meet objective three (two dimen¬

sional sensor) via use of a novel optical fibre sensor technology. Again experimental

procedures, results and conclusions are contained. Chapter six, A Novel Sensor - Type

II - Inertial Sensors, describes an alternative approach to sensor constructionwith the

intended aim ofmeeting objectives four, five and six (towards a three dimensional

sensor array). Due to the increased scope of this report it has been subdivided in to

several sections. These consider testing in two and three dimensions across a variety

of scales and lead to a discussion of the newest sensor construction - a 1:12 scale

fully marinised sensor designed to withstand testing at sea.
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1.6.3 Summary, Discussion and Furtherwork

Chapter seven Conclusions and Further Work, brings together the summaries from
each of the three report sections and discusses to what extent the research objectives

have been met. Elements identified as further work are discussed.



CHAPTER 2

WaterWaves

2.1 Water Waves

i i

Figure 2.1. Schematic ofwater wave and associated parameters.

A schematic of a water wave is seen in Fig. 2.1. The wavelength, A, is the distance

from one wave peak to the next wave peak. Wave height, H, is the difference from a

wave's peak to its trough and wave amplitude, A, is the distance from the Mean Water

Level (MWL) to the wave peak. The water depth, d, is the distance from the (MWL)

to the sea bed (or floor of a wave basin/flume).

15
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Other commonly used parameters:

• T , Wave period. The time it takes, at a fixed position, for two wave peaks to

pass that position, [sj

• 77 , Surface elevation. The height of the free water surface above or below

(signified by a negative number) a specified MWL. [m]

• co = 2nl T , Angular frequency, [radians s"1 ]

• k = 2n/A , Wave number. [nT1]

• c = XIT , Phase velocity or celerity. [ms~1 ]

• s = HIA , Wave steepness.

• E = pgH2 , Energy ofwave train per unit area. [J]

where p is water density (taken as lOOOkgm""3 for fresh water and 102Qkgm~3 for sea
water) and g is gravitational acceleration taken as 9.81ms~2.

2.2 Water Wave Generation

There are three causes ofwater waves in a body ofwater: wind, tides and sudden dis¬
turbances arising from either geological, astronomical or human/biological activity

(e.g., ships, marine mammals etc.).

Wind-generated waves are surface waves that have been created by the action of the

moving air stream over the free surface. As the air roughens the surface, positive

feedback occurs due to the now increased area for the wind to act upon, and waves

grow in amplitude and wavelength.

At a larger scale the gravitational attraction of the Moon and Sun cause the tidal

motions of the free surface. The range of tides (the difference in water level between
successive maximum and minimum) and the time between one extreme of level

and the next vary greatly depending on location on the planet. In several locations,

generally in semi-enclosed areas, tidal ranges can be greater than ten metres in height
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such as in the Bristol Channel in the UK and in the Minas Basin in the Bay of Fundy
in Canada [47], Tides and their associated water dynamics will not be considered in
this thesis other than in the role theywould play in the deployment and operation of
sensor networks which is discussed briefly in chapter 6, section 6.3.4.

Water waves are also generated when there is a sudden disturbance in the body of
water. A passing ship will cause a wake and the impact of an asteroid or a mass of

land sliding in to the sea could generate a wave with wavelengths of kilometres with

heights of tens to hundreds ofmetres. This work deals with disturbance waves (of a

more benign nature) as they are the mechanism in the laboratory for creating waves.

Using hinged paddles water is accelerated to mimic the effect of low amplitude

wind-generatedwater waves (see Fig. 2.2).

(a) The 20m Edinburgh Flume, (b) 15mxl8m Aalborg Basin, piston
hinged-flap type wave maker TPe wave maker

(c) The 307m, 800kW GWK Flume, pis¬
ton type wave maker

Figure 2.2. Wave making facilities used in this thesis.
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Table 2.1. Wave types

Period (s) Wavelength Type
0-0.2 a cm capillary
0.2-9 up to a 130m wind sea

9-15 <500m swell
15-30 1000s ofm long swell

30-hours up to 1000s of km long period waves
12.5h, 25h etc. thousands of km tides

Hinged wave paddles when combined with a feedback controller and an opposing
wave absorbing beach allow the generation of repeatable waves where reflections are

minimised. The paddles take as an input a wave time series which can be made up of

simple, low amplitude sine waves or complex combinations of sine waves resulting
in scaledwater wave outputs of varying complexity in two dimensions (flumes) or
three dimensions (basins).

In reality waves co-exist and interactwith currents which themselves vary temporally
and spatially. Wave-current interaction is an ongoing important area of research and
has impacts on WEC station keeping, loadings and resource characterisation and

capture but is considered outside of the scope of this work.

2.3 LinearWave Theory

LinearWave Theory [48], is used throughout science and engineering to describe

gravity water waves. It is a solution, given various simplifying conditions, to the

Laplace equation (which is used heavily in time-independent problems involving

electrostatic, gravitational and fluid velocity potentials.) These simplifying assump¬

tions are listed below:

• the fluid is homogeneous and incompressible implying constant density.

• the fluid is ideal - zero viscosity

• vorticity is zero - the water particles do not rotate

• air pressure above the water surface is constant
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• the Coriolis force is neglected

• wave amplitude is small with respect to wavelength

• there is a solid, unmoving, horizontal bottom boundary

2.3.1 The Dispersion Relation

The dispersion equation, which relates angular frequency to wavenumber (and

wavelength), can be written as

where g is acceleration due to gravity, a is the surface tension ofwater, p is water

density and d is water depth. Throughout this work very small amplitude waves

(less than 1cm) are ignored thus the term in equation 2.1 involving the surface

tension, a is neglected. Also, when water depth is sufficiently large relative to a given

wavelength the deep water condition brings tanh[kd) equal to one. The deep water

condition can be invoked when

This leaves:

2.3.2 Wave Velocities

Whilst a wave appears to be moving at the phase velocity, c, the water particles do

not travel with the wave, instead following circular paths whose amplitudes fall off

exponentiallywith depth.

Waves are said to be dispersive since wave components contributing to a given

disturbance will propagate at a speed dependent on their wavenumber and are

therefore likely to separate in phase from one another or disperse.

,2 (2.1)

co2 = gk (2.2)
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Phase Velocity

The phase velocity c (also known as celerity) is the speed of propagation of the

disturbance and depends onwavenumber (with longer waves travelling faster than
shorter waves):

A co (g crk\ , , ,

c=7=i=VU+y)tanh(M) (2-3)
Again neglecting surface tension, a, and assuming deep water givps

c'— \ j (2.4)V k

For shallow water where the waves experience strongly the bottom boundary the

tanh(kd) term in equation 2.1 can be approximated as kd and the celerity expressed
as

c = \fgd (2.5)

Group Velocity

The group speed, Cg, can be thought of as the velocitywith which the overall shape
of the wave's amplitudes propagate through space and is also commonly described

as the velocity at which the energy in a monochromatic wave travels. Group speed is

defined as:

In deep water the group speed and energy in a wave group travels at half of the

celerity/phase velocity, c. In shallow water the group speed is equal to the phase

velocity.
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2.4 Waves at Sea

Waves at sea can look very dissimilar to the waves produced in the laboratory. Com¬

posed ofwaves generated by wind and tides that have arrived from varying locations

together with the locally generated waves they are extremely complex and dynamic.

These seas can be considered to be a superposition ofmanywaves of differing heights,

periods and directions. Quantifying various parameters of a sea can be achieved by

analysing a time series record on a wave by wave basis or in terms of its frequency

content. Figure 2.3 illustrates the concept of complex sea states being composed of

simpler underlying sine-wave-like components.

(a) Regular (b) Irregular long-crested

(c) Irregular short-crested

Figure 2.3. Increasing complexity ofwave fields from regular/sinusoidal
(a), long-crested (JONSWAP) (fi), to short-crested mixed directional
waves (c).
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2.4.1 Frequency ContentAnalysis: the Energy Spectrum

The distribution of energy as a function of frequency leads to the energy spectrum

which is traditionally also referred to as the wave spectrum. Two types ofwave spectra

are used: discrete spectra where Fourier analysis of a recorded time series gives the

spectral density at discrete frequencies; and parametric spectra where the energy

content is described as a function of frequency. Parametric spectra are used when

only minimal global parameter statistics are known (no wave elevation time series

for example) and an attempt is being made to obtain further characteristics based

on the spectral shape governed by these basic inputs and also when a comparison

between the two spectra has revealed similarities allowing the parametric spectra

to be used as a representative model [25]. By recording wave elevations at many

locations globally, deriving the discrete spectra and checking the fit of the observed

spectra to a parametric model, the validity of the various parametric spectra have

been assessed. Examples of parametric spectra include Bretschneider, JONSWAP,

Pierson and Moskowitz, Mitsuyasu and Ochi and Hubble. These have been adjusted

over the years to better fit prototype data and to include site specific factors such as

wind fetch [49].

S(w), the spectral variance density in m2s is given by,

1 A2 (co)
S(co) - r—■ (2.7)

2 oca

In terms of frequency, /, S(f) - 27tS(co).

In practice the spectral variance density is found by performing a Fast Fourier Trans¬

form (FFT), the computationally optimised Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), on

a digitised, sampled signal. Fourier analysis requires that the wave elevation signal
is periodic around it's length (in time) and thus modifications or taper windows

are implemented at the beginning and end of the signal. In this work, frequency

domain analysis was conducted using theWavelab 2.0 software where the default

taper settings of a cosine squared taperwith 20% overlap and 20% width were used

unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 2.4. Discrete spectra produced from wave gauge data of an irregular
wave during flume test (red) and corresponding parameterised JONSWAP
spectra (blue) (with y set to 3.3).

For a list of sea state parameters recommended for use in the wave energy field see

table 2.2 and [50],

2.4.2 Wave byWave Time SeriesAnalysis

An alternative approach to quantifying wave elevation time histories is to analyse

the signal on a wave by wave basis. This involves determining starting points and

finishing points for regions of the signal and measuring their properties. The overall
statistics are based on the aggregate of these individual wave events.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the method of identifying an individual wave based on the point
in time at which the elevation crosses the mean water level (MWL) from a positive

elevation to a negative elevation (zero down crossing). An alternative approach, zero

up crossing, is to identify where a wave crosses the MWL with a positive gradient.
The differences in overall statistics that these alternative methods lead to are small

and are not considered in this thesis. In practice, due to infrequent discretised

sampling, the zero crossing point is determined by an interpolation scheme. Figure
^ IT 1 /. L . 1 ■ 4- o 4-"U p . 4. * r. 4—* ▼ . F 4-It /\ t t t-> «-> 4- /t o o 11 VP 1 v> /—» 1 ... rs"i r 1 /~\ vt t . ,L y— ..
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wave number 3 may have been better described as a shorter period, small elevation

wave as there is a turning point that almost exists below the MWL. This issue has

consequences on wave time series analysis and comparison ofmultiple elevation
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Figure 2.5. Schematic showing wave zero-down-crossingmethod

measurements and is discussed further in chapter 4, section 4.2.3.

2.4.3 Wave Steepness

Wave steepness is a ratio of wave height divided by the length of the wave (wave¬

length). Waves with relatively high amplitude and short wave length have high

steepness. As wave steepness increases the validity of linear wave theory reduces.
Behaviour varies between deep and shallowwater conditions (and is further com¬

plicated by interaction with underlying currents), but in deep water, once steepness

increases beyond approximately 1/7 (0.14), waves break [51]. Wave breaking events

are generally categorised as either Spilling, Plunging or Surging with varying geome¬

tries, surface mixing abilities and levels of energy dissipation. Experimental testing
within this work does not include wave breaking. Tests were, however, conducted at

high steepnesses in order that as broad a test range as possible could be delivered

(subject to the specification limitations of tost facilities used). In reality, in large non

fetch-limited and deep water sea-states (well described by the Pierson-Moskowitz

equation) significant steepness (using significant wave height and mean wave period

terms) remains constant at approximately 1/20 (0.05) [52].
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2.4.4 Directionality

A directional wave spectrum not only takes in to account the distribution of energy

with respect to frequency but also the distribution of energy as a function of direction.

In reality, most sea states (other than long-crested waves where the crest lines are

straight and parallel) are composed ofmulti-directional waves thus the directional
wave spectra offers the most comprehensive statistical wave field description. With

full directional spectral analysis the drivers of a sea-state can be separated and
identified. Good understanding of the directional spectrum is an important factor

in the design and functioning of coastal and offshore structures and is critical in

assessing the effects of reflected waves near structures [53, 54]. The directional

spectrum is key in the field ofwave modelling and air-sea interaction; and affects the

forces experienced by piles and offshore structures including vessels and platforms;

and plays a role in coastal erosion, sediment transport and pollution dispersal [55],

Figure 2.6. Fishing boat returning to the port ofVlissingen, Netherlands
in storm (force 10) conditions on January 18th 2007. ©Ed Francissen.

The directional spectral density, S(/,0), builds on equation 2.7,

S(/,0) = S(/)D(/,0) (2.8)
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where S(f) is the unidimensional spectrum (expressed as a function of frequency)

and D( f,0) is introduced as the angular spreading function. D{f,6) is dimensionless
and normalised by setting its integration, over angle, from 0 to 2n equal to 1,

Quantifying Directional Seas

The primary directional sea state parameters are the mean wave direction (at the

peak of the spectrum) Q\p, and the standard deviation of the directional distribution,
the directional spreading (at the peak of the spectrum) aip. The latter describes the
distribution ofwave energy around the mean value. Unlike the more stable (in terms

of analysis method) spectral parameters such as Hs and Tp, both 0ip and <7ip can be
defined as functions of frequency.

There are several routes to identifying the key directions and frequencies contained

in a wave field each with associated advantages and disadvantages and dependencies

on the instruments used to supply the raw data. As improved and less expensive

oceanographic instruments become available and subsequentlymore directional

wave data is accrued, defining and executing appropriate analysis methods is in¬

creasingly important. Ideally, to provide the full directional spectrum, without the
use of prior information and assumptions, numerous high-resolution instruments
would be deployed in an array over awide area in order that all spatial scales ofwaves
and their corresponding directions maybe captured. The E.U COST report suggests

coverage of at least lkm with a spatial resolution of lm and sampling set at 1 Hz [55].

Current technology remains well below this specification and as such methods are

used (and assumptions are incorporated) which aim to maximise the use of sparse,

and in some cases, low-resolution and noisy information.

The most widely used method to quantify directional seas makes use of the Fourier

expansion method [56]. Use of the first pair of Fourier coefficients has been proven

to adequately describe 9\p and <j\p in relatively simple sea-states but insufficient
to describe more complex wave fields. Where multiple wave directions comprising

(2.9)
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similar frequencies are present in a wave field or where there are combined sea-

states with varied frequencies the accuracy of the Fourier-based method reduces

[57, 55]. Enhanced methods to obtain the directional spectrum have been devel¬

oped including Extended Maximum EntropyMethod (EMEP), Extendedmaximum

Likelihood Method (EMLM), Bayesian Direct Method (BDM) and Iterated Maximum

Likelihood Method (IMLM) [58] The traditional Fourier method remains the least

computationally intensive method but offers relatively poor directional resolution

and is sensitive to errors in the data. The BDM, whilst potentially capable of provid¬

ing the best estimates is computationally intensive. The EMEP method is considered

the best all-rounder providing high resolution, generally fast, error-tolerant results.

[59, 60], However, the presence of artificial double peaks in the spectra produced by
the EMEP method has been noted and choosing the most appropriate method of

realising directionality requires consideration of the measurement programme [61].

In addition, it has been suggested that a combination of methods may be required to

conclude on the best estimate of directionality [62].

2.4.5 Non-Linearity

A disadvantage of the energy spectrum lies in its inability to provide information on

parameters important to the design ofmarine structures, such as shock loads, which

arise due to the shape of individual waves and wave groups [63].

One of the most obvious non-linearities in waves is the increasing asymmetry of

the wave between trough depth and crest height, through the mean water level,

as waves get larger in amplitude. Wave-wave interaction at a particular location

causes non-linearity in addition to the non-linear evolution of a group ofwaves over

time and wave breaking events [641. Increasing effort is being directed to the effects

of currents on wave characteristics and on the effects ofwave motion to turbulent

variation ofmean current flow. These interactions are another source of non-linearity.

In the laboratory when creating focused wave groups, for example, the presence of

non-linear effects leads to uncertainty when predicting the spatial and temporal

location ofwave focusing and the amplitude of the focused wave.
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The scope of this work largely avoids having to either segregate or mitigate non-

linearity as the aim is to measure the behaviour of a sensor instrument in a large

variety of sea states from low amplitude linear waves to complex mixed and likely

highly non-linear sea states. However, as discussed in Chapter 7, Section "Further

Work", any advancement of the sensor data processing or indeed integration into
a wider measurement system would likely take advantage of the known physics

of linear wave systems whilst also implementing strategies to deal with inherent

non-linearity.

2.4.6 Widely UsedWave Field Parameters

The term significant wave height, Hs, has had an interesting career and can cause

confusion. It was traditionally determined by averaging the wave heights of the

highest one third ofwaves in a wave time series, often labelled H1/3. In addition it
has been assigned to the variance of the wave time series. An alternative definition
stems from the frequency domain gives Hmo, where the significant wave height is
related to the zeroth spectral moment (or proportional to the square root of the area

under the spectral graph).

where n = 0,1,2,3,....

The mean wave period as obtained from zero crossing analysis, Tz = T02 is defined as

the mean of the individually determined wave periods in the record.

From the wave spectra the average wave period, Tq2 and the energy period, Te, can

be defined, respectively, by

Hmo — 4Vm0 (2.10)

Where the nth spectralmoment is calculated from,

mn - I (DnS{<x>)d(o
Jo

(2.11)

(2.12)
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T„ =
m-1

m0
(2.13)

The energy period, Te, is used in wave energy studies as it provides knowledge of the

energies associated with the longer waves (lower frequency) in a wave spectrum and
can be approximated as,

Te = l.2Tz (2.14)

Table 2.2. Wave field parameters used in this work.

Symbol Label Description/Formula Units

SM

S(/)

Spectral (variance) density S(co) = \

Spectral (variance) density S(/) = 27iS(a>)

S {f,9) Directional spectral density S(/,0) = S(/)D(/,0)

Hmo Significantwave height Hmo = 4\fma

2
rrrs

m2s

m2 s deg 1

m

T02 Average wave period

Te Energy period

P Wave power

per metre wave crest

S Wave steepness

Hm Mean wave height

T / m.Q

TP =
m-1

m0

P — H 2T

S- K
A

Sum of zero-crossing-defined
wave heights divided by
number ofwaves

Wm"

m

Mean wave period Sum of zero-crossing-defined
wave periods divided by
number ofwaves

2.5 The Energy Resource

For a sinusoidal wave,
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E = ksH2 where Ice = pgl8 = l.25kWslm2

The energy on this horizontal square metre of the water surface is divided between

potential energy due to the mass ofwater lifted to a wave crest and kinetic energy due
to the water's velocity. A 3m linear wave would therefore represent 11.25kW.s/m2.

In terms ofwave power a commonly used parameter is power per metre wave crest

(expressed in W/m). It is calculated by,

P = —H2Te
64n

(2.15)

Assuming commonly used values ofp = 1000kg/m3 andg = 9.81ms2 gives,

P = 0.577 H2 Te (2.16)

in kWlm.

Global estimates of available wave power expressed in this way can be seen in figure
2.7a. Estimation of incident power available to aWEC, the measurement of captured

power and the ratio of these quantities will be one ofmany parameters used in the

assessment of control strategy effectiveness.
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(a) Global annual mean wave power estimates
(kW/m).

(b) UK annual
mean wave power
estimates (kW/m)

Figure 2.7. Global and UK wave power estimates.

a) Website of PelamisWave Power,
b) Adapted from the Adas of UK Marine Renewable Energy Resources. ©. Crown copyright.
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2.5.1 Resource Assessment

Choosing a site for an individual WEC orWEC farm is a complex task with many

considerations which include:

• a "suitable" wave climate for a particular device

• station keeping considerations - mooring ability, depth, bathymetry

• array interactions

• access to the electricity network

• avoidance/mitigation of stakeholder conflicts e.g., military, fisheries, ecology,

shipping, oil and gas, tourism.

In reality compromises will have to made across all of these considerations.

2.5.2 Defining the Resource in terms ofWECs

The wave resource can be described with parameters featuring increasing spatial

and temporal detail from average energy over a region of tens of square kilometres in

deep water to twentyminute statistical descriptions in coastal regions in the vicinity
of a measuring device such as a wave buoy. Whilst financial investment will depend

heavily on the resource (and predicted energy yield) being characterised over ten

to twenty years, elements of device performance, such as reliability due to fatigue
or extreme loadings may require more detailed information about the environment

than regional wave models can provide.

Large scale wave resource assessments are based on computer modelling using large

scale wind-wave models fromwhich wave power statistics can be computed. [4]

Due to the added complexity of coastal sites due to changing bathymetry, reflections,

shallowwater effects the low spatial resolution data of a global or mesoscale wind

wave model may not be sufficient to ascertain the power available at this locality.

Here, wave measuring equipment, usuallywave buoys, can be used alongwith the
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large scale models to drive more detailed, higher resolution coastal models. Existing
data sets however tend to be acquired from point measurements and frequently

contain no directionality information of the wave field or where this data is provided
it can be difficult to interpret. Since spatiallyvarying parameters such as the direction
ofwaves and their associated spreading will likely play a role in the performance of a

WEC, new technologies may be required to measure these parameters.



CHAPTER 3

Measuring the Environment

3.1 Overview

Measuring water waves has been a historical challenge in the fields of oceanography,

hydrodynamics, maritime engineering and a variety of laboratory studies. At sea a

multitude of solutions have evolved that float on the surface, lie on the sea bed or

are mounted on vessels. In the laboratory where attachment points are much more

readily available measurements tend to be of the fixed rather than floating type. Each
of these methods fall into one of two categories as noted by MS Longuet-Higgins:

Surface waves can be recorded in two kinds ofways, either with a fixed (Eulerian)

probe or with a free-floating (Lagrangian) buoy.

MS Longuet-Higgins [65]

If our use of the seas are to increase and taking with it the monetary value of op¬

erations conducted at sea (ship to ship connections, increasingly complex oil and

gas operations, deployment of renewable energy devices and autonomous vehicles

for example) then traditional measurement techniques may require upgrading or

rethinking. Generally their limitations lie in the number ofpoints where measure¬

ments are taken (spatial density and area of coverage), in their sampling rate in time,

in their maximum telemetry data rates or in their overestimation or underestimation

33
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of parameters under certain sea conditions.

The following sections summarise themain operating principals, uses and limitations
of the main technology types currently used to measure waves.

3.2 Techniques at Sea

Current technologies for obtaining ocean surface elevation include wave buoys,
Acoustic Doppler Profilers (ADPs) and several types of Radar. Each method has
associated advantages and disadvantages. See table 5.1 in Chapter 5 for a sum¬

mary of leading-technology characteristics relevant to this work and table 3.2 for a

manufacturer-supplied summary specification comparison [55, 66, 67, 68, 69],

Wave buoys

«MtcroStrain
•O

(a) Benchmark - (b) An example of (c) Datawell Wa-
Hippy-40 MEM IMU veriderMKIII

Figure 3.1. Typical motion measurement payloads ofwave buoys

c) ©Datawell BV Oceanographic Instruments

Since the pioneeringwork of Longuet-Higgins buoys have been deployed for moni¬

toring the wave field and meteorology over the ocean [56].

Buoys provide good qualitywave height, period and often direction measurements
but suffer from poor spatial coverage. Whilst proven technology, wave buoys remain
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expensive to build, deploy and operate. Deployment, maintenance and removal

involves vessel rental which is extremely expensive and in the case of large buoys
vessel scheduling and pricing can be dominated by oil and gas industry conditions.

In addition, buoys are exposed to shipping, fishing and storm damage/loss.

Wave buoys intended for long open ocean deployments are usually of diameter
of several metres. The large diameter arises from having to carry a large payload

(instruments and moreover power supply) whilst supporting heavymooring lines.

These buoys suffer from lower resolution compared with small buoys such as the

DatawellWaverider, as their ability to track the moving surface is hindered by higher
inertias and mooring influences [70]. Smaller buoys intended for shorter period

deployments can be lightly moored on elastic, compliantmoorings. Even so incidents

involving buoys becoming detached from their moorings are not uncommon.

The recent availability ofmicro-electro-mechanical sensors (MEMS) offers the ability
to reduce the volume and weight of a buoy sensor payload therefore reducing the
diameter of floatation material needed. Previous buoys contained a large mechanised

platform which adds undesired weight and load on the power supply. The Hippy 40

sensor package is an example of this type of sensor package and forms the benchmark
device against which new buoys are measured [71]. The reference platform for
the pitch and roll measurements is a gravity-stabilized disc surrounded in a liquid
inside an aluminium cylindrical can. The Hippy electronically double integrates

acceleration measured at its isolated and suspended cantilever arm to produce

vertical displacement.

Buoys have been traditionally deployed for marine weather forecasting for the ship¬

ping/fishing industry and for storm warnings. The time series generated are pro¬

cessed on board the buoy and the summary statistics of a selected period (typically

20 minutes to meet the requirement of pseudo-stationarity for spectral processing)

are transmitted. This level of data may not be sufficient for the marine renewable

sector where access to the time series is needed, either in near real-time or after a

deployment for post processing. The quality of these time series has been noted to
be variable and can require extensive post processing [60].

Notable international buoy networks currently in operation include the NOAA-NDBC
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(National Data Buoy Network) covering East andWest coasts of the USA, the Gulf of

Mexico and the Hawaiian Islands and the Indian National Data Buoy Programme.

This network, unlike it's American counterpart, use buoys capable of directional

measurements as standard.

In summary, buoys are the standard method for providing spectral parameters (in¬

cluding directional information) at a point in the ocean and the recently completed

Equimar project recommends their use in offshore renewable resource assessment

[25]. Further advances in buoy technology may be required for the renewable sec¬

tor leading to smaller and lighter buoys capable of supplying full raw data via high
bandwidth telemetry. By residing on the surface and therefore having access to

through-air telecommunication frequencies buoys have an advantage over their

submerged competitors and can access cellular, radio or satellite communication

networks.

Acoustic Doppler Profilers

Whilst measuring the Doppler shift of suspended particles in a water column and

inferring the surrounding fluid's velocitywas originally intended for use as a tool in

current flowmeasurement this principal is being increasingly used to measure waves.

Being situated on the seabed reduces the risk of shipping damage to an ADP but large
forces remain which can lead to data loss and sensor damage (as was experienced

in Denmark during 1999,[72]). Design and implementation of the locating frame
are critical to an ADP's deployment and operation. Experiences such as during the

Strangford narrows programme suggest that frames have to be extremely robust to

survive, leading to installation difficulties for diver teams [73], Figure 3.3a shows the

configuration of a Nortek AWAC (ADCP) on a tripod frame with auxiliary battery and
data storage canister attached as used by the author in the recent £13 M "ReDAPT"

project - Reliable DataAcquisition for Tidal Power [74].

Some ADPs give directional wave data using software to convert orbital velocity
measurements into wave frequency and directionality. The software makes use of

linear wave theory to derive elevation. The Nyquist theorem dictates amaximum bed
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(a) ADCP deployed by author (as Client) in Orkney, UK
April 2012.

(c) ADCP's deployed in 307m long, 7m deep GWK, Han¬
nover.

Figure 3.2. Acoustic Doppler Profilers (ADPs)
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Gimbal

(panels not shown*

(a) CAD schematic showing
RDIADCP configuration on the
ReDAPT Project, 2011

Bin Separation
Distance

Additional Pressure
Measurement

(b) ADP (Nortek AWAC) Working
Principal Schematic

Figure 3.3, Typical installation method ofADPs (a) andworking principal
(b)

depth for a required surface wavelength resolution. At 50m depth and dependent on

beam alignment an ADP can resolve onlywaves above approximately 3.5 seconds

and, in terms of the directional spectrum, approximately 6 to 9 seconds [75, 76].

Nortek systems are one of the leaders in the field of current profilers along with

Teledyne systems and SonTek. Their AWAC with Acoustic Surface Tracking (AST)

measures wave direction, surface elevation (wave height) and current in one almost

all-plastic instrument. The AST echo-ranges to the surface using a vertically orien¬
tated (if the instrument is deployed flat) transducer. This allows the measurement of

short period, locally-generatedwaves and can output either time series histories of
surface elevation or the summary statistics as produced bywave buoys.

ADPs often store the data on board with battery life of the order of sixmonths to a

year depending on configuration. This data is retrieved at the end of the deployment
after instrument recovery. If data is required on-the-fly there are several methods
to achieve this including a cable to shore (up to 5km) [77], acoustic modems to

shore or acousticmodems or cables to a surface platform which can then relay via

radio /satellite /GSM.
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Radar

X-Band Radar

Commercially-available X-Band Radar can be installed on fixed (e.g. offshore oil

installations) or moving (e.g. vessel-based) platforms. Operating on the principle of

measuring the backscatter of radar energy from the ocean surface they offer massive

spatial coverage improvements over Buoys with a typical system being able to cover

a swept area of radius 2km at a spatial resolution down to 10m. Systems include

Miros, WAVEX and OceanWaves WaMoS II. Shorter range, higher resolution set-ups

exist, using a system covering an area of 20x20mwith a resolution of 0.4m [78]. For

spectral sea-state parameters Hm0, Tp , etc. X-Band Radar has been shown to give ex¬

cellent agreementwith othermeasurement techniques such as Buoys [79] (estimated

accuracies, as revealed by in-situ testing, are shown in table 3.1, [80]). However,

these are averaged parameters and do not give information about individual waves.
Recent software developments such as the DWFA algorithm in WaMoS II can pick
out individual waves from a radar image by using linear wave theory as the basis of
an inversion technique leading to colour-coded wave elevations. Typical systems
suffer from poor temporal resolution (At=2.5s) limited by the rate of rotation of the

radar emitter and the number of images required for analysis and in addition may

not be able to pick out wave heights below 0.5m [79]. Recently, an X-Band radar in

conjunction with the inverting software was used to measure sea surface elevations.
The results were compared to a co-located wave buoy with the sampling rate of this

buoy reduced to allow comparison to the radar and software system. Although there

is general agreement, large errors are present particularly in wave amplitude [81],

Since the heights are picked out by an algorithm this could possibly be tuned to

reduce errors but importantly a benchmark data set would be required. This has

been supported in discussions with the radar company OceanWaves GmBh [82],
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Table 3.1. Summary of reliability ofWaMos II / X-band radar sea state
parameters based on in-situ testing.

Wave parameter Range Standard deviation

Significant wave height 0.5 - 20 m 10 %
Peak wave period 3 - 50 s 5 %

Peakwave direction 0-360° ±10°

Table 3.2. Summary specification (manufacturer-supplied) of leading
ocean wave measurement technologies.

a) Wave Buoy
Typ. Sample Rate
Typ. Coverage

1.28Hz

Single Point

Parameter

Heave

Wave Period
Wave Direction

Range
+ 20 (m)
1.5-33 (s)
0-360 (°)

Res

0.01 (m)
0.1 (s)
1(°)

Accuracy
<2%

<2%

3 (°)

b) Bottom Mounted ADCP
Typ. Sample Rate
Typ. Coverage

2Hz

Array Based Measurement Covering < 1 A

Parameter

Hs
Wave Period
Wave Direction

Range
10 (m)
1/3/5*- 100 (s)
0-360 (°)

Res

0.01-0.1 (m)
0.1 (s)
0.1-0.5 (°)

Accuracy
1 %

n/a

2 (°)

c) X-Band Radar (WaMoS II)
Typ. Sample Rate
Typ. Coverage

<lHz

Array Based Measurement Covering > 1-10A

Parameter

H5

Wave Period
Wave Direction

Range
0.5-20 (m)
3-18 (s)
0-360 (°)

Res

0.1 (m)
0.1 (s)
1(°)

Accuracy
10%

± 0.5 (s)
2 (°)

increasing minimum detectable wave period for reporting of:
single point 77; non-directional 77 and directional sea-state.
Increasing depth increases minimum observable wavelength and
increases attenuation of pressure signal.
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HF Radar

High Frequency (HF) Radar emits radio waves from ground base stations with wave¬

lengths in the range 10-100m and can sense from 10km out to 200km with resolutions

decreasing with range to a maximum of a few hundred metres for short range set¬

up [83]. Whilst it operates under the same principal as X-Band systems the longer

electromagnetic wavelength explains the greater range but reduced spatial resolu¬
tion. Accuracy of the directional spectrum and derived wave parameters depends on

radar power spectrum frequency resolution, temporal and spatial variability in the
measurement cell, angle between two radar look directions, antenna sidelobe levels,
wave height, noise and interference levels [84], Algorithms have been developed to

process the radar images to extract sea-state parameters. HF Radar's use as a current

measurement device is well established but there is some debate as to its ability to

measure accurately these sea-state parameters. Radio Frequency (RF) Licensing,

interference and planning issues also affect the implementation of the technology

[79,81],

HF radar comprises two types: phased-array radar e.g., ocean current surface radar

(OCSR) and Pisces, and direction-finding radars e.g., coastal ocean dynamics appli¬

cation radar (CODAR) and SeaSonde [84],

Experience from the 2003-2005 trial of dual Pisces deployment (intersecting beams

from north Devon and SouthWales) suggests that significant wave heights below lm

are unreliable [84].

There may be scope for improved radar performance by altering the frequency

based on the changing environmental parameters including interference and wind,

precipitation, wave climate. Using theWERA radar systemwhich is a hybrid of both

phased-array and direction-finding radar, the EU-funded EuroROSE experiment in

Fedje, Norway suggests that HF radar may have limitations in its ability to cope with

sudden changes in wave climate. This limitation may be a result ofminimum reliably
measured wave frequency of 0.35Hz inherent to the system's scanning frequency

[83],
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LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging systems (LIDAR), whereby light of a choice of frequen¬
cies (from Ultra-Violet (UV) to near infra-red) is used to highlight a surface and report

the range to that surface, have been used widely in atmospheric and terrain mapping
fields. In the context of oceanography theywere first developed for aerial surveying
of coastal bathymetry and were later used in underwater obstacle detection tasks

[85], These LIDAR were operated at a near normal angle to the surface. A more

practical installation for the use in measuring wave fields in the shipping, oil and

gas and renewable sector would be vessel mounted LIDAR systems which would

negate the inability ofmoving systems to continuously measure a fixed region. These
would be able to monitor the vicinity around a vessel, rig or WEC but would be

operating at much shallower angles (limited by the tower height). Difficulty arises in
the signal processing of the veryweakly returned and heavily scattered light. In one

trial processing power is dynamically allocated depending on the distance from the

optical radar and the condition of the signal [85], This study used line scans where
the wave field is sampled at various points in a line away from the radar. This system
would be upgraded to a planar scanning one where the emitter and receiverwould

sweep a field ofview and build up a wave field frommany line scans.

Evidence to support the utility of remote sensing technologies (both radar and laser

systems) in the field and in the absence of absolute references comes from theWAC-

SIS (Wave Crest Sensor Intercomparison Study) project [86] where good agreement

was found between wave measurements taken via collocated laser and radar instru¬

ments - despite their variedmeasurement techniques [87].

Other Techniques

Globalwave models

Large scale wave resource assessments are based on computermodelling using large
scale wind-wave models from which wave power statistics can be computed. Global

wave models can be used as the starting point for a more detailed, coastal assessment
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ofwave climate. The global model provides the boundary conditions for a computer

program (3rd generation spectral model such asWAM, SWAN and Mike21-SW) that

incorporates local bathymetry and provides higher resolution outputs [88]. A recent

publication on the use of local wave models at a site in Orkney, UK - of particular

interest to the sector due to the establishment of a wave and tidal test site - suggests

that simple spectral parameters alone may not be sufficient in the wave and tidal

sectors and highlights the necessity for a re-modelled wave resource parameter that

takes in to account the resource-power production interactions [89].

SatelliteAltimetry

The TOPEX/Poseidon satellite (see Fig. 3.5b), launched in 1992, uses radar altimetry
to measure sea-level height with a repeat period of 10 days. Time of flight return trip

measurements are used in addition to satellite position information and knowledge
of instrumental and atmospheric effects provides the distance to the sea surface.

Satellites such as the European Space Agency's ESR1 and ESR2 and NASA's Jason 1,

launched December 2001 and placed on the same orbit as TOPEX/Poseidon and one

minute ahead, can measure sea surface elevations to within 4cm with a goal of below
2.5cm. Jason 1 completes a scan comprising 90% of the oceans' unfrozen surface

every ten days. These measurements are useful for large time-span averaged values
and give information on global sea levels. Wave buoys are used in the calibration

procedure of these satellites [90]. OSTM/Jason-2, the follow-on to Jason-1 mission,

launched in June 2008. One of Jason-2's goals is to maintain the accuracy of signifi¬
cant wave heights to 0.5m or 10% of the value (whichever is greater). Jason-1 will be
moved into a parallel orbit to make way for Jason-2 and will form one half of the new

joint mission.

Satellite deployments tend to focus on measuring rising global sea levels and large

ocean/atmosphere phenomena such as El Nino and long time scale climate oscilla¬

tions [91]. With reductions in the cost of satellites, the development ofmini-satellites

and moreover the advances in operating them in arrays (currently in a co-operating

pair as with the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X programme [92]) improved ocean mea-
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surements from space are likely in the future.

(a) Image showing
elevations North
of Madagascar
showing sea sur¬
face roughness
reductions in the
bottom-left of

image.

Figure 3.4. Advancing satellite technology - TanDEM-X and TerraSAR-X.
Images from Astrium website. ©Astrium 2010.

(b) Image showing Mount Etna, Italy produced
from the first bi-static joint data-set from
TanDEM-X and TerraSAR-X

Fixed Installations

Fixed installations such as those on a pier or oil rig offer several advantages. Access,

repair and maintenance is easier as there is a permanent crew near the sensor. Ships

and helicopters routinely transit to and from the rig and moreover, the difficult part -

the moorings - have already been funded, designed and installed [93].

Disadvantages include disruption to the measured wave field by fixed structure itself
and the requirement to be able to withstand harsh environments.

In 2007 a custom wave gauge, consisting of long wires fixed to the ramp of the proto¬

typeWavedragon device, was trialled in the field. Following successful trials in the

laboratory this capacitance based measurement system failed due to a combination

of mechanical damage and marine bio-growth. This highlights the difficulty in find¬

ing robust solutions to the measurement of air/water interface that can survive and

operate when taken from the laboratory to the ocean [94].
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Pressure Transducers

Bottom mounted pressure transducers have been used for a long time (since around

1947) to measure surface elevation. They benefit from being out of harms way

regarding surface traffic and comprise relatively cheap components. As information
from the surface is attenuated through the water column accuracy falls off with

depth. However, nonlinearity of the surface profile is stronger in shallowwater and

careful handling of the pressure data to reveal surface elevation is needed in this

regime to maintain accuracy [95]. Pressure transducers are often used to provide

complimentary data to other methods (such as acoustic surface tracking) where there

disadvantages are offset by their reliability and insensitivity to sources of acoustic
noise such as bubble formation from breaking waves.

Visible Spectrum Imaging

Visible spectrum imagingmay allow wide area wave characterisation at low cost. In

particular, passive imaging methods, where no externally applied light source is used

(a strategy usually applied in laboratories), could prove useful. The main methods

of inferring wave characteristics from a scries of images arc through light reflection
off of the surface, sun glint, photogrammetry and polarimetry. All the methods have

advantages and disadvantages. The reflection method requires lowwave steepness,

sun glint methods do not provide direct surface elevations and polarimetry methods

Figure 3.5. Remote sensing techniques. Visible and radar imaging

(a) ATSIS for mea¬

suring 3D breaking
waves (Wanek and
Wu, 2006)

(b)
TOPEX/Poseidon,
NASA

(c) Image
generated
from WaMoS

II and X-Band
Radar
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have thus far only been used under a limited range of atmospheric and sea condi¬
tions. Photogrammetry methods (see Fig. 3.5a) rely on the calibration of images
via known geometric features or physical behaviours along with comparing images

from multiple positions. This research area also has applications in robotics. Histor¬

ically stereoscopic vision systems have proved challenging to implement however
advances in computational power and analysis techniques could offer quicker and

cheaper access to wide area surface elevation data [96, 97],

3.3 Techniques in the Laboratory

(a) Laser wave gauge developed
under SuperGen Marine II (Payne,
2011)

(b) Image of GWK facility, Han¬
nover showing resistance wire
wave gauges

Figure 3.6. Laboratory wave measurement techniques.

Resistance WireWave Gauges

Resistance wire wave gauges are the benchmark tool used in hydraulic test facilities
for measuring surface elevation at a point. They consist of two parallel thin rods

(usually of several mm diameter) and measure the resistance between the two rods
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when immersed in water (see Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. As the water level between the probes
varies the resistance changes. This relationship has been shown to be extremely

linear. Alternating current (AC) is used to prevent build up of charged particles at

what would be the anode and cathode if direct current was used. Circuitrywhich

changes the frequency of the AC is necessary to avoid cross contamination of the

resistance measurements between probes in the tank. Off the shelf data acquisition

equipment can then sample the probes which output a varying voltage proportional

to the wave elevation.

Changes in the conductivity of the wave flumes and basins effect the resistance

measurements which can arise through temperature changes and mixing of con¬
taminants due to wave action. Careful and time consuming calibration is therefore
essential when using these gauges. Some laboratories which make heavy use of these

gauges have invested in automated systems for raising and lowering the probes to aid
calibration. In addition, in wide or deep basins, wave gauge placement can become
a labour-intensive task or may require special mountings to be fabricated and posi¬

tioned, either suspended above the water or surface piercing from the bottom of the

tank. For studies at small scale and involving waves of relatively high frequency or

small amplitude resistance wire wave gauges may not provide the accuracy required.

Other Techniques

Laser Wave Gauges

When very high levels of accuracy are required optical methods using lasers and
cameras can be employed. These installations tend to be customised to a particular

project. One example (see Fig. 3.6a) comprises a vertically orientated laser which af¬

fects a spot of laser light onto thewater/air interface. This spot is imaged by an above
and angled camera and through careful calibration (via moving the laser through

known displacements) and image processing (involving sub-pixel interpolation and

noise rejection) the centre of the spot is transformed to a wave height. Whilst this

particular method provides sub-millimetre precision, further work is required to

develop this technique further to improve deployability and reduce cost.
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Figure 3.7. Shape Tape and wire resistance wave gauge arrays installed in
Aalborg University Tank.

Ultra Sonic Position Sensors

Often used in automated production lines in factories ultra sonic position sensors

can precisely measure the distance to objects placed above or below them. There is

potential for them to be used as wave gauges in hydraulic facilities. A limited trial

was conducted on their use in very large scale test facilities at the Grosser Wave Kanal

(GWK), Hannover during the testing programmes of summer of 2009. The outcomes

have not yet been published.

Visual Imaging Techniques

The visual imaging techniques referred to in the field measurement section above
can be adapted for use in wave flumes and wave basins. However, their advantages

in the field are diminished in the laboratory by the ability to hard-wire and locate

other, simpler, more reliable measurements - although they offer spatial information

that the standard point-measurement technologies can not.

A cost effective method ofmeasuring surface elevation across one or more wave-
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lengths is possible in wave flumes which have one or more transparent side panels.
This technique has been used in this work (see Chapter 4). Off the shelf cameras can

be used and combined with open source software, e.g., ImageJ orwith proprietary

software such as the image processing toolbox for MATLAB. A large variety of set-ups
can be used including point and diffuse lighting (of a variety of colours) and dyes
in the water [98]. The consistent aim is to provide an area of enhanced contrast

between the surface elevation and the background. Even without transparent walls
camera-based techniques can provide wave data via oblique angles although accu¬

racy declines as the camera/s are moved away from perpendicular to the flume walls

[99]. Extending the use of visual imaging techniques is discussed in the further work

section.

3.4 Measuring Directionality

Directionality information can be obtained by either measuring the same parameter

at multiple points or by measuring different parameters at the same point. The

latter is the technique used in directional wave buoys where the parameters of heave,

pitch and roll are measured and the measurements are all co-located. An alternative

approach would be, for example, an array of bottom mounted pressure transducers.

Single point systems measure several varied properties ofwaves from the same loca¬
tion. The most common system is the heave-pitch-roll buoy. Other systems include

PUV triplets comprising pressure reading (vertical axis) and two horizontal velocity

components, current meters with three dimensional velocity measurement capabil¬

ity and inertial measurement units measuring triplets of orthogonal accelerations.

Arrays comprise ofmultiple sensors at fixed and separate locations and can measure

one or more (in combination) wave parameters such as elevation, pressures and

currents. Remote-sensing systems, where a snapshot of an area is taken at a given

time and the surface profile inferred by filtering can also be used to provide the

directional spectrum. Examples of these systems include visible-spectrum imaging,

land and sea-based HF-Radar and the radar systems found on satellites as discussed

in section 3.2. An advantage of wide area measurement, such as radar and visual
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imaging techniques, lies in the ability to select array positions from a large choice of
data points. Selection of these data points has been shown to affect the outcome of

directional wave analysis or in other words you can move virtual sensors whereas for

a fixed seabed array, for example, the array separations and orientations are fixed.

The directional spectra S(f,0) can be revealed by a variety of analyses of the measured
data. They are divided in to two categories: stochastic and deterministic. Stochastic
methods treat the wave field as a superposition ofmany components with random

phases and these components are independent of each other.

Experimentally derived data analysis in this work has been implemented using

the stochastic approach, more specifically using the extended maximum entropy

principle (EMEP) method. In this analysis, outlined in Chapter 6, the software
toolbox for Matlab, DIWASP, has been used to analyse sensor outputs and provide

directionality estimates of the measured sea states.

3.5 Deterministic SeaWave Prediction (DSWP) Models

Deterministic sea wave prediction (DSWP) models are an area of interest in the oil
and gas, shipping and search and rescue fields. Having detailed and short term pre¬

dictions of the incident wave field could enable otherwise dangerous or impossible

operations such as landing a helicopter on a moving deck. Another recent devel¬

opment is the requirement to access the predicted large number of offshore wind
turbines for inspection and maintenance. It is currently recognised that the complex¬

ity and non-linearity of the wave field will limit predictions to the order of several
tens of seconds but that this limited future knowledge could be of benefit. Typically
DSWP models are concernedwith long period swell waves that underlie the incident

wave field (as opposed to locally generated highly non-linear wind-waves, capillary

waves, breakers etc.) and can lead to large excursions in vessel pitch or heave. To

generate output predictions ofwavemotion the models require information on the
wave field in the vicinity to the area of interest.

One challenge, (depending on sensor array set up), is that the measured points may
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not be stationary and thus not provide data sampled at spatially uniform sites - a

condition which is necessary for traditional discrete spectral techniques [100, 101].

In the case of LIDAR techniques polynomial interpolation in space of the data on

to uniformly sampled sites brings with it the disadvantage of requiring a higher

sampling rate (several times the Nyquist minimum) which in turn would reduce the

time-aperture for receiving an already weak signal.

The novel sensor array (or a future derivative) described in subsequent chapters may
be well suited to informing a computer algorithm about sea surface perterbutations
in the immediate vicinity of amarine operation. The computer algorithm's role would

likely be to provide estimates of future perturbations at a given locationwith a certain

degree of confidence. By having access to array (as opposed to single-point) data

whose spatial and temporal densities can be tuned (based on constraining factors

of sensor deployment and computer processing power) the algorithm should have
an improved ability to predict future surface elevations. In addition, the methods

by which these models propagate water wave dynamics could play a role with the

data acquisition and processing system itself through instrument calibration and

optimisation. Whilst these deterministic methods are outside the scope of this work

they are included to highlight bothmotivation for acquiring improved measurements
and as a possible aid to securing these measurements.



CHAPTER 4

Design Concept Feasibility Study:

Surface Tracking of aRibbon

4.1 Preliminary Feasibility Study: Optical Tracking

4.1.1 Motivation

This aim of this thesis is to investigate both the ability of ribbon-like, flexible and

floating instruments to physically track amovingwater/air interface and the ability of

an instrument based around this ribbon concept to measure and report its position

in three-dimensional (3D) space.

In order to test the ability of a ribbon configuration to remain mechanically close to
the water/air interface whilst under the influence ofwaves an optical test procedure
was devised and implemented and is outlined in this chapter. This optical tracking

technique involves using off-the-shelf camera equipment to provide insight into the

potential of long, flexible ribbon-like elements to accurately measure waves. Both

regular and irregular wave tests were conducted in the Edinburgh 20m wave flume

with various floating structures trialled. Following these tests on purely mechanical

wave-tracking ability, active measurement instruments configured as floating ribbon¬

like elements were trialled under the same wave conditions presented here. These

53
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electronically active sensors and the methodology of their testing are discussed in

chapters 5 and 6.

(a) Optical fibre-based floating rib- (b) Inactive floating ribbon (as ar-
bon in Edinburgh Flume ray) in Edinburgh Curved Tank

(c) MEM-based floating ribbon in
GWK, Hannover Flume.

Figure 4.1. Three implementations of the floating ribbon sensor concept
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Figure 4.2. CAD sketch showing one 3m flume section with ShapeTape
floating in incident irregular wave.
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Flume. 20m x 0.4m x 1.0m
mooring line wave gauges ShapeTape

3
wave paddle

(a) Diagram of experimental set up

camera scene

(b) Diagram of experimental set up

Figure 4.3. Experimental set-up showing positions of wave gauges,
ShapeTape and camera field ofvision
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4.1.2 Experimental Procedure

Investigation of available technology

An investigation was conducted on available technologies that could, in theory, be

integrated in to floating ribbon-like arrangements. This revealed several candidate

technologies: the first comprising existing, off-the-shelf, long, thin and flexible

sensors manufactured by a technology company in Canada based on fibre-optics

and the second comprising integration of various Micro-electro-mechanical systems

(MEMS). Given that the optical fibre technology could provide an integrated solution,

i.e., the sensors and the ribbon structure are combined as a single pre-fabricated

system, experimentation in to the surface-tracking ability of such as system could be

carried out immediately and hence this option was selected.

Testing of an off-the-shelf "Demonstrator" technology

A demonstration ribbon 7m long, 15mm wide and 3mm deep, comprising spring

steel and optical fibres and coated in a thin layer of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was

supplied by Measurand Inc. of Canada. The width and depth dimensions are fixed

due to product specification. The length of 7m was selected due to this being the

longest ribbon offered by the company at the time of research. This measurement

device was designed for use in motion capture procedures and will be detailed in

subsequent chapters. Its mechanical behaviour in a wave flume is investigated here.

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) rendering of a typical experimental set up is shown

in figure 4.2. This ribbon exhibited typical physical properties of the company's

Shape Tape ™ product but by being inactive electronically cost only the price of

shipping. Buoyancy aids, spaced 150mm apart, were added along the length of the

ribbon to keep it flat across the water/air interface. Without these buoyancy aids

the ribbon would sink. The spacing was selected after experimentation to allow the

optimal surface contact of the ribbon whilst adding the least amount of buoyancy

and inertia to the system.
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Testing via optical tracking

Filming of the ribbon in a variety ofwave conditions and subsequent image analysis

provided estimates on the ability of the ribbon to surface-track.

There is a strong tradition of using optical techniques in wave flumes to measure

parameters such as turbulence, vorticity, mixing and particle velocity and a large

variety of choices of implementation. A common theme in these techniques is the

care required in experimental set up. In this particular set up the tank glass walls,
and the water within, needed to be clean of surfactants and debris caused by rusting

of various components of other users' experiments and the use of pollen (which

subsequently decays) for particle motion experiments. Testing a large number of

lighting configurations resulted in suitable under-tank lighting in terms of the lighting

position, types and intensity. A dual fluorescent tube arrangement was trialled and
then adopted to provide general up-lighting of the surface meniscus against the

glass, with a series of spot bulbs used to fill-in any low intensity areas. In order to

aid analysis, an above tank ultra-violet (UV) tube lamp was used to highlight the
floats - which were coated in UV reactive paint. The large contrast between the
floats (blue) compared to the highlightedmeniscus (white) can be seen in the stills

of figures 4.4, 4.5 and processed image, figure 4.6. It is assumed throughout that the
central position of the meniscus represents the surface elevation of the water waves.

Whilst 3D effects in the flume (and surface tension at the glass) may result in this

edge meniscus being offset with respect to the surface elevation as measured at the

centre of the wave field it is assumed that this offset remains constant. It should also

be noted that the procedure is looking for relative differences between the central

float positions and the central meniscus as this value determines the level of surface-

tracking that is being achieved by the floating sensors. Quantifying the effect of the

meniscus as a measure of surface elevation is discussed further in the Discussions

section. With further experience in image processing the stringent requirements of

test set up were able to be reduced. For example, denoising filters can be applied to

remove bubbles or smears thus reducing the requirement for cleaning or repeating

tests.
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A preliminary batch of testing was carried out (and subsequently analysed) using

images shown in figure 4.4. To improve the resolution of float displacement mea¬
surements a second batch of tests were carried out with the camera closer to the

flume walls, as shown in figure 4.5.

Image Processing Procedure

The procedure for image capture and analysis is summarised below

• Sony 3 CCD captures images at 25 frames per second (fps), PAL format at

720x576 pixels on to DV video tape.

• Movie files are extracted using Adobe Premiere and converted to sequence of

thousands of 1.1Mb bitmap files.

• Folders of images are batch processed using ImageJ in the following way:
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- Crop image to remove top and bottom unnecessary sections.

- Optimise image contrast.

- Threshold the image using colour information in images to produce two

images: one containing floats; and the other containing the water/air

interface.

- Make images binary (black and white only)

- Particle track floats outputting particle summaries (corner locations, cen¬

tres, area etc.) to text file.

• MATLAB batch processes folders of surface binary images and curve-fit to

produce surface location in x and y axis.

• MATLAB pairs surface positions with float positions and outputs error between
the two.

ImageJ is open source software (based on the Java programming language) which is

used extensively in the medical imaging field. Processes can be run as click-recorded

macros or as coded plug-ins ofwhich there are many hundreds made available to

download by the ImageJ community [102], An alternative method of image analysis

to ImageJ became available in 2009 when the University of Edinburgh opened the
license for the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox to multiple users. 1

Initially a small number of tests using Jonswap irregularwave spectrawere conducted

using the varying peak frequency, Tp and significant wave height, Hmo, shown in
table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Preliminary IrregularWave TestMatrix

Label Hm0(m) Peak Period, Tp (s) Duration (s)

1 0.016 1.02 1024

2 0.077 1.02 1024

3 0.037 0.99 1024

4 0.072 1.32 1024

1Since the completion of these experiments ImageJ has continually grown and received funding
council support in the USA. A major new release ImageJ 2.0 is now available and is being used in
undergraduate, masters and postgraduate student projects in the Edinburgh Flume.
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Figure 4.5. Frame of zoomed-in optical tests

Figure 4.6. Processed movie frame

4.1.3 A Note on the Use of R and R2

Throughout this thesis the correlation coefficient, R, features in many plot legends.
It has been used as an estimate of the agreement between the measurements of two

independent instruments (in a line-of-best-fit sense) and moreover, as a subsequent

parameter to base post-processing algorithm tuning on, as opposed to offering
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robust statistical meaning. Errors between prototype sensor and traditional baseline
measurements are generally reported in terms of absolute error between the two

instruments and/or relative errors in terms of percentage. Negative percentages

are included (the error having not been squared then subsequently square rooted)
in order that any trends and bias in sensor performance could be more readily

highlighted. Where error analysis involves the parameter R2 this has been included
to highlight trends in any errors reported, for example in showing the sensitivity of

measured wave height error to the experienced wave steepness. Again, as with R,

the parameter is not used in its strict statistical sense but as a tool to assist post¬

processing, error-reduction, calibration errormitigation and sensitivity studies.

4.1.4 Results

IrregularWaves

Figure 4.7 shows a typical comparison of the float position and surface elevation
for test number two during two 30 seconds periods of the test, chosen to show

typical/representative behaviour.

Surface elevations were processed in the time domain by a zero up-crossing/down-

crossingmethod using both WaveLab 2 [103] and an internally available MATLAB

routine, TimeDomainStatsS.m [104], which makes use of theWave Analysis for Fa¬

tigue and Oceanography, (WAFO) toolbox [105], Figure 4.7 shows a wave record with

high correlation (>0.96 based on normalised coefficient returned by cross correlation)
but whose wave-by-wave comparison produces large individual errors. It was identi¬
fied during these limited tests that a more thorough and robust method of analysing

the elevation data would be required. Subsequent to these preliminary tests effort

was focused on improving image processing routines to allow a greater number of
further High Definition tests to be conducted with increased automation. A limited

post processing procedure was used in these early tests with more weighting put on
the overall trends in the elevation - time traces.
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(a) 30 second interval. Hmo = 0.077m, T„ = 1.0sec

372 374 376 378

Time (Seconds)

(b) 30 second interval. Hmo = 0.077m, Tp = l.Osec

Figure 4.7. Irregular test number 2 - wave elevation time series
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Figure 4.10. Original irregular test number 3. Float-tracked wave heights
and wave period compared to wave gauges.
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Figure 4.11. Original irregular test number 4. Float-tracked wave heights
and wave period compared to wave gauges.

Results from these tests were based on the dynamics of the central float (with respect

to camera field of vision). No comparison was made between the various floats along

the ribbon. This was due to time constraints and the intermittent availability of

edge floats as they come in and out of each image frame. From visual inspection of

the tests, video footage and the time elevation comparisons it was concluded that

for a significant range ofwaves in a irregular sea conditions (although for a limited

quantity and type of sea state) a floating ribbon remains closely coupled to the

water/air interface. Therefore, based on these exploratory tests and after discussion

with the manufacturers, a fully active and customised ShapeTape was purchased.
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Figure 4.11. Original irregular test number 4. Float-tracked wave heights
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Results from these tests were based on the dynamics of the central float (with respect
to camera field of vision). No comparison was made between the various floats along

the ribbon. This was due to time constraints and the intermittent availability of

edge floats as they come in and out of each image frame. From visual inspection of

the tests, video footage and the time elevation comparisons it was concluded that

for a significant range ofwaves in a irregular sea conditions (although for a limited

quantity and type of sea state) a floating ribbon remains closely coupled to the

water/air interface. Therefore, based on these exploratory tests and after discussion

with the manufacturers, a fully active and customised ShapeTape was purchased.
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Summary of Conclusions:

• Surface tracking based on early test results together with qualitative visual

inspection was encouraging and merited further investigation

• Surface tracking performance improved for tests comprising longer wave¬

length, higher period waves as shown in figures 4.8 to 4.11.

• To test the ability of thin, lightweight and flexible ribbons to track the water
air/interface high resolution more robust optical tracking experiments were

required.

• Improved post-processing routines/algorithms were required to assess the
results of further testing.

Follow on tests were implemented and are described in the following section.

4.2 Feasibility Study: Improved Optical Tracking

4.2.1 Motivation

To quantify the surface tracking ability of a thin, flexible and lightweight ribbon more
tests were needed along with careful post processing of tank test footage. Having
taken delivery of the electronically active sensor, optical tests became a lower priority

butwere revisited in later active ribbon tests and a newmethod of image capture, post

processing and analysis applied. This process is outlined in the following sections.

4.2.2 Experimental Procedure

A Canon Legria HF HD consumer-class video camera (recording in "High Definition")
was used which produces a 25 frames per second (fps) movie comprising images with

almost four times as many pixels as the previous set up. In order to streamline the

time consuming processing and analysis all processingwas carried out in MATLAB

using the Image Acquisition Toolbox (as opposed to ImageJ as in previous tests).
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Figure 4.12 shows a typical image (with wire resistance wave gauges overlaid for

visualisation purposes).

Image Processing Procedure

Image processing was conducted as explained below:

• "DGAVCIndex" software was used to create a movie file wrapper (.MTS to .avs)

(allows greater range of software to access the movie file)

• "VirtuaDub" software used in preliminary processing

- open convertedmovie file and strip out images (for later batch processing)

- frame cropping (file size reduction)

- deinterlacing (to reduce motion induced artifacts)

• 15,000 4.6Mb bitmap images created per 512 second test

• MATLAB Image Toolbox and the code from the Matlab Particle Tracking Code

Repository, [106]

- various filters trialled, optimised and implemented

- image multiplication/addition/subtraction across the 3 RGB (red, green,

blue) images

• MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox, Optimisation Toolbox and SLM toolbox [107]

used to spline fit to the water/air interface. 2

• MATLAB Image Toolbox used in edge detection of the float positions

• MATLAB custom script used to search for anomalies, investigate and fixwhere

appropriate.

The various stages of image processing can be seen in figure 4.12. Figure 4.12a

shows thewater/air interface having been separated from the background image and

2from SLM - Shape Language Modeling by John D'Errico - Least squares spline modeling.
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(a) Original frame from movie file (1440x700 pixels)
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Figure 4.12. High Definition (HD) image processing
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a cubic spline having been fitted to the data. Examples of this fitting can also be seen

in figures 4.32 to 4.34. In these screenshots the three wave gauges have been filtered

out of the image (they are barely visible in grey) and are subsequently indicated for

clarity. The surface tracking algorithm's estimate of surface elevation is marked in

cyanwhilst the algorithm's estimate of floats visible below the surface are outlined

in red. Regarding the surface-fitting, the SLM toolbox offers exceptional flexibility

and control over the "shape" of the least-squares fitting cubic spline. Among the

many control parameters are: adaptive "knot" placement; regions to ignore; end

conditions; maximum/minimum derivatives and maximum/minimum values. In

particular, end condition control is useful due to the ability to set the value to be

within a specified range based on previous images (in time). This improves immunity

to noise for end curvatures where the lower contrast and more error prone edges of

the images could (and did) otherwise cause problems. Before curve fitting a custom

Matlab script analyses the density of pixels along the region of interest and if the data

passes a certain threshold then these data points and their neighbours are included
in the curve fitting process. During processing frames were monitored for unusual

activity and these frames labelled for further automatic (sub-routine) or manual

processing.

Image Processing Time Cost

Whilst the HD camera offers many more pixels and thus a higher spatial resolution
it comes at a large cost - computational time in processing the images. Using the
best set up available (limited by software license availability, computer availability,

network speeds and hard disk drive space etc.) the times to process the footage can

be seen in table 4.2. 240,000 images were processed in these tests.

As data folders are processed, interruptions and errors occur due to experimental
issues. For example lighting changes, breakingwaves and large build up of surfactants
on the glass. In addition, computational issues can break the algorithms such as

memory allocation errors or losing a tracked particle for several frames.

Table 4.4 shows the test matrix used in these high definition tests. The range was
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Table 4.2. Time and Data cost of video processing

Process Time Cost (hours) Outcome Data Size (Gb)
Initial Running

Filming several N/A 14.41
Camera to PC 1/2 1/2 14.4

Movie to Frames 8 672 1000

Process Frames3 100 COCO 2.5

1 9600 seconds of filming @ MPEG2 compression of 1.5Mb/s = 14.4 Gb.
2 9600 seconds @ 25fps = 240,000 frames. Processed @ lfps = 67 hours.
3 240,000 frames processed @ 0.8 seconds = 83 hours.
4 Depending on processing error frequency.

chosen to suit the operating range of the tank from large long waves to short steep

waves. Test 5 proved to be at the edges of the tank's operating range and contained

many large breaking waves. It was halted 280 seconds in to the test. The footage was

processed and included in the analysis.

4.2.3 Results

RegularWaves

Wave gauge consistency

Five wire resistance wave gauges were installed in the flume as can be seen in figure

4.3. Wave gauge number 1 and wave gauge number 5 were distant from the field of

view of the camera and the ribbon / floats compared with the centrally positioned

wave gauges 2, 3 and 4. Figure 4.13 shows the mean values of all 5 wave gauges over

the 64 tests. It can be seen that there is greater variance in the gauge readings for

higher frequency waves. There is less deviation around the mean if analysis is limited

to the three central gauges and gauges 1 and 5 are neglected. During image analysis

the optically tracked surface is matched with the gauge that is closest to it at any

given time.

Figures 4.14 to 4.16 are intended to highlight any trend in the wave gauge measure¬

ments. It appears that whilst there is no correlation of error (within this test range)

against wave height, increasing wave period and wave steepness seem to affect a
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Table 4.3. Regular wave test matrix

Test# Wave Height Period Test# Wave Height Period

(m) (s) (m) (s)

1 0.01 1.43 33 0.06 1.00

2 0.02 1.43 34 0.07 1.00

3 0.03 1.43 35 0.08 1.00

4 0.04 1.43 36 0.09 1.00

5 0.05 1.43 37 0.01 0.91

6 0.06 1.43 38 0.02 0.91

7 0.07 1.43 39 0.03 0.91

8 0.08 1.43 40 0.04 0.91

9 0.09 1.43 41 0.05 0.91

10 0.01 1.25 42 0.06 0.91

11 0.02 1.25 43 0.07 0.91

12 0.03 1.25 44 0.08 0.91

13 0.04 1.25 45 0.01 0.83

14 0.05 1.25 46 0.02 0.83

15 0.06 1.25 47 0.03 0.83

16 0.07 1.25 48 0.04 0.83

17 0.08 1.25 49 0.05 0.83

18 0.09 1.25 50 0.06 0.83

19 0.01 1.11 51 0.07 0.83

20 0.02 1.11 52 0.08 0.83

21 0.03 1.11 53 0.01 0.77

22 0.04 1.11 54 0.02 0.77

23 0.05 1.11 55 0.03 0.77

24 0.06 1.11 56 0.04 0.77

25 0.07 1.11 57 0.05 0.77

26 0.08 1.11 58 0.06 0.77

27 0.09 1.11 59 0.07 0.77

28 0.01 1.00 60 0.01 0.71

29 0.02 1.00 61 0.02 0.71

30 0.03 1.00 62 0.03 0.71

31 0.04 1.00 63 0.04 0.71

32 0.05 1.00 64 0.05 0.71

Table 4.4. Irregular wave test matrix

Test # Hmo (m) Peak Period, Tp (s) Duration (s)

1 0.112 1.32 512

2 0.069 1.05 512

3 0.046 0.85 512

4 0.036 0.76 512

5 0.119 1.33 280 of 512
6 0.080 1.07 512
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Figure 4.13. Wave gauge consistency. Wave heights reported by 5 wave
gauges for 62 regular wave tests.
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Figure 4.14. Relative Standard Error (%) versus wave height (m) of 5 wave
gauges
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Figure 4.15. Relative Standard Error (%) versus wave period (sec) of 5
wave gauges

Figure 4.16. Relative Standard Error (%) versus wave steepness of 5 wave
gauges
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greater error, or more accurately, difference between wave gauge measurements.

Optical Tracking - Surface vsWave Gauge

Figures 4.17a and 4.17b show high correlation (R2 = 0.992 for wave heights and Rz =
0.998 for wave periods) between measured surface elevation using wire resistance

wave gauges and the surface elevation reported after image processing. This gives
confidence in the method of using estimates of float centres versus imaged surface as

a description of surface tracking ability for those regions distant from a wire resistant
wave gauge. If the surface imaging produced large errors only floats near a wire
resistance wave gauge would be able to be tracked.

Optical Tracking - Float Centre Position

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the results from regularwave test numbers 1 to 57. Due to

high wave steepness and surface roughness the image processing routines could not
function adequately for tests 58 to 64. Figure 4.18 shows the mean error across centre

positions of floats 2 to 7 (excluding the two outermost pods) as a percentage of the
mean wave height measured by the three nearest wire resistance wave gauges. Also
shown is the Relative Standard Error (RSE) or standard deviation of the mean wave

heightmeasurements across floats 2 to 7 as a percentage of the traditionallymeasured
mean wave height. Figure 4.19 displays the same parameters in terms ofwave period.
It can be seen that mean wave period errors remains unchanged (and very small)

with increasing steepness whilst the standard deviation of the errors across the sensor

region increases with steepness. It should be noted that this measure of error still
remains below approximately 2%.

IrregularWaves

Table 4.5 shows time domain zero-crossing analysis of the six irregular wave tests. It

should be noted that this table shows the standard deviation of the mean across the 8

pods as opposed to the standard deviation across the many data points of each pod's

signal. A large standard deviation implies that the wave-by-wave matching process
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(b) wave periods

Figure 4.17. Wire resistancewave gaugemeasured versus optically tracked
surface parameters

showed large variation across the sensor / camera field of view. The labels Matched,

Unmatched, Processed and Error>20 are detailed below:

• Matched: The number ofwaves in the wave gauge elevation time series that

have been identified and paired (matched) with the corresponding wave from
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Figure 4.19. Errors in float-centre measured wave period vs wave steep¬
ness
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Table 4.5. Time domain wave events

Number and Type ofEvent
Test Matched Unmatched Processed Error > 20

Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std.

1 424 3.1 7.6 3.1 5.4 2.1 4.8 2.1

2 470 3.8 5.1 3.8 6.0 1.8 3.8 1.9

3 580 9.4 16.9 9.4 11.0 4.4 11.9 4.9

4 590 2.7 3.0 2.1 3.0 1.3 4.5 2.1

5 233 8.4 6.9 8.4 3.0 1.3 2.0 1.6

6 468 9.0 7.1 9.0 4.1 2.2 2.9 2.2

the float-centre elevation time series.

• Unmatched: Wave events that were flagged as having greater than 20% error

between wave gauge period and float-centre tracked period.

• Processed: Wave events that withminormodification (adjusted wave height of
< 0.02m) produce matched wave events.

• Error>20: Wave events that contain errors of magnitude greater than 20%

between wave gauge and float-centre tracked period.

It should be noted that given the high level of agreement ofwave period comparisons,

wave period agreement is used as the initial threshold value, with wave-height being

introduced in the subsequent steps. An example of the individual wave event "pro¬

cessing" can be seen in figure 4.20which shows an event that has been flagged during
the overall image processing routine. Large errors in period trigger a secondary anal¬

ysis routine which ascertains if the error is due, in part, to the zero downcrossing

method of defining waves. If the tracked surface time-series reports a very small

wave/s and the corresponding float position time-series lies within a small distance

from the MWL an adjustment to the float data is proposed (see Fig. 4.20 around

the 95 second position). The adjustments are flagged in the algorithm and are only

included in the statistical analysis once they have been manually checked during

post-processing. If the adjustments are too bold or unwarranted they are discarded

on a correction-by-correction basis. This is made possible by simultaneously display¬

ing each investigated event and the routines' suggested alterations and due to the
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fact that each 512 second irregular wave train show only between three and eleven
outlier events averaged across the eight tracked floats, as can be seen in table 4.5.

Time (Seconds)

Figure 4.20. Example of zero-downcrossing processing

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show two representative time series snapshots from irregular
test no. 3 and irregular test no. 5. Each subplot (a-c) shows the surface elevation from

two adjacent float centres and the corresponding local surface elevation. The level of
coherence in the long wavelength, large amplitude, irregular seas of 4.22 is clearly

greater than in the higher frequency sea-state of test no. 3 where the behaviour of

two adjacent pods is comparatively less similar. This could indicate a wave flume

with poorer wave absorption qualities in high frequency sea-states. The cause of

this would require further specific testing on both the force-feedback mechanism of

the wave generator (which seeks to actively damp reflected waves) and the flume's

synthetic "beach" (which passively damps waves).

Figure 4.23 show the correlation between wave heights and wave periods as mea¬

sured at float central positions and local surface elevations. Test 1 and floats 2,4,6

and 8 are shown.
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(c) Surface elevation as reported by surface tracking and float numbers 2
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Figure 4.21. Optical tracking during irregular test number 3
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(a) Surface elevation as reported by surface tracking and float numbers 6
and 7

(b) Surface elevation as reported by surface tracking and float numbers 4
and 5

(c) Surface elevation as reported by surface tracking and float numbers 2
and 3

Figure 4.22. Optical tracking during irregular test number 5
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Figure 4.23. Irregular test 1. Included as representative test comparison
of intra-ribbon float numbers 2,4,6 and 8.
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Figure 4.24 shows longer test sequences and overall comparison between the cen¬

trally positioned float no. 4 and the local surface elevation.

Figures 4.25 to 4.28 show the correlation between wave heights and wave periods as

measured at float central positions and local surface elevations measured via wire

resistance wave gauges. Floats in closest proximity to each of the wave gauges as

testing progressed were used. These plots indicate increasing under-prediction of

surface elevation by the floats as wave height increases and better relative agreement

as test peak wave-period increases (with tests 3 and 4 showing lower correlation

than the longer period tests). Increased correlation between measurements with

increased peak period also holds for wave period with the level of correlation high

across all tests, as can be seen in figures 4.27 and 4.28.

Figure 4.29 captures the trend (which was visible in the wave-by-wave plots of figures

4.25 to 4.28) of decreasing measurement correlation (wave height and wave period)

with decreasing wavelength.

Figure 4.30 indicates the relative improved performance of the method in terms of

tracking wave crests compared to tracking wave troughs.

As is suggested by the plots ofwave-by-wave events (in terms of their agreement in

magnitude and the level of correlation), spectral descriptions of the wave gauges and

visually tracked surface are in good agreement. This is shown in figure 4.31.

Figure 4.36 collates all irregularwave tests and reportswave heights and wave periods

as measured at float central positions and local surface elevations for float numbers

2 to 7. End-floats (numbers 1 and 9) are neglected due to the greater likelihood of

errors arising from camera position and their transition in and out of frame. 16,600

individual wave events are captured.

FrequencyDomain Results
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(a) First 60 seconds

Time (seconds)

(b) Last 60 seconds

Figure 4.24. Surface elevation vs time. Irregular test 1
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(a) Test 1 - Wave Gauge 2 (b) Test 1 - Wave Gauge 3 (c) Test 1 - Wave Gauge 4

Figure 4.25. Irregular tests 1 to 3. Wave gauge vs optical surface tracking wave heights
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Figure 4.26. Irregular Tests 4 to 6. Wave gauge vs optical surface tracking wave heights
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Figure 4.27. Irregular tests 1 to 3. Wave gauge vs optical surface trackingwave periods
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Figure 4.28. Irregular tests 4 to 6. Wave gauge vs optical surface tracking wave periods
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Table 4.6. R2 values of matched wave events from time series for opti¬
cally tracked surfaces versus wire wave gauge tracked surfaces. And the
standard deviation of R2 values across the camera field of vision/floats.

Test No. Hmo (m) Tp (s) Mean R2 value STD R2 value
1 0.112 1.32 0.9672 0.0026

2 0.069 1.05 0.9549 0.0020

3 0.046 0.85 0.9413 0.0120

4 0.036 0.76 0.9156 0.0189

5 0.119 1.33 0.9789 0.0036

6 0.080 1.07 0.9612 0.0124
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Figure 4.30. Wave trough and wave crest tracking performance
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Figure 4.31. Wave spectra produced from Irregular tests 1 to 6.
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Table 4.7. Summary of spectral values

Test

WG
Hmo (mm)
Surface Floats WG

Tp (5)
Surface Floats

1 Mean 107.6 104.0 97.4 1.322 1.280 1.280

Std 2.1 1.4 2.0 0.024 0.000 0.000

2 Mean 66.0 63.8 58.6 1.054 1.024 1.027

Std 2.2 0.8 1.4 0.043 0.000 0.009

3 Mean 44.8 42.5 37.6 0.876 0.837 0.890

Std 2.6 0.5 1.3 0.037 0.027 0.000

4 Mean 35.2 33.0 32.0 0.762 0.759 0.759

Std 2.9 0.5 0.9 0.000 0.000 0.000

5 Mean 131.3 127.0 117.1 1.291 1.311 1.311

Std 5.4 1.8 1.8 0.024 0.028 0.028

6 Mean 80.5 81.0 73.0 1.068 1.050 1.050

Std 2.5 1.2 1.4 0.038 0.000 0.000

4.3 Discussion and FurtherWork

To look for trends in the response of the floats, Kernel Density Estimators (KDE), a

non-parametric method to extract probability density functions, have been used

instead ofhistograms due to the latter's dependence on bin end points and unsmooth

representation of the data. These plots are qualitatively useful by allowing the visual¬
isation of symmetrical or unsymmetrical features/trends in the data. The contours

on a KDE plot represent probabilities or likelihoods linking the parameters on each

axis [108]. TheWAFO toolbox provided the "kde.m", MATLAB function.

Figure 4.35 shows a KDE containing composite information from over 16,000 wave

events which were extracted via time series analysis of the irregular wave tests. The

plot shows a joint distribution ofwave steepness and relative wave height (a) and

relative wave period (b) error. It can be seen that as wave steepness increases the

optically-tracked float centres report waves with smaller wave heights than the mea¬

sured surface elevation.

Table 4.8 provides summary statistics of percentage errors for 16,400 combined wave

events for floatation positions two to seven. The first float and last float (floats one

and eight) have been excluded due to the fact that they come in and out of shot

during tests which the algorithm cannot suitably deal with.
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Figure 4.32. Screenshot of a processed low amplitude wave
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Figure 4.34. Screenshot of a processed high amplitude wave

4.3.1 Optical Tracking ofWater/Air Interface

RegularWaves

Results from the regular wave tests show strong agreement between surface tracked
wave elevation and the wire resistance wave gauges and furthermore between surface
tracked wave elevation and central float position. Above a wave steepness of 0.07

there is an increase in mean divergence of the centre of the floats compared to the

surface with the average difference rising from below 5% to approximately 15% by

a steepness of 0.1 - as shown in figure 4.19. Differences in measured wave period
were below 2% for all but one test and remained generally below 1%. The standard

deviation of reported periods across each floating pod increased withwave steepness

with the mean of the pod values remaining below 1% for all steepness encountered

in regular wave testing.

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show that the ribbon can track the water/air interface well in

steepness ranges of 0.01 to 0.1. Below steepness of 0.083 the centre of the floats is

on average within 8% of the wave gauge reported mean wave height and below 0.5%
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of the wave gauge reported mean wave period. As steepness increases the tracking

ability reduces (as does the image processing methodology which is discussed later).

At a steepness of 0.1 the centre of the floats is on averagewithin 15% of the wave gauge

reported mean wave height and remains below 0.5% of the wave gauge reported
mean wave period although the standard deviation across the floats rises to around
2%.

IrregularWaves

For the irregular wave tests the wave gauge measurements compared to tracked
surface measurement agree less than expected with 10% error on average and greater
than 10% for large waves. This could be due to several factors: limitations in the
camera set up where large waves create a large angle between the lens and the
meniscus - the camera is now looking up and under the wave. This should produce a

bias towards higher tracked surfaces than theWG. False tracking of the reflected or
rear interface could also play a role.

Overall the image processing tests and analysis highlight the large extent to which a

floating ribbon can track the air/water interface. As steepness increases the floats

spend more time off centre of their equilibrium point (i.e., resting atmid-float-depth

on the surface of the air-water interface), thus an ideal sensor co-located here would

under or over predict the actual wave height. However, with further processing, the

magnitude of a sensor's position error could perhaps be mitigated by, for example,

building up a look-up table ofbehaviour versus wave height, frequency and steepness.

Even if correlation between the errors and a single or set of detected wave parameters

proved too low for adequate error correction knowledge of the magnitude of the

likely error in a given sea state remains an advantage.

Summary ofErrors

Over all six irregular wave tests comprising 16,600 matched wave events the compar¬

ison of surface floats to surface-tracked position resulted in the following summary
statistics.
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• Mean Relative Error - Wave Heights

- 6.3% for waves below steepness of 0.12

- 5.7% for waves below steepness of 0.12 and periods above 0.6 seconds

• Mean Relative Error - Wave Periods

- -0.1% for waves below steepness of 0.12

- -0.1% for waves below steepness of 0.12 and periods above 0.6 seconds

• Standard Deviation ofRelative Error - Wave Heights

- 8.6% for waves below steepness of 0.12

- 7.4% for waves below steepness of 0.12 and periods above 0.6 seconds

• Standard Deviation of Relative Error - Wave Periods

- 2.5% for waves below steepness of 0.12

- 2.3% for waves below steepness of 0.12 and periods above 0.6 seconds

Sources ofError

There are multiple sources of error:

• Diffracted waves from the floating pods produce ripples with amplitude of tens

ofmm in height (see Fig. 4.34) which when reaching the glass walls cause

increased disturbance.

- This could be a main source of error and could also be one that has a

relationship with wave height, period and steepness.

- These effects could be reduced via optimisation of floatation aids, for ex¬

ample by havingmore distributed floatation or more rounded floatation.

- Improved filtering of these ripples could improve performance.

- Implementation of dynamic allocation and positioning of knots for spline

fitting improved performance.
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• The angle between the camera lens and the extremity of the field of view plays

a role in object detection. This should be investigated further.

• Further enhancement of camera configuration and calibration.

• An additional error checking loop should check to make sure that false (or rear)

menisci are not being tracked.

- For example, an improved algorithm that monitored the change in rate

of the position of the predicted surface could assist in the prevention of

false surface tracking.

Wave gauge consistency

Wave gauge Relative Standard Error analysis (between the 5 wave gauges) suggests

increased difference between each of the gauges as wave steepness increases. How¬

ever, with steepness corresponding to an increase with time (due to experimental

schedule) a proportion of the wave gauge "error" could feasibly be due to the gauges

drifting off calibration in addition to reflection and physical interference caused by
the presence of the ribbon. Due to dailymixing of the tank, daily calibration of the

wave gauges and stable environmental conditions wave gauge drift was rejected as a

significant source of error.

It is expected that increased wave steepness and hence complexity and non-linearity

would cause reduced coherence of time series down the tank and thus across the

longitudinally separated wave gauges. The increasing variance in the wave gauge

measurements as wave steepness and wave period increases could lead to an in¬

creased expectancy of increased variance in floating ribbon measurements.

Given the large source of unknowns and uncertainty around the surface tracking

behaviour of a mechanical floating ribbon and the inherent ability of the measure¬

ment device to internally estimate 3D position it was assumed for the remainder of

the tests that values measured at a wire resistance wave gauge represent the true

physical position of the surface.
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Image Processing Overhead

Whilst optimisation of image processing routines in terms of computational time

was never a priority subsequent experience with image analysis, and in particular

checking outlier or strange results and quality assurance has revealed that expedient
access to the processed images and fitted parameters is essential. Of the various

routines tried, the average time to process one image - with the output being a spline

representing the surface and a set of polygons describing the shape and positions

of the pods - was one second. Using the latest revamped approach this time was

reduced to 0.5 seconds. Further advances in reducing the timewould require moving

away from the MATLAB programming environment or re-engineering the MATLAB
code to take advantage of the Parallel Computing Toolbox, multi-core CPU's and/or

taking advantage of one or more Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). The latter was
trialled and saw reductions in processing times of the pre-filtering (2D filters designed
to emphasise the pods in one case and the surface in the other) of approximately

30%.

Table 4.8. Summary ofpercentage errors for 16,600 combined wave events
across the field ofvision of the camera. End floats from each end of the
frame are excluded due to the intermittency of their appearance in shot.

Mean of% Error STD of% Error

Wave Height 6.3 8.6

Wave Period -0.1 2.5
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Figure 4.35. Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) for combined irregular wave
tests (16400 waves extracted via time series analysis) showing joint distri¬
bution ofwave steepness and relative wave height error(a), and relative
wave period error (b).
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Figure 4.36. Irregular wave tests. All wave events reported by Floats 2 to 7
(of 8)
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(i) Test 5 - wave period (j) Test 5 - wave period

(k) Test 6 - wave height (1) Test 6 - wave period

Figure 4.36. Irregular wave tests. All wave events reported by Floats 2 to 7
(of 8)
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Figure 4.37. Surface elevation as tracked by camera system. Spatial time
series for irregular tests 1 to 6.
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4.4 Conclusion

An experimental procedure, based around testing in laboratory glass-walled wave

flumes, to track the water/air surface and to track buoyant elements of a ribbon-like

structure in the presence ofwater waves was devised and implemented. Through an

iterative process reliable information was recovered in a near-autonomous fashion.
Over a series of tests, experimental setup was improved as was post-processing and
data management techniques. It was shown that:

• Over a range ofwave conditions a floating ribbon-like structure can success¬

fully reside close enough to thewater/air interface to be in a position to provide
water wave information across length scales from one wavelength to multiple

wavelengths.

• R2 values for wave height tracking range from 0.92 to 0.98 with increasing

agreement for increasingwavelength (across 16,600 wave events).

• R values for wave period tracking range from 0.92 to 0.98 with increasing

agreement for increasing wavelength (across 16,600 wave events).

• Wave troughs are trackedmore accurately than wave crests due to increased

spatial gradients on wave crests and the mechanical response of the sensor

element.

• Typical relative mean errors inwave heights andwave periods are 6% and -0.1%

respectively (depending on cut-off period).

• Typical standard deviations of relative mean errors in wave heights and wave

periods are 7% - 9% and 2.5% respectively (depending on cut-off period).

Areas have been highlighted which would further improve the performance of the

optical tracking method (see Chapter 7, Section "Further Work"). With these im¬

provements successfully implemented, this technique could, at a reasonable time

cost, be extended to covermultiple self-calibrating cameras to increase the field of
vision to tens ofwavelengths, potentially covering an entire wave flume from wave
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paddle to beach. By incorporating experience from and recent advances in the use of

cameras in dynamic and challenging situations such as image stitching, calibration

and object tracking in the fields of mechatronics, autonomous vehicles and large

area image aggregation the processing routines would be enhanced and made more

efficient. With dedicated hardware (such as embedded digital signal processors

(DSPs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), array processing on Graphical

Processing Units (GPUs) or through the use of cloud/parallel computing it is, in

the authors opinion, feasible that entirely real-time (at the time scale of laboratory

waves) two dimensional spatial wave maps could be provided for use in wave flumes.
Where higher accuracy is required non-real time post processingwhich takes into

account wave motions both upstream, downstream and prior and after in time could
be incorporated into the algorithms.

Using an off-the-shelf camera, lighting and computer hardware, wave information at

a high spatial resolution (mm-level accuracy across areas approximately of lm2) and
high temporal resolution (25 frames per second) was made available. Objects in this
field of vision, whether moving or stationary, are also able to be tracked in parallel in
two dimensions. This data could be used in a wide range of experiments including

tests in the field ofwave-structure interaction, wave-wave interaction and wave-

current interaction - where the spatial information ofwave dynamics could prove

useful. Whilst the main purpose of these tests was to highlight the potential of ribbon¬
like sensor elements as wave measurement devices - which was achieved - the quality
and quantity of data they provide could prove useful as a general measurement tool
in hydraulic test facilities.



CHAPTER 5

Design, Construction and Testing of a

Novel Sensor - Type I

5.1 Introduction

Two investigations were proposed in Chapter 1 in order to assess the feasibility of the

floating ribbon-like wave measurement concept:

I Surface Tracking. Towhat extent can a floating array of sensors track thewater-air

interface?

II Sensor Implementation. What sensors are available or can be developed that
can be integrated, powered, deployed and recovered in a floating sensor rib¬

bon/array?

With confidence established in the ability of a ribbon to mechanically track the

air/water interface over a range of sea states, investigation I as outlined in Chapter

4 has been addressed. Investigation II, on the incorporation of suitable sensors on

to a floating ribbon structure, is the focus of this Chapter and Chapter 6 where two

different sensor integration approaches are taken.

105
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This chapter reports on preliminary tests and further secondary tests conducted in
the Edinburgh Flume using a optical fibre based floating sensor array.

5.2 Design Criteria

When conceiving a new sensor system the following goals were identified:

• Spatial coverage far greater than a single point (as is available with a buoy for

example) and greater than the single dominant wavelength.

• Wave period measurements of an accuracy comparable or surpassing those of

the leading existing technology.

• Wave heightmeasurements at a resolution and accuracy better than the leading

existing remote, non-contact wide area wave measurements - such as bespoke
camera configurations or X-Band Radar installations.

• Temporal resolution and data transfer suitable to allow on-the-fly processing,

error correction and supply wave field data in near real time to the end-user.

In order that the development in time and space of an entire wave or collection of

waves could be tracked the sensor was designed to have a length of two wavelengths

(dominate wave period) or greater. The concept thus required a technology that

offeredmultiple sensor points, mid-to-low cost, scalability and low size and weight

so that it could be assembled into, or around, a floating ribbon. Figures 5.1a and

5.1b show sketches produced at the design conception stage.

Existing technologies were investigated, (see Chapter 3 for further details), and a

summary of their various advantages and disadvantages can be seen in table 5.1

[25, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80, 109],

Following a review of existing technologies, other candidate (and in some cases

novel) technologies were appraised. Fibre optics were investigated due to the fact

that they do not require electrical conductors, are flexible and light and can be

manufactured to any length. In terms of sensors (as opposed to their more common
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Table 5.1. Summary of advantages and disadvantages of leading candidate
technologies.

Wave Buoy

Advantages Established technology
Calibration techniques well understood
If correctly installed and calibrated provides good time-elevation data and statistical
wave data.
Above surface telemetry possible
Can be deployed for long durations (yearswith servicing)

Disadvantages Reduced reliability in steep waves
Careful mooring consideration required
Prone to storm damage, vessels, vandalism
Not a fixed point (Lagrangian measurement). Buoy moves across and around waves
as well us moving in heave.
Single point measurement - no spatial information (steepness, shape, non-
linearity), no wave evolution, difficult to infer directional information particularly in
multi-modal sea states.

Bottom Mounted ADCP

Advantages Being located on the seabed can reduce likelihood of damage (in some cases)
Array based measurement allows directionality ofwaves to be measured
Good measurement of co-located currents which can be incorporated into wave
measurement analysis
Wide range of emitted frequencies to suit deep water to shallow water applications

Disadvantages Difficult to deploy for long duration (at high frequencies required and as required
for wave-field monitoring).(1 month is typical deployment)
Below surface telemetry required (low bandwidth, increased expense) and frequent
marine operations: retrievals and deployments
Depth attenuation of pressure signal used in wave measurement algorithms
Require heavy (up to 3000kg) seabed frames in energetic sites or being anchored to
seabed in surf zone.

Depth of deployment sets maximum resolvable wave lengths and directional resolu¬
tion (beam spread angles at surface plus pressure gauge attenuation).

X-Band Radar

Advantages Not a single pointmeasurement. Grid of data covering 100's metres to kms is possible
at 10m-100m grid spacing.
Good statistical wave properties achievable.
Non-contactwith the marine environment

Disadvantages Emerging technology. Further trials required and are ongoing.
Permit likely required for use (EM Spectrum, siting of radar tower etc.)
Individual wave-by-wave analysis more challenging.
Site specific filters required. Complex calibration and configuration at each site
and when changing sampled region.
Poor temporal resolution (=2.5s)
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(a) Sketch shows central processing hub in the
form of a floating enclosure (buoy) with radial
and circular sensing elements. Rough sketch of
wave basin (Edinburgh Curved Tank) shown for
scale.

use as electromagnetic radiation conduits) they have been used to measure strain,

temperature and pressure. Whilst searching the internet for novel uses of fibre optics,
Measurand Inc., a Canadian technology company was found. Measurand offer fibre

optic products to the motion capture industry via technology licensed from the
Canadian Space Agency.

(b) Sketch shows central processing hub in the
form of a marine buoy with radial sensing ele¬
ments. Full Scale.

Figure 5.1. First hand-drawn concept sketches of floating ribbon sensor
system prior to investigation and experiments.
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Figure 5.2. Photograph of realised sensor array based on the methodology
of Chapter 6. Sensor exposed to irregular, mixed seas with moderate
directional spreading in the Heriot-Watt wave basin.

5.3 Technology Selection: The Optical Fibre

A literature review of curvature sensing technology based on fibre optics led to a

concept to integrate these sensors into a device capable of trackingwater waves. An

investigation followed on the feasibility of adapting this existing technology for use
in wave flume environments by producing long, flexible floating sensor elements at
a suitable scale and with sufficient robustness. It was conceived that these ribbon

elements could go on to form the component part of an inter-connected ribbon "net"
or lattice.

Shape Tape ™ is proprietary technology ofMeasurand Inc. and is based on optical
fibres of lengths from 10cm to 10m (typically). The supplied fibre for use in this work
was 7.1m long which offered a good trade off between length and spatial resolution

(more details on the sensor follow in this Chapter). The fibres have had their interiors
modified at positions along the fibre. These modifications serve to increase the

amount of light that is lost at these zones. Fibres treated in this way offer 3000

times more sensitivity to bending than untreated fibres [110]. By measuring the

amount of light lost at each zone, and through a factory calibration process, the

degree of curvature can be measured surrounding these zones. This is due to the
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linear relationship between curvature of the optical fibre and the degree of light lost

[111, 112]. Sensor output is positive if the curvature is in one direction and negative

when the curvature is in the opposite direction. By mounting sensors in multiple

planes curvature across additional degrees of freedom can be measured.

Durability: The sensors have been tested by the manufacturer to over 200,000,000

bends without loss of performance. For comparison a linear wave field of period 8

seconds would subject a sensor to approximately 8,000,000 bends per year.

5.3.1 Principle ofOperation

The ribbon can be described as a series of rectangular sections connected by flexible

joints as shown in figure 5.3a. Each segment along the length of the ribbon has a

pair of sensors that provide an average bend for that segment - net angular change
from each end of the segment is reported.

The bend is the difference between the two inclination angles 6\ and 62, shown in

figure 5.3b (formed by the arc's tangents) divided by the arc length, as the arc length

approaches zero.

where s is the arc length in metres and b is bend in units of radians/length.

\/1 MP.V2

(a) Segmented bend (b) Tangent angles with respect
to reference plane

Figure 5.3. Curved object decomposed as segmented bends
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Figure 5.4. Angles and coordinates of segments in a ribbon
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Figure 5.5. Screen grab from Measurand Inc. video showing fibre optic
sensors attached to a human hand and the hand's motion being captured
via a computer connected to the sensor glove. ©Measurand Inc.
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The arc of the circle consists of a proportion of the overall circumference:

dO s

2ut~C

where C is the circumference of the circle.

With C = 2nr, rearrangement leads to,

b = - (5.1)
r

where b is bend and r is radius of curvature, with units ofmetres/radian.

Transforming bend information to position

Cartesian position is inferred by summing the individual bends at each vertex. The

steps are as follows:

• Divide the curved ribbon in to flat segments (si, s2, s3 etc.) separated by

vertices (V1,V2,V3 etc. ).

• Bend information at each vertex is known via the calibration coefficients ap¬

plied to the received voltage from each location.

• Apply the associated bend angle to an initial point originating from flat-pose

information.

• Through trigonometry derive the end position of the segment in x and y.

• Repeat for all segments, building up a chain of segments beginning at the pre¬

vious segment end point co-ordinates with orientation given by the measured

bend angle across that vertex.

A similar procedure is required for ShapeTapes containing both bend and twist

sensing elements. The ShapeTape used in the study reported in this Chapter was a

bend-only ribbon thus twist is not considered.
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Spatial Sampling

As with time domain signals, if there is signal information varying within a single

sampling region, this information will not be measured properly. High frequency

(spatial domain) signals above the spatial sampling size will be lost and through

aliasing also change the information gathered from sufficiently low frequency signals.

The consequences of this is that bends should be gradual and smooth across the

ribbon compared with sensor spacing. Finer sensor spacing allows higher spatial

frequency components to be measured with the trade off being in manufacturability,

cost and data processing complexity. A sensor density should be chosen to match

the expected bends encountered in the application. The ribbon mechanical proper¬

ties also play a role acting as a low-pass filter by resisting small length, large-angle

bending. In the case of the ShapeTape used in this study a spring steel substrate

onto which the optical fibres were glued was used. Testing of alternative mechanical

spines/substrates was considered not necessary at this stage of proving feasibility.
This decision was supported by qualitative results from experiments of the Shape

Tape's wave tracking performance.

Expected sources oferror

It was recognised that there would be a variety of sources of error when a flexible

ribbon is used to try to capture wave surface elevations. Some of these are listed
below and are discussed in detail later in the chapter.

• Spatial aliasing

- Sensor density along the length of the ribbon must be chosen to match

the intended curvature of the incident waves. Too few sensors will mean

that bend information will be lost or the information associated with

measured bends will be incorrectly integrated in to the resulting signal.

• Calibration

- The sensors require calibration in the laboratory. These calibrations

will have a precision-limited error and possibly systematic errors due to
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the calibration procedure. In addition the calibrations could lose their

relevancy over time due to the sensors becoming used, worn or distorted

through mechanical use.

• Interpolation

- Interpolation is carried out along the length of the ribbon to "smooth"
the bend data. Reductions in over-applying the bend data to particular
areas within an interpolated region are achieved by sharing the bend
data across the region in a process labelled by Measurand as the 'double-
ended approach'. The manufacturer's approach was used. In addition,
the interpolation interval of "5" was chosen based upon manufacturer
recommendations and a sensitivity study carried out to minimise in¬

terpolation error (where increasing the number effectively increasingly
smooths the data but increases computation time). No benefits were seen

by increasing this interval beyond "5".

• Integration

- When the bend data is double-integrated integration drift occurs (as is

experienced when using accelerometers). This is an unavoidable con¬

sequence of the integration. However, knowledge of the system can be

used to reduce these effects (for example in inertialmeasurement systems

sensor fusion processes impart information to the system that can correct

for this drift via Kalman filters for example). High pass filters that are

suitably tuned can reduce these errors.

• Sensor Accuracy

- Each segment records bend with an inherent error of 1-2% (minimum).
With the sensor segment length of the ribbons used in this work this

implies an angular error of each segment of approximately 3°. As the ori¬

entations of each segment are summed along their length these errorswill
combine thus the ribbons positionwill, if no prior or real-time correcting

information is supplied, fluctuate in overall, aggregate orientation. The
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errors from the beginning of the ribbon will playmore of a role as an error

of a few degrees in the first portion of the ribbon will lead to a large dis¬

placement at the end over the full 7.1 metre length. Un-corrected errors

on the end position of the ribbons of the order of tens of centimetres are

therefore expected.

5.4 Preliminary Testing: Wave Flume Tests

A ShapeTape specification was conceived and subsequently manufactured byMea-

surand Inc. and delivered in January 2006 with testing commencing April 2006. Early

tests focused on producing data that could readily be analysed using the supplied

software before being used to create custom acquisition and processing routines.

Initially 35 short duration regular wave tests were conducted followed by 3 irregu¬

lar wave tests to assess the sensors' ability to track waves of varying frequency and

amplitude.

5.4.1 Experimental Procedure

Integrationwith flume

To aid buoyancy of the ribbon, floats were installed along its length. A 3D computer

controlled milling machine was programmed to machine cylinders (25mm diameter,
15mm length) with a slot to allow the ribbon to pass through. The material selected

was Divynacell H100 supplied byDIAB. This closed cellmaterial is used in the marine

sector for buoyancy, insulation and sound proofing as it offers excellent strength

and machinability with very low mass, having a density of lOOkgm"3 with low water

absorption.

The sensor supplied by Measurand comprised a 7.1m long (6.4m active length)
ribbon with 32 sensorised zones positioned 201mm apart secured on a spring steel

substrate.

Divynacell H100 floats were fitted along the length of the ribbon (see Figs. 5.6b and
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Figure 5.6. The optical ribbon, bracket and floats - CAD

(a) The 20m Edinburgh Flume (b) The 7m ribbon in the Edinburgh
Flume

Figure 5.7. The Edinburgh Flume
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5.7b). The ribbon was waterproofed to a greater degree than the standard product by

applying an extra layer of PVC tape and applying a small amount of plastic varnish.

An aluminium arm held with tension wires was suspended in the tank holding a

bracket to locate the ribbon securely. Due to the nature of the ribbon, loading on

the top surface could deform the optical fibres, leading to an increase in errors and

potentially damaging the sensor. Mounting is thus important. The manufacturers

suggest clamping via side pressure applied to the spring steel substrate. A custom

bracket was designed and produced in-house to secure the ribbon at one end and

to aid installation in wave tanks. Shown in figure 5.6a and constructed of stainless

steel with grooved nylon inserts, this bracket grips the ribbon from each side with

chamfered rear and front edges to prevent wear as the ribbon flexes upwards and

downwards in response to waves.

It was conceived that for field use the ribbon would be attached to a moored buoy

as opposed to the laboratory/flume walls. This buoywould require knowledge of its

position coordinates in 6 degrees of freedom possibly using Real Time Kinematic GPS

in combination with inertial sensors. These coordinates would be used to update the

origin coordinates when computing the displacements from the ribbon's curvature -

as discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

For initial testing the origin was fixed in software at (0,0) (in X,Y coordinates where

X is along the ribbon and Y is up) and in the laboratory at the mean water level

approximately 5 metres downstream of the flume paddle.

5.4.2 DataAcquisition and Processing

Processing RawOutput Data

The procedures for translating vertex bend information in to position data are car¬

ried out in the Measurand proprietary program "ShapeWare H"™ and also in the

supplied MATLAB Development Kit (MDK). The MDK was an essential tool, allowing

creation and adaptation of post-processing algorithms.

Data was also post-processed in MATLAB's Simulink environment which provides a
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more dynamic way to implement filtering of the data. An example Simulink routine
that was used to provide the data in section 5.4.3 can be seen in figure 5.12.

Measurand-MATLAB MDK

The processing stages associated with each test using the MATLAB development kit
are as follows:

• Connect to ShapeTape via RS232 Serial Channel (Com Port)

• Strip off header information and convert data to 16-bit double-precision values
for use in MATLAB

• Subtract initial pose data from the data stream

• Internal script converts raw data from sensor to bend data - in radians per

segment - using factory calibration data

• Bend data is interpolated into sub-segments to improve the distribution of

curvature across a segment

• The X and Y components of the bend data are integrated along the length of
the ribbon

• Scaling is applied to give positions in metres based on the ribbon length and
number of segments and interpolated sub segments

5.4.3 Results and Discussion

Due to the spatial separation of the sensorised zones, Nyquist theorem implications

lead to the ribbon being able to detect waves of wavelength greater than approxi¬

mately 0.4 metres or approximately 0.5 seconds in period. Below this aliasingwill
occur. This frequency range limit has been used as one of the cut-off frequencies in

subsequent post processing.

After initial set-up and many trial runs, 25 short tests (approx. 30 seconds) and 10

longer tests (approx. 60 seconds) of regular waves were conducted. In addition,
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three 512 second JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Project) tests were conducted.

Wire-resistance wave gauges were present throughout all tests. In these tests the

wave paddle software, wave gauges and Shape Tape were linked to three separate

computers governed by their ability to operate the various hardware and software.
This led to difficulties with synchronisation. The majority of analysis has however

been conducted with a surface wave tracking study in mind as opposed to quasi-

real time control where phase differences and latencies between signals would be

important. In post-processing, cross-correlation 1 of signals was used to align the

various sensor readings.

The supplied ShapeWare II software recorded ShapeTape deflections at approxi¬

mately 100Hz on an Intel Pentium D (dual core), 2Gb RAM PC with visualisation

frame rates of approximately 30fps. WaveLab 2 was used to sample the wave gauges

and for frequency and time domain analysis of both the ShapeTape and wave gauge

time elevation data.
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Figure 5.8. Regular wave data showing 7 seconds ofwaves from 5 seconds
after start up. 11 repeat tests

'Through implementation of the MATLAB function xcorr.m where two signals are compared for
similarity across varying time lags. With sufficient care in setup the time lag associated with the point
ofmaximum correlation corresponds to the time lag in signal acquisition.
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12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Time (s)

Figure 5.9. Regularwave data showing 6 seconds ofwaves from 12 seconds
after start up. 11 repeat tests

Table 5.2. Repeatability tests. Regular waves excluding ramp up waves.

Wave Height Wave Period

Mean (m) Std (m)
0.1246 0.0021

Std (%)
1.7

Mean (s) Std (s) Std (%)
1.1435 0.0028 0.24

Table 5.3. Repeatability tests. Regular waves including ramp up waves.

Wave Height Wave Period

Mean (m) Std (m)
0.1214 0.0033

Std (%)
2.8

Mean (s) Std (s) Std (%)
1.1433 0.0043 0.38
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Repeatability tests were conducted on regular wave trains and showed encouraging

similarity in elevation-time traces (see Fig. 5.9). Greater deviation during the flume

paddle ramp-up stage is evident, coinciding with greater actual deviation in tank

wave heights but this does not fully account for the discrepancy. These plots were

post-correlated (shifted in time) due to the lack of synchronisation during testing as

previously discussed. Improved timing procedures will further remove uncertainty

in gauging repeatability in terms of phase.

The process, internal to the proprietary software ShapeWare II, of interpolating and

integrating curvature to produce XY coordinates for points along the ribbon leads to

large-magnitude errors. This is to be expected due to the accumulation of integration
error and the fact that small errors in angle near the base of the sensor result in

large displacements 7.1 metres away. In addition to the unavoidable errors there

seemed to be some regular artifacts and trends in the response of the sensor due

to the experimental set-up. These errors (in addition to the inherent integration

errors) were evident from initial laboratory dry-run trials where the derived data
was observed to oscillate between positive and negative values (see Fig. 5.10). This
is physically impossible due to the presence of the ground. High-amplitude, high-

frequency spikes occasionally appear in the sampled ribbon data. These generally

appear to be due to a memory buffering issue, occurring at similar stages in the

acquisition. Also present in the raw bend data is a persistent anomaly occurring at

the start of the ribbon where it is attached to the tank. Unwanted and/or periodically

fluctuating pressure on the optical fibres may have been the cause. The raw bend data,

however, appeared representative and robust and it was assumed that processing

routines could be developed that could take into account the unique nature of the

oscillation of the water waves and minimise the inherent errors and remove the

software/hardware influenced artifacts.

Further data processing routines were implemented in MATLAB with the aim of

isolating the large-magnitude oscillations from the time elevation series produced

by the experimental set up and the integrations in ShapeWare II. Plotting elevation

against horizontal position demonstrates the problem of the tail flipping (see Fig.

5.10). The surface waves are visible but are superimposed onto a curving error
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(a) Spatial ribbon data taken from four consecutive samples

time step = 10
time step = 40
time step = 70
5th Order Curve Fit
5th Order Curve Fit
5th Order Curve Fit

(b) Spatial ribbon data taken at three separate times with 5th order line
fitting applied.

Figure 5.10. Examples showing spatial positioning errors (a) and (b) and
preliminary method of assessing their impact (b).
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line. In order to assess the degree to which the superimposed waves correlated with

the actual waves, a preliminary scheme of processing was developed. By fitting a

polynomial of order chosen to give the most consistent results and then subtracting it

from the original data the ribbon's position is flattened. This basic method introduces

errors in the final data and the "flattening" process was highlighted as requiring

further development at this stage. Data from sensors on the ribbon nearest the

beginning and end of the ribbon are most severely affected and for this reason,

together with the origin anomaly, were generally discarded in further processing

particularly in the wave-by-wave time series analysis.

After this initial processing, the gains of the individual sensor outputs are analysed.

Any trends in sensor amplitude are removed by multiplying each sensor by an indi¬
vidual gain factor related to the average of the sensors selected for inclusion. This

analysis suggested a requirement for an improved filtering algorithm that could take
into account both sensor variation of response along the ribbon and in addition, a

frequency dependent sensor response.

5.5 Improved Testing: Wave Flume Tests

Following the preliminary testing a new series of tests were conducted in parallel to

the improved optical tracking method ( 4) across the same testmatrix as listed in

tables 5.4 and 5.5.

5.5.1 Experimental Procedure

Experiments were conducted in the Edinburgh 20m wave flume as described in

Chapter 4. Figure 4.3 is repeated - for convenience - in figure 5.11.

It was expected that some mechanical modifications would be required to the

ShapeTape to cope with immersion in water. However, experience in the preliminary
tests gave confidence in the PVC tape and glue of the supplied instrument. After a

day of testing the instrument was lifted up out to the tank rails and allowed to dry
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Table 5.4. Regular wave testmatrix

Test # Wave Height Period Test # Wave Height Period
(m) (s) (m) (s)

1 0.01 1.43 31 0.04 1.00

2 0.02 1.43 32 0.05 1.00

3 0.03 1.43 33 0.06 1.00

4 0.04 1.43 34 0.07 1.00

5 0.05 1.43 35 0.08 1.00

6 0.06 1.43 36 0.09 1.00

7 0.07 1.43 37 0.01 0.91

8 0.08 1.43 38 0.02 0.91

9 0.09 1.43 39 0.03 0.91

10 0.01 1.25 40 0.04 0.91

11 0.02 1.25 41 0.05 0.91

12 0.03 1.25 42 0.06 0.91

13 0.04 1.25 43 0.07 0.91

14 0.05 1.25 44 0.08 0.91

15 0.06 1.25 45 0.01 0.83

16 0.07 1.25 46 0.02 0.83

17 0.08 1.25 47 0.03 0.83

18 0.09 1.25 48 0.04 0.83

19 0.01 1.11 49 0.05 0.83

20 0.02 1.11 50 0.06 0.83

21 0.03 1.11 51 0.07 0.83

22 0.04 1.11 52 0.08 0.83

23 0.05 1.11 53 0.01 0.77

24 0.06 1.11 54 0.02 0.77

25 0.07 1.11 55 0.03 0.77

26 0.08 1.11 56 0.04 0.77

27 0.09 1.11 57 0.05 0.77

28 0.01 1.00 58 0.06 0.77

29 0.02 1.00 59 0.07 0.77

30 0.03 1.00 60 0.01 0.71
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Flume. 20m x 0.4m x 1,0m
mooring line wave gauges ShapeTape

I— ■

I
foam beach wave paddli

(a) Diagram of experimental configuration showing 20m Edinburgh flume and relative position ofShapeTape,
wave gauges, mooring line and wave reflection-suppressing foam beach.

camera scene

(b) Diagram of experimental configuration showing location of wave gauges, ShapeTape
fixings and camera field of view.

Figure 5.11. Diagrams of experimental set-up showing (a) overall Flume
layouL and (b) loeaLiuns of wave gauges and tameia field of view.
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Table 5.5. Irregular wave test matrix

Test Number H„,o (m) Peak Period, Tp (s) Duration (s)
1 0.112 1.32 512

2 0.069 1.05 512

3 0.046 0.85 512

4 0.036 0.76 512

5 0.119 1.33 280 of 512

6 0.080 1.07 512

overnight. As testing progressed visual inspections were carried out for any signs of

nicks or abrasion. Extra PVC tape was applied lu the tail end uf the unit to mitigate
abrasion from attached moorings. A stiffer and easier to align mounting bracket
was included in the test setup. An improved mooring system was implemented

comprising 2m polymer string connected to a 1kg weight on the bottom of the flume.

5.5.2 DataAcquisition and Processing

Data was acquired and post processed under the following procedure:

Acquisition of data

MATLAB was used to acquire ShapeTape data over serial communications protocol

using a customised version of the supplied ShapeTape MATLAB Development Kit.

WaveLab 2 was used to acquire wire resistance wave gauge data with the wave gauges

being calibrated daily using standard calibration procedure (based on moving wave

gauges through a known displacement and measuring the voltage difference).

Post processing of bend data

Following acquisition the raw bend data was loaded using custom MATLAB scripts.

Routines were implemented to convert the time-stamps comprising hh:mm:ss.ss

to number of seconds elapsed. Spurious spikes were then removed via threshold

value detection and corrected for via nearest neighbour interpolation. Data spikes

due to system and/or memory buffer issues were removed in the same manner. A
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low pass finite impulse response (FIR)* filter was imposed on the data following re¬

sampling from a non-deterministic sampling rate typical ofWindows-type operating

systems (usually between 30-32Hz) depending on processor activities to a fixed 25Hz

sampling rate (to match camera frame rate). For comparison wave gauge data was

loaded using MATLAB scripts and resampled from 64Hz to 25Hz to match bend data

and the camera frame rate. Adjustments to the ShapeTape in terms ofmean slope

and flat-pose/initial position were then made.

*Finite impulse response filters were used throughout the processing procedure

due to their ease of implementation in MATLAB and improved phase response with

respect to infinite impulse response filters [113].
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Figure5.12.Exampleprocessingtechnique(Type-"RT2").Simulinkblockdiagram
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Figure 5.13. Various bend interpolation processing examples

Parameters investigated and used to provide threshold criteria for the data included
filter cut-off frequencies and filter type, wave steepness, wave height andwave period.

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the results of parameter space searching algorithms

on regular wave tests. With no correction for these attributes large errors in wave

height exist. Figure 5.13 shows pre-integration bend interpolation trials on raw bend
data. No method during this processing stage was found that provided robust error

reduction other than the method of small correction for initial pose position (shown

in red). Throughout, sensed wave period is in good agreement with wire resistance

wave gauge reported wave period regardless of post processing threshold levels as

shown in figure 5.14.

5.5.3 Four Candidate Processing Techniques

A variety of post processing techniques were trialled based upon experience of

analysing the preliminary irregular and regular wave tests and the revised regu¬

lar wave tests (see previous section). Four of the most developed methods have

been incorporated and are summarised under the relevant sections below. These

four methods range from fully non-real-time, "post-processed", i.e., operations were
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Figure 5.14. Preliminary regular wave tests.

carried out on the entire data set that could not be carried out on a section or sections

of the data set on-the-fly, to real-time where operations were carried out on the data

set as it entered the "system". All procedures were conducted in MATLAB or MATLAB

Simulink on a mid-range Laptop.

Four processing techniques

The four processing techniques:

1. BF - Basic Filteringwith look up table

2. AMF - Arbitrary Magnitude/Response Filtering

3. RT1 - Real Time filtering with on-the-fly adjustable filter weights

4. RT2 - Real Time filteringwith look up table
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Processing Technique 1. "BF". Basic Filtering

A zero-phase forward and reverse digital filter was applied to the entire data set

at each of the integration stages. This was implemented via the MATLAB "filtfilt"

function [114,115]. This removed phase changes resulting from the application of

the low and high pass filters but required that the entire data set (or a relatively large
section of the data set) was present in advance and was thus non-real-time. The

frequency dependence of the output, as experienced during regular wave tests, was

incorporated using a "learned" look up table which is related to the peak period of

the data set.

Processing Technique 2. "AMF". ArbitraryMagnitude/Response Filtering

Aswith the Basic Filtering approach a zero-phase forward and reverse digital filterwas

applied to the entire data set at the integration stage. Instead of a look-up-table the

frequency dependency of the reported wave heights were incorporated into a single

ArbitraryMagnitude Filter. This filter's magnitude response was determined from

analysis of the regular wave tests and implemented as a high order (approximately

130) FIR filter. Due to the high order of the filter a group delay of approximately
2.5 seconds is introduced. Shorter order AMF filters were produced and trialled in

semi-real-time simulationswith group delays of approximately 0.6 seconds.

Processing Technique 3. "RT1". Real Time Processing - Method 1

In order to trial the ability of post-processing to be conducted in real-time or close

to real-time post processing routines were developed in MATLAB Simulink with a

fixed, discrete solver configuration. Zero-phase forward and reverse digital filters

were replaced with FIR filters whose parameters could be changed by various control

signals. These signals were derived from analysis of the regular wave tests and

through basic optimisation routines. RT1 makes use ofwave slope and wave period

information derived from short-time FFT analysis and running mean procedures.
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Processing Technique 4. "RT2". Real Time Processing - Method 2

An easier to implement method (in comparison to RT1) was developed that builds on

the Basic Filtering (BF) technique but that resides inside of the Simulink time domain
simulation. A look up table of filter parameters is used at the integration stages in

order to choose a high-pass filter which has the minimum effect on the input signal.
See figure 5.12 for more information.

5.5.4 Results - RegularWaves

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 showwave heights and wave periods reported by the sensor

compared to those reported bywire resistancewave gauges. It can be seen that period

again shows excellent agreement. Wave steepness can be seen to be influencing

performance in figures 5.19 and 5.20. For figures 5.17 and 5.18 wave steepness has
been used as a processing threshold whereby onlywaves below a steepness of 0.1 are

included in analysis. This results in the exclusion of 8 of the steepest wave conditions

from the test matrix of 60. As with the optical tracking tests, regular wave tests at the

highest wave frequency (wave period of 0.71s) were excluded (with the exception of
the testwith the lowest wave amplitude at this frequency - test number 60).

Figure 5.19b and 5.20b shows the insensitivity ofwave period error with changes in
wave steepness (in the range of the utilised test matrix).
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Figure 5.15. Preliminary regular wave tests. No frequency dependent
adjustments made.
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Figure 5.16. Preliminary regular wave tests. Three-zone frequency depen¬
dent adjustments made.
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Sensors local to WG 2,3 and 4

(a) Regular wave tests. Processed using the BF technique (see
section 5.5.3).

Sensors local to WG 2,3 and 4

(b) Regular wave tests. Processed using the RT2 technique (see
section 5.5.3).

Figure 5.17. Regular wave tests with steepness <0.1. Mean wave height
recorded by wire resistance wave gauges versus sensor mean wave

heights.
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Sensors local to WG 2,3 and 4
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(a) Regular wave tests, processed using the BF technique (see
section 5.5.3).

Sensors local to WG 2,3 and 4

(b) Regular wave tests. Processed using the RT2 technique (see
section 5.5.3).

Figure 5.18. Regular wave tests with steepness <0.1. Mean wave peri¬
ods recorded bywire resistance wave gauges versus sensor mean wave
periods.
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(b) Regular wave tests 1 to 60. Percentage error in wave periods
for three sensors local to wire resistance wave gauges 2,3 and 4.

Figure 5.19. Regular wave tests 1 to 60. Percentage error in mean wave
height and mean wave period (recorded bywire resistance wave gauges
versus sensor mean wave heights) versus wave steepness. Percentage
error greater than zero implies over-measurement by sensor. Processed
using the BF technique.
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Figure 5.20. Regular wave tests 1 to 60. Percentage error in mean wave
height and mean wave period (recorded bywire resistance wave gauges
versus sensor mean wave heights) versus wave steepness. Percentage
error greater than zero implies over-measurement by sensor. Processed
using the RT2 technique.
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5.5.5 Results - IrregularWaves

The following four subsections show wave-by-wave comparisons ofwave height and

wave period between wire resistance wave gauges and local sensor zones on the

ShapeTape for the various candidate processing methods. Representative time-series

surface elevation plots are also shown. Results from all four methods are summarised

in section 5.5.6.

Processing Technique 1 - BF

Figures 5.21 to 5.26 show wave heights and wave periods reported from time series

analysis of data reported by wire resistance wave gauges and the sensor in closest

proximity to each wave gauge. Irregular tests 1 to 6 are plotted. All data points are

plotted for this processing technique and the following three additional processing

techniques. Reported summary statistics, however, incorporate varying degrees of
data filtering such as limiting wave steepness or imposing minimum wave periods,

as explained in the relevant sections. Varying degrees of correlation can be seen

across the tests and across the sensor within each test. Generally the sensor furthest

downstream shows the highest correlation with the wire resistance wave gauge, both
in terms of wave height and wave period. In addition to the varying degrees of
correlation there is large variation in bias between measurements, with significant

over and under-prediction ofwaves between tests.

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show time series of surface elevation for a centrally located
sensor segment and its corresponding neighbouringwave gauge for irregular wave

tests 1 to 6 processed under the BF technique.

Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show the number ofwaves that have been successfully

matched in the time elevation time series between the sensor and the wire resistance

wave gauges. "Matched" implies that the wave matching routine found a pair of

waves in the two time series. Waves whose values fell outside ofminimum/maximum

steepness, size or period were excluded with the balance included and labelled "In

Range".
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Table 5.6. Irregular wave tests - time domain processed using BF tech¬
nique. Number ofwaves in processed samples.

Test Number ofwaves %Waves excluded
BF processed during each processing stage

Wave gauge Matched In range Matched In range Total
1 391 353 343 9.7 2.8 12.3

2 483 447 440 7.5 1.6 8.9

3 537 509 498 5.2 2.2 7.3

4 584 543 532 7.0 2.0 8.9

5 209 189 180 9.6 4.8 13.9

6 437 408 402 6.6 1.5 8.0
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Sensor Number 42. In Proximity to WG 2. Sensor Number 42. In Proximity to WG 2.
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Figure 5.21. Test 1 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "BF" implemented.
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Sensor Number 38. In Proximity to WG 2. Sensor Number 38. In Proximity to WG 2.
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Figure 5.22. Test 2 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "BF" implemented.
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Sensor Number 42. In Proximity to WG 2. Sensor Number 42. In Proximity to WG 2.
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Figure 5.23. Test 3 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "BF" implemented.
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Figure 5.24. Test 4 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "BF" implemented.
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Sensor Number 38. In Proximity to WG 2. Sensor Number 38. In Proximity to WG 2.
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Figure 5.25. Test 5 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "BF" implemented.
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Figure 5.26. Test 6 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "BF" implemented.
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Figure 5.27. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. "BF" Pro¬
cessed. Solid red line is sensor, solid black line is wave gauge.
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Figure 5.28. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. "BF" Pro¬
cessed. Solid red line is sensor, solid black line is wave gauge.
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Processing Technique 2 - AMF

Figures 5.29 to 5.34 show wave heights and wave periods reported from time series

analysis of data reported by wire resistance wave gauges and the sensor in closest

proximity to each wave gauge. Irregular tests 1 to 6 are plotted. Varying degrees of

correlation can be seen across the tests. However, compared to the "BF" method

variation across the sensors within each test has reduced along with sensor bias.

Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show time series of surface elevation for a centrally located
sensor segment and its corresponding neighbouring wave gauge for irregular wave
tests one to six processed under the AMF technique.

Table 5.7. Irregular wave tests - time domain processed using arbitrary
magnitude (AM) filtering. Number ofwaves in processed samples.

Test Number ofwaves % Waves excluded
AMF processed during each processing stage

Wave gauge Matched In range Matched In range Total
1 379 354 347 6.6 2.0 8.4

2 462 429 426 7.1 0.7 7.8

3 502 477 465 5.0 2.5 7.4

4 582 554 534 4.8 3.6 8.2

5 200 191 186 4.5 2.6 7.0

6 456 426 424 6.6 0.5 7.0
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Figure 5.29. Test 1 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "AMF" implemented.
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Figure 5.30. Test 2 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "AMF" implemented.
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Sensor Number 38. In Proximity to WG 2. Sensor Number 38. In Proximity to WG 2.
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Figure 5.31. Test 3 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "AMF" implemented.
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Figure 5.32. Test 4 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "AMF" implemented.
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Figure 5.33. Test 5 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "AMF" implemented.
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Figure 5.34. Test 6 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "AMF" implemented.
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Figure 5.35. Irregularwave tests - wave elevation versus time. AMF Pro¬
cessed
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Figure 5.36. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. AMF Pro¬
cessed
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Processing Technique 3 - RT1

Figures 5.37 to 5.42 showwave heights and wave periods reported from time series

analysis of data reported bywire resistance wave gauges and the sensor in closest

proximity to each wave gauge. Irregular tests 1 to 6 are plotted. Varying degrees of

correlation can be seen across the tests. However, compared to the "BF" method

variation across the sensors within each test has reduced along with sensor bias. Cor¬

relation in wave height and wave period is highest for the most downstream sensor.

Whilst visually correlation in wave period has improved over the previous methods

the presence of multiple potential "outliers" significantly reduces the correlation

values.

Figures 5.43 and 5.44 show time series of surface elevation for a centrally located

sensor segment and its corresponding neighbouring wave gauge for irregular wave
tests one to six processed under the RT1 technique.

Table 5.8. Irregular wave tests - time domain processed using the RT1
procedure. Number ofwaves in processed samples.

Test Number ofwaves %Waves excluded
RT1 processed during each processing stage

Wave gauge Matched In range Matched In range Total

1 383 342 334 10.7 2.3 12.8

2 436 393 388 9.9 1.3 11.0

3 504 480 469 4.8 2.3 6.9

4 543 502 481 7.6 4.2 11.4

5 207 189 185 8.7 2.1 10.6

6 431 400 396 7.2 1.0 8.1
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Figure 5.37. Test 1 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT1" implemented.
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Figure 5.38. Test 2 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT1" implemented.
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Figure 5.39. Test 3 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT1" implemented.
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Figure 5.40. Test 4 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT1" implemented.
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Figure 5.41. Test 5 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT1" implemented.
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Figure 5.42. Test 6 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT1" implemented.
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Figure 5.43. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. RT1 Pro¬
cessed
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Figure 5.44. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. RT1 Pro¬
cessed
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Processing Technique 4 - RT2

Figures 5.45 to 5.50 show wave heights and wave periods reported from time series

analysis of data reported by wire resistance wave gauges and the sensor in closest

proximity to each wave gauge. Irregular tests 1 to 6 are plotted. Varying degrees of
correlation can be seen across the tests. However, compared to the "BF" method

variation across the sensors within each test has reduced along with sensor bias.

Correlation inwave height andwave period remains highest for themost downstream
sensor but the variation has reduced from previous methods. Visually, wave period

correlation has improved over the previous methods with a reduced number of

potential "outliers". Sensitivity to the method of data fitting ("Ordinary Least Squares"

compared to "Robust Fitting") is particularly evident in the wave period plots.

Figures 5.51 and 5.52 show time series of surface elevation for a centrally located
sensor segment and its corresponding neighbouringwave gauge for irregular wave
tests one to six processed under the RT2 technique.

Table 5.9. Irregular wave tests - time domain processed using the RT2
procedure. Number ofwaves in processed samples.

Test Number ofwaves % Waves excluded
RT2 processed during each processing stage

Wave gauge Matched In range Matched In range Total
1 391 346 336 11.5 2.9 14.1

2 447 405 397 9.4 2.0 11.2

3 542 495 483 8.7 2.4 10.9

4 584 542 537 7.2 0.9 8.0

5 200 188 182 6.0 3.2 9.0

6 437 401 396 8.2 1.2 9.4
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Figure 5.45. Test 1 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT2" implemented.
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Figure 5.46. Test 2 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT2" implemented.
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Figure 5.47. Test 3 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT2" implemented.
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Figure 5.48. Test 4 -Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT2" implemented.
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Figure 5.49. Test 5 - Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT2" implemented.
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Figure 5.50. Test 6 -Wave-by-wave matching. Heights and periods. Pro¬
cessing: "RT2" implemented.
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Figure 5.51. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. RT2 Pro¬
cessed
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(a) Surface elevation time series. Wire resistance wave gauge and Sensor, Test 4
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(b) Surface elevation time series. Wire resistance wave gauge and Sensor, Test 5

(c) Surface elevation time series. Wire resistance wave gauge and Sensor, Test 6

Figure 5.52. Irregular wave tests - wave elevation versus time. RT2 Pro¬
cessed
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5.5.6 Results - Summary

Time (s)

Figure 5.53. Snapshot of time series showing zero-crossing analysis issues.

Table 5.10. Irregular waves. Time domain results. Hm

Test

WG BF

Hm{mm)
AMF RT1 RT2 BF

Error %

AMF RT1 RT2

Error

Reduction
AMF RT1

%

RT2

1 70 54 68 70 69 -22.9 -2.9 0.0 -1.4 87.5 100.0 93.8

2 42 41 39 41 44 -2.4 -7.1 -2.4 4.8 -200.0 0.0 -100.0

3 26 30 25 27 28 15.4 -3.8 3.8 7.7 75.0 75.0 50.0

4 19 24 20 19 21 26.3 5.3 0.0 10.5 80.0 100.0 60.0

5 84 61 83 87 91 -27.4 -1.2 3.6 8.3 95.7 87.0 69.6

6 54 50 50 57 57 -7.4 -7.4 5.6 5.6 0.0 25.0 25.0

The differences in column one (the maximum number ofwaves detected by the wire

resistance wave gauges) between tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 are due to the wave

matching routines whereby the start and end points of the tests are adjusted auto¬

matically if errors occur during processing which would otherwise cause the routine
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to fail and require manual processing. These slight shifts of the time series lead to

slightly longer or shorter test samples that are made available for post processing

and statistical analysis. This could be eliminated by implementing a further stage to

the processing that re-aligned the two sets of signals and clipped the test runs to a

fixed number ofwaves and as such has been added to the further work section.

Table 5.11. Irregular waves. Time domain results. Tm

Error

Test Tm (s) Error % reduction %
WG BF AMF RT1 RT2 BF AMF RT1 RT2 AMF RT1 RT2

1 1.16 1.07 1.16 1.12 1.14 -8.1 -0.6 -3.9 -2.3 93 51 72

2 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.95 0.94 -4.4 0.2 -2.5 -3.8 96 42 13

3 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.80 -2.4 -1.5 -1.4 -5.6 37 42 -138

4 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.73 -0.8 -0.1 -0.1 -4.6 83 88 -504

5 1.18 1.10 1.19 1.16 1.16 -6.5 1.2 -1.8 -1.2 82 73 82

6 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.97 0.97 -2.7 1.2 -1.5 -1.8 55 44 34

Table 5.12. Irregular waves. Time domain results. H1/3

Error

Test H1/3 (s) Error % reduction %
WG BF AMF RT1 RT2 BF AMF RT1 RT2 AMF RT1 RT2

1 111 81 103 103 104 -27.2 -6.6 -6.7 -5.5 75.7 75.2 79.7

2 65 61 60 61 63 -5.7 -7.8 -5.9 -3.5 -38.2 -3.5 37.6

3 42 46 38 40 43 11.6 -9.6 -3.5 3.7 17.6 70.0 67.9

4 30 37 31 30 31 23.1 1.8 -1.7 3.9 92.2 92.7 83.1

5 133 93 124 133 131 -30.1 -7.2 -0.1 -1.6 76.0 99.6 94.6

6 83 74 76 87 82 -10.5 -8.9 4.2 -1.6 15.2 59.6 85.0

Table 5.13. Irregular waves. Time domain results. T//1/3

Error

Test T//1/3 (s) Error % reduction %
WG BF AMF RT1 RT2 BF AMF RT1 RT2 AMF RT1 RT2

1 1.22 1.13 1.20 1.15 1.14 -7.5 -1.4 -5.8 -6.4 81.5 22.7 13.7

2 1.00 0.95 1.01 0.97 0.96 -4.2 1.7 -2.1 -3.8 58.4 49.1 9.5

3 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.85 0.83 -2.5 0.1 c\i10 95.2 83.7 1.8

4 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.75 -0.7 -0.4 ro10 40.1 47.5 -370.7

5 1.24 1.15 1.22 1.27 1.27 -7.4 -1.9 2.3 2.6 73.8 68.8 64.6

6 1.01 0.98 1.04 1.00 0.97 -2.9 3.3 -1.1 -3.6 -14.2 61.5 -23.8
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Table 5.14. Percentage of waves excluded prior to performing Kernel
Density Estimate (KDE) error analysis for the four processing techniques.
Stricter wave property criteria, such as reducing the maximum allowable
wave steepness allowable, were enforced from "low" to "high".

Threshold Label Waves excluded %

(by process type)
BF AMF RT1 RT2

"Low" 2.0 1.2 1.3 2.0

"Medium" 9.0 7.0 8.1 7.5

"High" 15.4 12.9 14.9 14.8

Table 5.15. Percentage errors in wave period for all irregular wave tests
across 3 sensor locations

Threshold Percentage Error inWave Period (all waves)
Parameter BF AMF RT1 RT2

low mean 0.6 -0.3 1.5 1.2

std 11.6 13.0 9.1 11.3

med mean 1.3 0.2 1.6 1.6

std 10.3 11.4 9.0 9.9

high mean 1.2 0.5 1.4 1.2

std 10.1 9.8 9.6 10.1

Tables 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show, respectively, time domain statistical results for

Hmi Tmt H1/3 and Thi/3 and the associated relative errors and reduction/increase in

the magnitude of percentage error of the various processing techniques compared to

the errors of the Basic Filtering technique.

Figures 5.57 to 5.64 show the likelihood of the magnitude of the relative error in

wave heights and wave periods plotted against wave steepness. It can be seen that

removing very small waves (below 3mm), very short waves (below 0.45 seconds) and

steep waves (above 1/10) reduces the maximum spread of relative errors. Table 5.14

gives the percentage ofwaves that are required to be excluded in order to improve
confidence in keeping measurements below a given error level.

Frequency-DomainAnalysis

Spectral analysis was conducted usingWaveLab 2 under the standard configuration:

low-pass filters with cut-offs at three times the peak frequency and Hanning windows
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Table 5.16. Percentage errors in wave height for all irregular wave tests
across 3 sensor locations

Threshold Percentage Error inWave Height (all waves)
Parameter BF AMF RT1 RT2

low mean 4.3 -0.2 -6.4 -2.3

std 22.1 24.5 19.6 18.7

med mean 5.2 0.9 -5.3 -1.3

std 20.7 23.1 17.6 16.6

high mean 6.6 2.2 -0.1 -0.2

std 19.2 20.9 14.7 15.2

used in FFTs configured with 20% taperwidth and 20% overlap [103]. The results of

the spectral analysis can be seen in tables 5.17 and 5.18 which show comparison

statistics for Tp and Hmo respectively.

Table 5.17. Spectral analysis of irregular wave tests. Tp in seconds.

Tp (s) Error %
Test WG BF WG AMF WG RT1 WG RT2 BF AMF RT1 RT2

1 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 <0.1 7.9 <0.1 <0.1

3 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

4 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

5 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.24 1.17 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 -5.7

6 0.98 0.98 1.02 1.11 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 <0.1 8.1 <0.1 <0.1

Table 5.18. Spectral analysis of irregular wave tests. Hmo in mm.

Hmo (mm) Error %
Test WG BF WG AMF WG RT1 WG RT2 BF AMF RT1 RT2

1 111 82 110 103 111 103 111 106 -26.7 -6.0 -7.3 -4.7

2 67 62 65 60 66 65 66 66 -6.8 -7.6 -2.5 -1.1

3 43 45 40 37 43 43 43 44 3.8 -7.8 -0.3 2.2

4 34 36 34 34 34 35 34 33 6.5 1.2 2.0 -3.2

5 116 87 114 106 120 118 119 117 -24.6 -7.3 -1.6 -1.3

6 89 76 88 81 89 86 92 90 -15.2 -8.2 -3.3 -1.5
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5.6 Discussion

Processing Techniques

During analysis of the preliminary regular wave tests it became apparent that choos¬

ing suitable filtering parameters would play an important role in being able to im¬

prove the wave height matching ability of the sensor. Whilst the wave-by-wave period

reported from the sensor agrees very well with wire resistance wave gauges, if no

correction for wave period is considered, wave height correlation is considerably

smaller than wave period correlation (see Fig. 5.15). Taking wave period in to ac¬

count in post-processing improves wave height correlation significantly, as shown
in figure 5.16. Various filtering processes were trialled with the goal of finding a

solution that could be implemented on standard computing hardware in real-time.
In comparing the filtering techniques listed in this work, it should be noted that

further work is required in assessing their performance, reliability and stability across
the multitude of parameters that exist in this dynamic (both spatially and temporally)

system. It should also be noted that comparing the filtering techniques is complex.
Whilst the AMF filtering technique provides broadly the largest improvement in wave

height and wave period relative error magnitude, it is conducted once all the data is

collected and is not suitable for a real-time or near-real-time implementation. Also,

its effect on the rest of the data set outwith the 3 sensor segments near the centre of

the ribbon has not been fully investigated.

The RT1 process tends to produce fewer outlier events than the AMF procedure

with the benefit of being able to be conducted in near-real-time. Given that this
method relies on changing filters, based on incoming wave parameters, more work is

required to test its validity across awider range ofwave conditions. The RT1 process

shows the most consistent improvement over the basic method (BF) in terms of

wave heights but tends to under-predict mean wave period when compared to the

AMF method. Despite this under-prediction ofmean wave period (which remains

small in absolute terms and when compared to wave height errors) the RT1 method

and its simplified successor, the RT2 process, show the most promise. In some tests
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RT2 performs better in terms of correlation ofmeasurements and given that it is

significantly simpler than RT1 would be the recommended filtering technique to

benchmark against.

Further testing and analysis would be required to further test the validity of the

generated look-up tables. In addition, look-up tables could incorporate further wave

slope information as trials have shown promising results. Input from researchers in

the signal processing field would be very useful as would having access to people

with machine learning expertise. Incorporating look-back, look-forward and spa¬

tially aggregated data into the measurements would likely be required to achieve an

optimal solution. This should also include capturing known wave physics along with

implementing the processing algorithms in a manner conducive to incorporating

augmentative sensors byway of sensor fusion. This is particularly required when

moving from two dimensional spatial arrays to fully three dimensional arrays.

Wave Period andWave Height Error

With such high cross-correlation values of the wave elevation time series between

wave gauges and sensors in addition to the regular wave period results it is surprising

to see the magnitude of the standard deviations in wave period matching for some

tests. This is also evident in the wave-by-wave matching process of the optical

tracking processes described in Chapter 4. With improved wavematching algorithms,

many of the large wave period errors (see Fig. 5.53 for an example ofwave matching

"near-misses") could be significantly reduced which would reduce the frequency of

very large relative wave height errors where small waves existing around the MWL

play a role. It is recognised however that the large increases in error when moving
from regular to irregular waves cannot all be attributed to sub-optimal matching
routines. The combination of increased non-linearity in the wave field, building up
of reflections, steeper waves and wave combinations are likely to play key roles in
the measurements obtained. Optimising the mechanical matching of the system

with the waves was necessarily outside of the scope of this work but properties

such as ribbon stiffness, resistance to twist, spring, buoyancy and inertiawill play
a role in the ribbon's ability to both track waves and cause interactions with both
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the waves (through diffracted and reflected waves from floatation jackets) and with

neighbouring sensor segments.

Forwave period analysis, in addition to Ordinary Least Square (OLS) line fitting of the

instrument comparison graphs, linear regression was introduced to assist processing

optimisation by giving a more reliable indication of parameters that can indicate

relative improvements in wave period matching. The presence of outliers in the data

made OLS fitting an over sensitive tuning parameter for this stage of development.
Robust fitting was implemented with the MATLAB robustfit.m algorithm. Ideas for

improving a wave-by-wave matching algorithm are included in the FurtherWork

section and include making use of prior knowledge of wave physics, i.e., the dis¬

persion equation, taking advantage of the zero-crossing and curvature information

available from surrounding sensor nodes and sensor nodes both in the past and

through feedback loops, future knowledge.

Wave steepness has been identified as a source of large wave height underestimation.
This is particularly evident with waves above a steepness of 0.1. Further work is

needed to investigate whether the sensors provide "flags" for these high steepness

events which could be used to give improved confidence bounds on measurements.

For example there may be information about these events such as high amplitude

slope data or large magnitude derivative information which is contained in measure¬

ments taken before, after or adjacent (spatially) to the wave event. An investigation

of this sort would also be useful in tackling very small waves on and around the zero-

crossing threshold and long, shallow waves where neighbouring information and

knowledge of the dispersion equation could likely lead to improved wave filtering.

It is interesting that the ribbon sensor performs asymmetrically in terms ofwave

crest and wave trough tracking. Wave trough measurements show reduced errors

compared to wave crest and given that the ribbon measures curvature and can

provide wave shape taking advantage of the shape of parts of each wave could play a

role in improving sensor performance.
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A note on the Aalborg tests

Following testing in the Edinburgh flume the ribbon was tested in the wave basin
ofAalborg University through a travel grant awarded through the EU Coordinated

Action fund. The purpose of these tests was to investigate how the ribbon would

physically behave in both larger, longer waves and in mixed and directional sea states.

A large amount of video footage was taken which was used (along with the measured

data) in consultation with Measurand Inc. in the planning of possible improvements

or alternative solutions to measuring wave fields with floating ribbon-like elements.

The data from Aalborg is not included in this thesis as where the tests were conducted

in a similar manner (Aalborg flume with regular and irregular tests), no new informa¬

tion is provided and where the tests were conducted in mixed, directional seas, the

"bend-only" Sensor cannot be expected to have properly captured three dimensional
data. The value in these fully mixed, three dimensional tests comes from observing

how a floating ribbon mechanically behaves. Example images from the Aalborg test

footage are shown in figures 5.54a and 5.54b.
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(a) Long crested, medium height irregular waves.

(b) Short crested, steep irregular waves including wave breaking.

Figure 5.54. Frame-grabs ofAalborg basin tank tests.
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5.7 Conclusion

A summary of the sensor's performance is listed below:

RegularWaves

• Mean wave height error at the zones closest to the wire resistance wave gauges

across all regular wave tests (excluding those above steepness of 0.1) were
-2.1% with standard deviation of 7.9% (where negative percentages represent

an under-measurement).

• Mean wave period error at the zones closest to the wire resistance wave gauges

across all regular wave tests (excluding those above steepness of 0.1) were
-0.01% with standard deviation of 0.05%.

• In terms of errors and variation along the sensor ribbon the mean error across

all regular wave tests (excluding those above steepness of 0.1) from sensor

number 10 to 70 (out of a total of 81) was -8.3% with standard deviation of 6.8%.

The mean standard deviation in the wave gauge readings fromWG2 toWG 4

(central position of the ribbon) was 1.3%.

IrregularWaves

• Mean wave height error at the zones closest to the wire resistance wave gauges

across all irregular wave tests (excluding those above steepness of 0.1) ranged
between -6.4% and 4% across the processing methods. Standard deviation
ofwave height errors ranged between 18.7% and 24.5% across the processing
methods.

• Mean wave period error at the zones closest to the wire resistance wave gauges

across all irregular wave tests (excluding those above steepness of 0.1) ranged
between were -0.2% and 1.2%. Standard deviation ofwave period errors ranged
between 9.1% and 13%.
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• With tighter threshold ("medium"), which is mainly achieved by removing

shallow-sloped waves, mean wave height error reduces to between -1.3% and
5.2% with associated standard deviation in the range 16.6% and 23.1%.

• Under "medium" threshold mean wave period error is between 0.2% and 1.6%

with associated standard deviation reduces to between 9% and 11.4%.

Tables 5.15 and 5.16 give summary statistics from the combined irregular wave tests

on a wave-by-wave basis comprising approximately 6500 individual waves.

Errors andUncertainties

In order to transform the measured bend data to position data integrations are re¬

quired, resulting in integration drift on to the data. These affects are in addition other

sources of errorwhich are listed in section 5.3.1. A variety ofprocesses have been

explored during this work to deliver surface elevation data whilst minimising local-
solution finding and over-restrictive techniques. The concept of this sensor stemmed
from the goal of having online real-time data "upstream" ofmarine equipment. With
this is mind there is a large amount of additional work required in optimising, assess¬

ing and implementing processing techniques to allow access to useful and timely

data. Further work is also required to investigate the effects of filtering, smoothing

and processing techniques on the data reported from sensors, particularly in an

along-ribbon sense. Section 8.5 in Chapter 8 contains a collation of the further

work highlighted in each of the three research report sections: the optical method of

measuring surface-tracking ability; the optical fibre-based sensor concept outlined
in this chapter and the outcomes of the MEM-based sensor concept in Chapter 6

Conclusion

It has been shown that a floating ribbon-like device can be constructed, installed
and operated to track the free surface at the scales available in the Edinburgh flume.

The raw bend data recorded by the fibre-optic system is high quality and does not

require extensive post processing or filtering. In order to provide reliable position
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data post processing and filtering is required. The ribbon itself survived the limited

test schedules in both the Edinburgh Flume and the test tanks ofAalborg University

which included breaking waves and mixed and directional sea states.

Wave period is accurately tracked across all periods tested during regular wave tests

from 0.77 seconds to 1.43 seconds. Wave period error is consistently below 1% for

regular waves and 10% for waves in irregular wave fields. Reported wave heights

show dependence on wave slope. For relatively steep waves (in this case greater

than 1/10) the wave height error is large with wave height significantly below the
actual wave height. Errors of a factor of 2 are typical in these waves. Wave period

measurement error is not affected bywave slope.
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(a) Regular test 2. Tm = 1.42(s). Hm =61 (mm)

(b) Regular test 13. Tm = 1.25(s). H,„ = 105(mm)

Figure 5.55. Surface elevation across ribbon for 8 seconds of regular tests
2 and 13.
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(a) Regular test 26. Tm = l.l(s). Hm = 166(mm)

(b) Regular test 40. T,„ = 0.91 (s). Hm = 95(mm)

Figure 5.56. Surface elevation across ribbon for 8 seconds of regular tests
26 and 40.
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Figure 5.57. All waves from all irregular wave tests passing "Low" thresh¬
old. BF Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement by sensor.
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Figure 5.58. All waves from all irregular wave tests passing "High" thresh¬
old. BF Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement by sensor.
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(a) All irregular waves. AMF Low. Wave height error

(b) All irregular waves. AMF Low. Wave period error

Figure 5.59. All waves from all irregularwave tests passing "Low" thresh¬
old. AMF Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement by sensor.
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Figure 5.61. All waves from all irregular wave tests passing "Low" thresh¬
old. Real Time (RT1) Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement
by sensor.
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Figure 5.62. All waves from all irregular wave tests passing "High" thresh¬
old. Real Time (RT1) Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement
by sensor.
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Figure 5.63. All waves from all irregular wave tests passing "Low" thresh¬
old. Real Time (RT2) Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement
by sensor.
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Figure 5.64. All waves from all irregular wave tests passing "Fiigh" thresh¬
old. Real Time (RT2) Processed. Positive error implies over-measurement
by sensor.
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Figure 5.65. Wave envelope example with possible use in wave group

tracking. Irregular wave tests 1 to 6. Solid red line shows sensor data, solid
black line shows wave gauge data.



CHAPTER 6

Design, Construction and Testing of

Multiple Novel Sensors - Type II

(a) Original conceptual sketch of (b) First configuration of the MEM-
floating sensor array based sensor array.'

Figure 6.1. Concept (a), and Mark I MEMs-based array during testing in
Heriot-Watt Deep Basin (b).

Following the trial of a two dimensional floating wave sensor, discussed in Chapter

5, funding was secured to develop the concept towards a three dimensional array

of floating sensors. In developing a 3D sensor array, alternative technologies that
could overcome some of the issues and limitations (see Section 5.6, Chapter 5) of

the optical fibre-based technology were explored. In summary, these limitations

were: the non-modular nature of the ribbons which have to be pre-specified and

fabricated in a time consuming process; susceptibility of the flat ribbon substrate

199
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to buckling and fatigue and expected limitation in maximum length of a fabricated

ribbon. A key consideration was the ability to have a reconfigurable sensor system -

primarily in order to allow tests at various scales - hence modularity and flexibility
were important features.

This chapter briefly outlines three alternative technology types to the optical fibre
based technology of Chapter 5. Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.3 provide brief overview of the
three types of sensor technology used. The sensor package developed in this work is
then outlined in 6.3.4 and its construction and design reported in section 6.4.

Survivability tests conducted at the GWK facility in Hannover and preliminary array
tests conducted at the Heriot-Watt University wave basin are reported , respectively,

in sections 6.5 and 6.6.

Figure 6.1b shows the first array configuration during preparations to test sensor

performance in the Heriot-Watt University wave basin. In the image, from left to

right, the five longitudinal-running elements are subsequently referred to as "Ribbon

4", "Ribbon 1", "Ribbon 2", "Ribbon 3" and "Ribbon 4". Ribbon 4 has wrapped back

on itself around the arraywith only the left-hand "ribbon" utilised in analysis.

6.1 Technology Selection: Sensor Component Types

Advances in fabrication methods in the semiconductor industry have led to the

development of a whole category ofminiature and increasingly affordable sensor

platforms termed micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMs). These systems are

designed to either measure an environmental parameter or to act as an actuator

with common MEMs systems being accelerometers and pressure sensors where

annually billions of units are manufactured. MEMs advantages lie in their low power

consumption requirements, reliability, robustness in exposure to vibration and shock

etc., lack ofmoving parts alongwith fundamental advantages (fast response time,
low inertia etc.) gained due to theirminiature scale [116,117].
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6.1.1 Angular Rate Sensors

Angular rate sensors (ARS) measure rotational speed. To realise angle or orientation,

the angular rate is integrated over time, providing angle as a function of time.

where oj = angular rate, t = time and 6 = angle

The MEMs angular rate sensor takes advantage of the Coriolis force. When an ob¬

server present in a rotating frame views an object moving in this rotating frame they

see an apparent acceleration of the object. By setting up a known vibration on a plat¬

form inside the sensor unit any rotation around the plane of this vibrating platform

causes a vibration in a detection transducer on another axis. The measured Coriolis

accelerations are converted to angular rate using the known mass and velocity of the

vibrating platform.

6.1.2 Magnetometers

Magnetometers are sensors for magnetic field detection which are used throughout

the fields of oceanography, geophysics, archaeology and more recently consumer

electronics. There are two basic types: scalar magnetometers measure the total

strength of the magnetic field they are exposed to and vector magnetometers, as

the name suggests, can measure the component of the magnetic field in a partic¬

ular direction relative to their orientation. Packaging three vector magnetometers

orthogonally together creates a "tri-axis" magnetometer capable of providing the

x,y,z components ofmagnetic field strength.

6.1.3 Accelerometers

Accelerometers measure acceleration relative to a local inertial frame. They are found

throughout the fields of transport, navigation, consumer electronics and in the mo¬

tion monitoring of people, goods, vehicles and structures. The accelerometers used
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in this thesis are of the MEMs type arranged orthogonally to provide the components

of acceleration in the x,y,z directions. They consist of a proof mass which when

forced to move by acceleration changes the capacitance of circuits connected to

surrounding structures. Processing the signal (the varying capacitances) from the

structures surrounding the mass leads to acceleration in one, two or three directions.

6.1.4 The Measurand / UoE Sensor Package

Two types of sensor package were spccifiod then designed, fabricated and supplied

by Measurand Inc. The first consisted of a combination of tri-axis magnetometers,
tri-axis accelerometers and tri-axis angular rate sensors making a full inertial mea¬

surement unit (IMU). The second comprised tri-axis angular rate sensors only and

are labelled throughout as Angular Rate Sensors (ARS). Figure 6.4a and 6.4b show,

respectively, a technical drawing and photograph of the printed circuit board (PCB)

of an IMU-type sensor.

In order to get hands-on experience with these types of sensors in a hydraulic labo¬

ratory setting, Measurand Inc.'s existing sensor packages used in their geophysical

monitoring systems were used. These were used to commission both Measurand's
custom software and our own in house software using MATLAB via the Measurand

Software Development Kit (SDK). During this time a design specification was worked

on that would lead to smaller and more effective sensors. Reductions of 60% in

size and 75% in weight were achieved over two iterations in transition from the "off-

the-shelf" Measurand geotechnical sensor package to the custom Measurand/UoE

design (see Fig. 6.4).

Design considerations included size, weight, cost, lead time, sensitivity and resolu¬

tion, power consumption and, importantly, data communication.

In order to give design guidance to Measurand Inc., in terms ofwhich angular rate
sensors to procure and what adjustment circuitry to incorporate, a series of tests

were conducted in the Edinburgh Basin (see Fig. 6.3). A dummy array of sensor

ribbons was constructed using spring steel substrate with outer covering of PVC

made buoyant via evenly spaced Divynacell floats. Co-aligned 10mm diameter infra-
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red marker buoys were attached to each float via 100mm long, 1mm diameter light

weight rods. A pair ofQualysis system tracking cameras and associated software were

used to estimate the angular rates of each individual float. This data was passed on

to Measurand Inc.

(c) (d)

Figure 6.2. Sensor specification trials. Video footage of dummy array in
Edinburgh curved tank. Frames a 2 seconds apart.
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Figure 6.3. Sensor specification trials. Outputs from Qualysis-tracked
dummy array tests. Frames « 2 seconds apart.
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Dimensions of proposed Full and Rate only Pods (inches)

8.S80

(b) Custom sensor. Type Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) comprising
3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis angular
rate, 3-axis magnetometer.

Figure 6.4. Custom sensor bare board dimensions and photograph.
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6.2 Sensor Design and Construction

Figure 6.5. Original mould, moundng method and a Measurand supplied
dummy chip (with no sensors on board)

(a) CAD concept and design of
mould

(b) Original mould, mounting
method and a manufacturer-

supplied PCB (with no MEM sensors
on board)

6.2.1 Cable selection

The move away from fibre optic-based ribbons as a means to increase robustness

and modularity (as discussed earlier) led to a requirement to find a suitable alterna¬

tive. Several options where explored including loose/flexible cabling inside flexible

hose/tubing, multiple cables bound together laterally, solid tubing with flexible hose

joints and single cables. Single cables were chosen for simplicity and to allow testing

of the surface tracking ability and incorporation of sensor nodes. Subsequently, a

test programme was conducted using an extensive range of single-cable types.

Standard laboratory cables held in University stores were trialled in the flume by

connecting up to the original mark I sensor pods (mechanically not electrically, i.e.,

through housings to ensure waterproofing and tensioning but not terminated). It
became evident that density, stiffness, diameter, material, spring, torsion resistance

and cable lay were all important factors in surface tracking performance.

Thus, the choice of cable involved balancing three interconnected considerations:
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1. electrical compatibilitywith a given sensor configuration

2. mechanical robustness and integrationwith waterproofing system

3. interference with surface tracking ability of floating sensor pods

Weight and dimensions

High density cables tended to be more robustwith a greater choice ofmaterials but
conflicted with consideration 3 and also caused problems interfacing with minia¬

turised waterproofing solutions. At the sensor/enclosure interface cable glands

having a specification exceeding IP68 and o-rings protect the sensors against water

ingress [118]. The scale of the enclosures and contained sensors led to a cable gland
with a maximum allowable cable of no greater than 6.5mm. Cable glands with a

greater aperture are commercially available but these were not constructed from

plastic, being brass or stainless steel, and therefore unsuitable in terms ofweight and,

to a lesser degree, cost.

Material

Cable outer materials that provide good protection against water ingress and resis¬

tance to chemicals found in sea-water (such as organic surfactants) have various

trade offs in terms of availability, physical flexibility and cost. Three candidates were

identified: polyurethane, thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) and rubber. The latter has

a tradition of use in challenging marine environments but could not be found to

match other requirements, particularly in terms of conductor sizing and conductor

sheathing properties which in general were too heavy and stiff for this scale of sys¬
tem. TPE and Polyurethane were selected as possible choices and compared against

further parameters.

Conductors

To allow greater flexibility of sensor configuration multiple cores are advantageous.

This increases the diameter and weight of the cable however, and limits the choice
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of cable construction. Sensor configurations were chosen that would not lead to

too complex a cable choice but would allow some flexibility in testing, for instance,

allowing single ribbons to be tested in the Edinburgh Flumes whilst varying sensor

spacing and importantly reconfiguration into an array for testing in the Heriot-Watt

basin. After a large amount of cable samples were trialled, an unshielded eight core,

0.25sqmm (approximately 23AWG) cable was selected with a twisted layout around a

central polymer tensile cord with a flexible TPE outer sheath.

This cable provided flexibility in array configuration due to its combination of dimen¬

sions, physical properties, price and availability and its conductor number which

allowed two separate instrument circuits to exist on one cable.

Voltage Drop

Voltage drop along the cable/sensor length is calculated as follows:

Vd = IR

where Vo=voltage drop, / = current draw of sensors and R = total resistance of cable.

R = 2LCKC

where Lq= length of cable and Kq- resistance of cable per metre. Kc=70D.I km for

the selected "Chainflex CF9" cable (see Fig. 6.9).

Figure 6.6 shows the voltage drop calculated over a variety of cable lengths and
sensor densities. The design of the sensor packages leads to a maximum permissible

voltage drop of 1.5 V (12V supplyminus minimum operating voltage of 10.5V). Any
sensor configuration must be selected to be under the 1.5 V voltage drop curve.

Sensor Communication

These sensor configuration choices coincided with Measurand's parallel efforts to

design a communication bus system that would meet our agreed goals of minimal

power consumption and highest possible sample rate. This component of the initial
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Number of Sensors

Figure 6.6. Cable and Sensor configuration based on maximum permissi¬
ble voltage drop.

design process took up more time than anticipated with consequences on the amount
of testing that could be subsequently achieved.

The final configuration of communication-bus system comprised sensor unit and

microprocessor connected in parallel, communicating via the RS485 protocol. With
each unit having a dedicated microprocessor any combination of sensors can be

integrated in to a ribbon. Figure 6.7 shows the wiring of each pod.

Cable Supplier

Igus Ltd. 1 was chosen after searching many cable companies and trialling their

products. Unlike many other companies Igus offer a large selection of cable types,

short lead times and no minimum order quantitywhich allowed an extensive range

of cable types and configurations to be tested in the flume.

1 "Chainflex" and image in figure 6.9 ©IGUS Ltd.
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Figure 6.7. Sensorwiring diagram

Table 6.1. Summary of laboratory cable specifications.

Outer Cores Core Construction Tensile Outer Density Price

Material Diameter Member Diameter

flex.TPE 8 0.25sqmm twisted polymer 6.5mm 40kg/km I.30GBP/m
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TCUS CI

Figure 6.9. Selected cable for laboratory sensor ribbons and arrays.

(a) Rendering of PVC pods (b) Photograph of constructed PVC pods
based on the CAD designs and and surrounding floats (coloured tapes
model. used for identification purposes).

Figure 6.8. Sensor packages as supplied by Measurand Inc.

Summary of cable properties:

• Designed for harsh environment moving robotic assemblies

• TPE Outer - Flexible, High resistance to UV, bio-oils and oils

• Flexible Conductors

• Central element for high tensile stress

6.2.2 Floatation

Along-cable buoyancywas provided by Divynacell floats cut into 150mm x 100mm x

100mm blocks from a 1000mm x 1000mm xlOOmm pre-laminated board. A 25mm

diameter hole was bored into which the PVC canisters could be inserted. The corners
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of the cuboids were chamfered and the floats were then cut in half along a plane

parallel to the water surface on which they would float.

The floats were designed to be quick and easy to manufacture and to allow fast

assembly and disassembly (hence being constructed in two halves rather than being

threaded on from one end of the sensor ribbon to the other). The final floatation

jackets can be seen in figure 6.8b.

6.2.3 Waterproofing

The bare-board printed circuit boards (PCBs) supplied by Measurand required inte¬

gration into awaterproof housing. After several design iterations it was decided to

encapsulate the PCBs in a suitable resin and then to insert this encapsulated board

inside a waterproof canister. There are two major methods of making waterproof

bare PCBs: potting and encapsulation. Both involve surrounding the bare PCB with

a liquid which will set when exposed to air, a hardening agent, heat, UV light or a

combination of these. Various factors affect the choice of resin to use including the

tolerance of the electronic components to heat (during exothermic setting), the re¬

quired level of waterproofing, thermal resistance, electrical resistance and tolerance

to electro-magnetic interference. Weight, hardness, flexibility, pricing, tooling and

the possibility of re-entry/access for repair work are other important factors.

Potting differs from encapsulation as a container is used to mount the PCB within

and once filled with the resin this container becomes physically attached to the

board. A common example of this is in joining cables together in the field where a

cigar shaped plastic tubewith two holes for resin filling becomes part of the overall

assembly.

Encapsulation involves moulds and, when set, the resin-surrounded PCB is removed

from the mould. Encapsulation was chosen since a primary consideration in this

work is weight minimisation and to allow interfacing with the power/data cable and

the PVC outer canisters. There is a science and technique to creatingwell finished

encapsulations. Many factors effect the final product including:

• The design of the mould: clearances, finish, construction material, pitting
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• The release agents used: silicon, wax, liquid, aerosol etc.

• The method of applying release agents, coverage and thickness

• Temperature: mixing consistency, usability window and setting time/finish

• Bubbles - a major source of encapsulation problems

- formed duringmixing of chemicals and pouring

- bubble escape and reformation during setting affected by temperature,

viscosity and mould design

- applying vacuum to mix before pouring can be essential

After advice from epoxy coating companies and extensive and time consuming trials a

product supplied from Robnor Resins was selected. This polyurethane based mixture

comes as two separate liquids (pre-weighed) and was mixed in a large container

before being put in a vacuum jar for approximately 1 minute. It was then poured using

piping bags into the mould apertures in one corner (minimising air entrainment and

allowing any air build-up to escape up the other side of the PCB. Once set after 24

hours, the encapsulated sensor feels like tough rubber, being slightly flexible but

extremely resistant to abrasion. With the vacuum stage included, the failure rate

(excessive bubble density and/or distribution) reduced from 1 in 12 encapsulated

sensors to 1 in 48 compared to moulding without vacuum. Alignment of the PCBs

inside the mould chambers was a fiddly process, requiring the boards to be free from

all of the faces of the mould with a gap of only a fewmm. Thick solderwire was used

to suspend the PCBs into the cavities due to its ability to be bent and then maintain

its shape. Figure 6.10 shows the aluminium moulds produced on a 3D computer

controlled milling machine and the PCBs pre-encapsulation. Ejector bolts were used
to push apart the two halves of the mould once the resin had cured completely. A

special plastic tool was machined to help release the PCBs from the mould whilst

minimising bending of the sensors and hence minimising the risk of sensor board

damage.

When trialling various resins, actual sensor PCBs could not be used for cost reasons.

Dummy PCB's were constructed from PCB base boards and various ubiquitous chips
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Figure 6.10. Aluminium moulds for sensor encapsulation. First trial
plastic mounts (as shown in black) later replaced with solder wire pegs

were glued on to simulate the roughness and void density of the actual sensors. These

dummy chips proved useful for assessing the performance of the resins and also the

design of the aluminium moulds. As a result of this testing the moulds and mounting
methods were changed. The original testmould and dummy PCBs can be seen in

figure 6.5.

6.2.4 Termination, Power Supply and Data Communication

Measurand use small (approximately 150mm x 100mm x 25mm) "Windows CE"

™machines to interfacewith their sensors. These machines can send data to software

applications via ethernet or wireless. A customised version of these was produced

named DL16 for this project which accepts up to 16 different sensor ribbons. The

DL16 communicates with the sensors using RS232 protocol, therefore converter

boxes are required between the RS485 operating sensors and the DL16. These were
also designed and supplied by Measurand. Fuses of an appropriate rating (dependent
on sensor configuration) were added in line with the power line during testing.
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Power was delivered to the sensors via the DL16 RS232 connections and continued

through the RS485 converters.

WinXP PC

WiFi S

Software

WiFi Router ,

Sensor Package
"IMU" '

Sensor Package
"Angular Rate^

Cable Gland
PVC Cannistery

WinCE

RS232 Collector
& WiFi Data Streamer

Figure 6.11. Schematic showingWaveTape configuration and communi¬
cation process.

6.3 Testing at the GWK, Hannover

The following section outlines tests conducted at the Grosse Wellenkanal (GWK)

hydraulic laboratory at Hannover Germany, one of the largest wave flumes in the
world at 300m long, 7m deep and 5m wide. Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show

photographs of the ribbon sensor installed in the test facility.
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Figure 6.12. Frame grabs ofGWK test footage. 1.5m (approx.) breaking
wave. Flume wall grid shows 0.5m divisions.
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6.3.1 Motivation

During 2009 the opportunity arose to assist in a European Union HydraLab III Project

being conducted at the GrosseWellenkanal (GWK), Hannover Germany [119]. Capa¬

ble of producing regular, irregular and focused waves at scales of one quarter and
above this facility provided an environment well suited for testing the robustness

of the new cable-based design. Priority was given to programme's central research

area, investigating the impact forces experienced by a model bridge element. Testing
of the sensor ribbon was undertaken on an opportunity basis around this main

investigation thus ribbon sensor tests were not extensive.

6.3.2 Experimental Procedure

A suitably scaled ribbon configuration was designed and constructed to meet the

testingwindow at GWK2. The ribbon comprised two full IMU type sensor packages at
the head and tail ends with 21ARS in between, spaced 0.75m apart, totalling a sensing

length of 18m. A 7m flying lead was included to allow for power and communications

connection. Sensor assembly is shown in figure 6.13.

Unlike the laboratory scale and array sensor units, testing at this scale and under

these forces required a new approach to construction. The tensile member of the

"Chainflex CF9" cable needed to be continuous throughout the sensor ribbon, with

each sensor package wired into the cable with the surrounding PVC enclosures pre-
threaded on to the cable. This ensured that the cable glands and internal electrical

connections do not experience excessive axial and perpendicular forces. The roles of

the components in the pods for this deployment were thus separated: the central

tensile member of the cable took the strain; the gable gland rubber maintained

the sealing between cable and pods; and the end caps of the pods - which were

unthreaded - maintained the watertight compartment.

Due to the nature of assisting in the testing programme at GWK, the test matrix

or testing schedule could not be influenced. This meant conducting trials on-the-

2At short notice and with the assistance of Terry Patterson, Murray Simpson and Gordon Sellar
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Figure 6.13. Sensor construction prior to testing at GWK, Hannover.

(a) Preparing the 18m GWK sen¬
sor - insertion and wiring of
moulded sensors

(b) Preparing the 18m GWK sensor - clos¬
ing of end-caps, electrical dry-tests and
labelling

(a) Sensor mounting technique (b) Sensor mounting during wave flume
in GWK. Steel scaffold bar with operation
tensioning wires secured to
flume rails.

Figure 6.14. 1/4 scale sensor during testing at GWK, Hannover.

fly as opportunities arose and in parallel to the other tasks required in the main

project. This lead to the ribbon being exposed to some very extreme waves early in

the experiment.

6.3.3 Results

All of the results from the GWK facility are qualitative and come from observing

the sensor's behaviour during testing, analysing the video footage and inspecting
the sensor after testing. In addition, valuable knowledge was gained relating to the
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Table 6.2. Test matrix ofwaves used at GWK facility with sensor ribbon
installed.

Wave Peak Significant Expected max
Type wave period (s) wave height (m) wave height (m)

Focused 3.4 1.51

Focused 3.4 1.51

Focused 3.4 1.51

Regular 3.4 0.9

Regular 6.7 0.9

Regular 3.4 1.1

Regular 5.6 1.1

Regular 3.4 1.1

JONSWAP 4.5 0.9 1.48

JONSWAP 5.6 0.9 1.45

JONSWAP 6.7 0.9 1.43

logistics of sensor transport, installation and commissioning.

Survivability

Given the lack of previous trials in these conditions, care had to be taken to reduce

the risk of damaging the sensor on any given test run. Initially the mooring tension

on the sensor was deliberately set at a minimum. Consisting of approximately

0.2kg on a 10mm diameter polymer rope which was hung over another plastic rope
connected across the width of the flume. This small amount of tension held the

sensor ribbon longitudinally down the tank in still water but provided little resistance

to the ribbon when exposed to wave crests and troughs. As confidence increased, a
test was conducted with more substantial mooring tension of approximately several

kilograms. This one hour long irregular wave condition had a peak period of 4.5

seconds and significant wave height of 0.9m.

6.3.4 Discussion

Having been in the water for 3 days and exposed to the wave attacks summarised in

table 6.2 the cable was then retrieved and inspected. Of the 184 pre-encapsulation

soldered connections none failed. Of the 184 (individually ferruled) screw terminal
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Figure 6.15. Ribbon testing at GWK, Hannover

connections, none failed. During the first test the wireless connection between the

DL16 and a data acquisition PC failed. Investigation revealed that the most likely

cause was that the control equipment had overheated and rebooted. The GWK

facility reached temperatures of over 40 0 C during testing in the hottest weather for

a decade. With the lid of the control box (which protected the DL16 from splashing)

opened no further interruptions were experienced.

Having reviewed the video footage the extent of cable "snatching" at the point of

sensor attachment to the vertical pole (as seen in Figs. 6.14a and 6.14b) was concern¬

ing. This not only puts unwanted forces on the cable but since the first sensorised

pod lies in close proximity to this point the motion it records is not indicative of

the passing wave. A much longer (of order several metres) of flying lead would be
an improvement but was not possible in-situ due to the design of the sensor and

the selected water depth which left a large distance to the DL16 housing. At the

concept stage of the project it was conceived that in any large hydraulic test facility

or in the open sea the sensor would be attached to a floating platform, e.g., a buoy

which would greatly reduce the fixed point attachment snatching dynamics. The
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(c) Frame grab number 3 (d) Frame grab number 4

Figure 6.16. Frame grabs of video footage of sensor responding to waves
at GWK, Flannover.

(a) Frame grab number 1 (b) Frame grab number 2

development of an attachment buoy is briefly outlined in Appendix B.

Whilst the addition of a buoy adds expense, presents the same challenges in de¬

ployment and operation as a standard measurement buoy and incorporates their

limitations, aworking system would provide tens to hundreds ofmeasurement points

compared with the standard single "point" measurement provided by an off-the-shelf
wave measurement buoy.

With the limited control of the testing environment and the limited time to deploy

and operate the sensor it is difficult to conclude on the importance of the poor data

recovered. The tests did highlight how critical mooring is to the ability of a single

ribbon to track the water surface. Certain long waves had a wavelength more than

double than the length of the sensor. In these cases the sensor would either fall down

the rear of a passing crest, collapsing like a concertina or be pulled taught down

the front face of a crest. More rigorous and controlled testing would be required to

conclude on the feasibility of finding correct mooring configurations for wavelengths

greater than the sensor length.
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Figure 6.17. Schematic showing dimensions ofHeriot-Watt Deep Basin.
Dimensions in mm.

6,4 SensorArrayTesting atHeriot-WattDeepWaterBasin

6.4.1 Motivation

In December 2010 the opportunity arose to access Heriot-Watt University's deep
water wave basin. At 15m by 15m and 3m deep, unlike Edinburgh's own demonstra¬
tion curved tank, this basin can accommodate a reasonably sized sensor array and

attached moorings. Having access to this facility allowed a first investigation in to 3D

array effects such as array rotations and twists and mooring designs which could not
be carried out in wave flumes or the smaller Edinburgh curved tank. Whilst exposed

to short-crested irregular seas the dynamics of amodular array were monitored and

component sensor outputs measured.

Throughout one week of testing the time and assistance of Heriot-Watt's Dr. Vladimir
Krivstofwas generously given. 3

3In particular his knowledge of knot-tying (and un-tying) and dingy control proved essential.
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6.4.2 Experimental Set Up

Tests were conducted in the Heriot-Watt basin which features hinged-flap type wave-

maker paddles controlled via Edinburgh Designs software. Wave gauges were sam¬

pled through a custom Heriot-Watt acquisition system and the unprocessed (non-

calibrated) voltage signals saved to text files. Calibration of the wave gauges was

conducted at the beginning of each day after running set-up wave fields to aid mixing

of conductive particles in the basin.

ArrayConfiguration

From the available encapsulated sensor pods, connectors and peripherals a suitably
sized sensor arraywas designed and constructed. The array comprised three identical
ribbon types with sensor pod spacing of 0.35m with 10 ARS pods terminated at both

sides by a full IMU pod. As IMUs are an order ofmagnitude more expensive than

ARS units, it was not possible to fit an IMU to each sensing position. These ribbons

are shown as the three central ribbons in figure 6.18. A fourth ribbon, comprising

the 18m long ribbon used in the GWK tests was used to surround the central three

ribbons and provide an extra two ribbon elements at the array edges. This had a

sensor pod spacing of 0.75m and can be shown on the left and right edges of figure
6.19. Ribbon lateral separation was 0.7m.

Lateral Bracing andMooring

Through a process of trial and error a cable was chosen to cross-brace the array

to prevent each ribbon either narrowing or widening towards/away from the their

neighbouring ribbon. The cable chosen offered a good compromise ofweight and

stiffness and was selected following trials in the basin of a variety of cross-bracing

cabling. This process was carried out by visual inspection.

At the attachment end of the array a semi-flexible boom arrangement was imple¬

mented. This comprised four lengths of PVC tubing of the same type as used in the

sensor pod canisters. The tube end-connectors were also of the same type as used
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Figure 6.18. The first configuration of the MEM-based sensor array. Pre-
deployment "dry tests"

in the sensor pod canisters, which made the tubing buoyant and enabled a central

"spine" of cable through the tubes to act as fasteners and attachment points for the

power and communication flying leads. The four beam boom was connected via

two mooring lines to a central buoy approximately lm rearward of the booms which

provided the ability of the array to move in yaw.

At the downstream end of the array mooring lines were attached to the array corners

and secured to the beach.

Table 6.3. Regular wave test matrix

Test # Wave Period (s) Wave Height (m) Angle (deg)
1 1.00 0.08 0

2 1.00 0.14 0

3 1.25 0.08 0

4 1.25 0.14 0

5 1.00 0.08 10

6 1.00 0.08 20

7 1.25 0.08 10

8 1.25 0.08 20
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Figure 6.19. The first configuration of sensor array. Deployed "wet tests"
in irregular waves.

Table 6.4. Irregular wave test matrix - Bretschneider spectra

Test# Hm0 (m) Tp (S) Spreading
1 0.2 1.6 None

2 0.2 1.6 cos(72)
3 0.2 1.6 cos(48)
4 0.2 1.6 cos(24)
5 0.2 1.6 cos(12)

6.4.3 Data Processing

Data is recorded via a customised version of Measurand's software. A large amount of

time was spent by Measurand on adding features to the software, that during testing,

became apparent that they were required. These features included the ability to set

the initial starting position of a deployed array, to automatically adjust for sensor pod

misalignment (within the waterproof housings) and to programmatically update the

look-up-tables for array configuration. As is typical with new software and hardware

development, bugs were common.

As with the ShapeTape system, separate processing software was developed in MAT-

LAB in parallel to the updates to the proprietary software. This was done to allow
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customised post-processing and filtering of data and to enable future integration

with other systems, such asWEC control strategies. Array data, exported from Mea-

surand software as ascii "text" files, are imported into MATLAB via a custom script.

For full orientation sensor pods the following parameters are imported: vertex posi¬
tions x,y,z, vertex angles in x,y,z, accelerations in x,y,z, magnetic outputs in Gauss in

x,y,z, angular rates in x,y,z and temperature. Angular rate-only sensor pods output

no acceleration or magnetic measurements.

Alternative approaches (similar in structure to those outlined in Chapter 5) based

on MATLAB Simulink and incorporating dynamic filters were trialled hot are incom¬

plete. As such, a processing routine based on the internal process of the Measurand

software, implemented in MATLAB, has been reported here.

Further work is required to compare and extend various processing techniques.

Roll Calibration

Once raw data has been imported a routine uses an upsampled and smoothed

portion of the angular rate data and searches the x,y,z angular rate triplets for signals
that are in and out of phase with respect to each other. This stage of processing can
reveal if a particular sensor pod was installed, or has become, upside down relative

to its neighbours. If the phase-finder routine suspects upside down sensors, the

user is alerted and the data can be manually inspected and assigned an orientation

value. The next stage involves taking the rms values of the angular rate triplets and

applying a rotation to the data around the longitudinal axis (wave direction). Previous

knowledge of the upside-down or upright nature of the pods is used in the calculation
to ensure the proper rotation matrix is used. A list of correction angles is thus created

for each pod in each ribbon element of the array. Once a first estimate of each pods

initial orientation in roll is made the impact of these roll corrections are tested on the

dataset via cross-correlation on the angular rate data in the pitching mode. Figure

6.20 shows the results of this stage of roll calibration on irregular wave test 1, ribbon

number 1. Each line shows the results of an iterative stage of testing the pods for

self-alignment. A higher correlation coefficient is searched for by rotating each pod
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around the longitudinal axis and comparing the output data to the previous pod. In

figure 6.20 the final output data is shown by the solid black line which shows the
least pod-by-pod deviation and highest level of correlation.

The final array of correction angles, found by the method above, are applied to the

angular rate data for the entire test run. Whilst this method can align each pod
relative to each other a reference to the global reference frame is required. Work

is incomplete on making this element automatic and robust but an intermediate

routine of animating the position vectors in time against neighbouring ribbons for

long-crested waves quickly reveals any requirement to "flip" the entire array. Figure

6.21 shows this scenario where a ribbon has passed the self-alignment process but is

clearlymisaligned with its neighbouring ribbon.

Referencing to a global/laboratory frame can be achieved with the ribbon configura¬

tions used in these tests but due to insufficient time this has not been incorporated.

This would be achieved, however, by using the full positioning information available
from the orientation sensor pods at each end of the ribbons due to the presence of

3-axis magnetometers. These would give a dynamic "origin" whose position could be
tracked in time and applied to the subsequent downstream angular-rate-only sensor

pods.

Initially, the orientation of each pod, at t = 0, is represented by Rn(t=o) as shown in

equation 6.1.

Rn(t=0) ~

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0

(6.1)

Angular rate data is then transformed (via the transformationmatrices in equations

6.4 to 6.6 ) to a matrix A, describing the change in angle from the previous time

step. A is found by matrix multiplication of the changes in each direction e.g., by
A = Ax* Ay* Az. Due to the order ofmatrixmultiplication being important thematrix
multiplication order is periodically swapped to minimise errors. R, the orientation

of the pods, is updated at each time step bymatrixmultiplication with the change
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Figure 6.20. Sensor pod roll calibration. Sensor cross-correlation reveals
and iteratively corrects pre-test roll offsets.

in angles in 3D space as shown in equation 6.2. The position of a sensor pod, (n),

is found by the sum of the position of the upstream pod, (n-1), and the change in

position over the last time step (see equation 6.3), where L is the separation of each

pod. A high pass filter was then applied to the vertical and horizontal position data.

Rnt - R(t

X X

Y = Y

Z
nt

z

(6.2)

+ Rnt

(n-l)t

(6.3)

A* =

1 0 0

0 cos (cox A t) - sin {u)x A t)

0 sin(wxAt) cos{(Dx/S.t)

(6.4)
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i o
Longitudinal Position

Ribbon Number

(a) Ribbon 4 is misaligned with its neighbours.

Longitudinal Position

Ribbon Number

(b) Ribbon 4 rotated through 180 around the longitudinal centre line.

Figure 6.21. Manual post-processing of ribbon data. Irregular wave test
number 1.
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Table 6.5. WaveTape - Regular waves. Wave height error.

Mean Wave Height (m) Error
Wave Gauge Wave Tape Absolute (m) Relative (%) Standard Deviation of

Error Across WT (%)

0.105 0.088 0.017 -15.7 6.5

0.177 0.180 -0.003 1.5 9.2

0.109 0.103 0.006 -5.9 4.9

0.172 0.186 -0.014 8.2 5.6

0.105 0.096 0.009 -8.8 5.4

0.095 0.095 0.000 -0.2 11.7

0.095 0.096 -0.001 1.4 6.0
0.090 0.097 -0.008 8.8 8.7

Ay =

cos(o>y At)
0

-sin(Wy At)

0 -sin(aiyAt)
1 0

0 cos(tUyAt)

(6.5)

cos(o»zAt) -sin(tazAt) 0

A7 = sin(<yzAt) cos(cazAt) 0

0 0 1

(6.6)

6.4.4 Results

6.4.5 RegularWaves

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show respectively wave height and wave period errors from 8

regular waves tests. Absolute and relative error is reported along with the standard
deviation of the relative error across the each of the four ribbons in the array. Figure

6.22 shows surface elevation against time reported by ribbons 1 to 4 for 8 central,

angular-rate only, sensor pods for the first 6 seconds of a regular wave test.
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(a) Surface elevation. Ribbon 1
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(b) Surface elevation. Ribbon 2

Figure 6.22. Surface elevation across ribbons 1 and 2 for 8 seconds of
regular wave test 1.
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(d) Surface elevation. Ribbon 4

Figure 6.22. Surface elevation across ribbons 3 and 4 for 8 seconds of
regular wave test 1.
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Ribbon 4 Sensor number
Time (seconds)
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Table 6.6. WaveTape - Regular waves. Wave period error.

MeanWave Period (s) Error

Wave Gauge WaveTape (WT) Absolute (s) Relative (%) Standard Deviation of
Error AcrossWT (%)

1.00 1.00 0.00 0.13 0.11

1.01 1.00 0.00 -0.32 0.22

1.25 1.25 0.00 0.11 0.13

1.25 1.25 0.00 0.17 0.16

1.01 1.00 0.00 -0.16 0.19

1.00 1.00 0.00 0.04 0.20

1.25 1.25 0.00 -0.31 0.10

1.25 1.25 0.00 0.01 0.08

IrregularWaves

Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show results from frequency domain analysis of the irregularwave
tests. Brett-Schneider wave spectra were used with Hmo, Tp and spreading parame¬
ters shown in table 6.4. Table 6.7 reports Tp as measured by a local wave gauge and

Tp found by taking the average peak period result from four evenly distributed pod
positions along each ribbon of the sensor array. Table 6.8 reports Hmo as measured

by a local wave gauge and Hm0 found by taking the average significant wave height
result from four evenly distributed pod positions along each ribbon of the sensor

array.

Figure 6.23a shows Hm0 found by the array compared to Hmo reported by wire

resistance wave gauges across all five irregularwave tests and all four ribbon elements
of the array. Each value of Hmo is the average of all pods in a ribbon. There appears

to be a trend of increased Hm0 for ribbon 4. This should be investigated further.

Figure 6.23b shows Tp found by the array (averaged as above) compared to Tp

reported bywire resistance wave gauges across all five irregular wave tests and all

four ribbon elements of the array. There is possibly a trend of central ribbon elements

reporting longer wave periods. Again, this should be investigated through further

testing.

Figure 6.24 shows surface elevation against time reported by ribbons 1 to 4 for six

central, angular-rate only, sensor pods for the first eight seconds of a irregular wave
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test number 1.

Figure 6.25 shows twelve frames of a MATLAB animation showing the spatial evo¬
lution of the measured wave field in time in 0.2 second intervals. Surface position

data in the vertical direction has been multiplied by a gain of approximately ten to
enhance the visibility of the waves.

Whilst time domain methods of analysing the 3D wave field were trialled they are

not complete and due to time constraints only frequency domain analysis can be

reported.

Figure 6.26 shows directional wave spectra produced using the MATLAB Directional
Wave Spectra Toolbox Version 1.4 (DIWASP) toolbox for all five irregular wave tests.
These spectrawere produced using the extendedmaximum entropy principle (EMEP)

having first been produced using the more basic direct Fourier transform method

(DFTM) having taking guidance from the DIWASP usermanual and relevant literature

(see [59,60,120,25]).

Frequency resolution was set to 0.025Hz and directional resolution to 3°. Gener¬

ally, these figures show directional spreading to be increasingwith test number as

expectedwith the exception of figure B.4b.

6.4.6 Discussion

Two issues were encountered in the Heriot-Watt tests - during dry-testing of the array

and wet testing on the penultimate day - which impacted on the test programme.

The first involved a persistent software crash which meant no data acquisition could

be conducted. After extensive troubleshooting the fault could not be found and

Measurand Inc. were contacted. Within a day their software engineer, Murray

Simpson, had isolated the problem and uploaded a fix. The problem was due to the

unprecedented number of sensors that had been attempting to communicatewith
the Measurand software. The second issue was less difficult to troubleshoot; a central

wave-maker paddle failed. The powerful springs which counter the hydrostatic force
of the water on the paddle returned home suddenly when the wire cable snapped.

Testing was abandoned and the tank would remain out of action until February
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Table 6.7. Summary of error in Tp. Irregular wave tests 1 to 5.

Test# Sensor Element TP (s) Error

Wave Gauge Wave Tape Absolute (s) Relative (%)

1 Ribbon 1 1.60 1.53 0.07 -4.1

Ribbon 2 1.60 1.59 0.01 -0.6

Ribbon 3 1.60 1.58 0.02 -1.2

Ribbon 4 1.60 1.56 0.04 -2.3

2 Ribbon 1 1.60 1.52 0.08 -5.1

Ribbon 2 1.60 1.60 0.00 0.0

Ribbon 3 1.60 1.60 0.00 0.2

Ribbon 4 1.60 1.55 0.05 -3.0

3 Ribbon 1 1.58 1.51 0.07 -4.3

Ribbon 2 1.58 1.61 -0.04 2.5

Ribbon 3 1.58 1.61 -0.04 2.4

Ribbon 4 1.58 1.55 0.02 -1.6

4 Ribbon 1 1.60 1.56 0.04 -2.4

Ribbon 2 1.60 1.62 -0.02 1.3

Ribbon 3 1.60 1.62 -0.02 1.3

Ribbon 4 1.60 1.54 0.06 -3.6

5 Ribbon 1 1.58 1.55 0.03 -1.9

Ribbon 2 1.58 1.57 0.00 -0.3

Ribbon 3 1.58 1.55 0.02 -1.5

Ribbon 4 1.58 1.53 0.05 -3.0
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Table 6.8. Summary of error in Hmq. Irregular wave tests 1 to 5.

Test # Sensor Element Hmo (m) Error

Wave Gauge Wave Tape Absolute (s) Relative (%)

1 Ribbon 1 0.21 0.20 0.01 -5.5

Ribbon 2 0.21 0.20 0.01 -6.4

Ribbon 3 0.21 0.19 0.02 -8.1

Ribbon 4 0.21 0.20 0.01 -3.6

2 Ribbon 1 0.21 0.20 0.01 -4.7

Ribbon 2 0.21 0.20 0.01 -6.7

Ribbon 3 0.21 0.20 0.01 -7.0

Ribbon 4 0.21 0.21 0.00 -2.3

3 Ribbon 1 0.21 0.21 -0.00 1.1

Ribbon 2 0.21 0.22 -0.01 3.3

Ribbon 3 0.21 0.22 -0.01 6.5

Ribbon 4 0.21 0.24 -0.03 15.3

4 Ribbon 1 0.21 0.20 0.01 -6.2

Ribbon 2 0.21 0.20 0.01 -4.6

Ribbon 3 0.21 0.21 0.00 -0.9

Ribbon 4 0.21 0.23 -0.02 8.3

5 Ribbon 1 0.22 0.19 0.03 -13.6

Ribbon 2 0.22 0.18 0.04 -17.4

Ribbon 3 0.22 0.20 0.02 -10.5

Ribbon 4 0.22 0.23 -0.01 2.6
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2010. Figure 6.27 shows the missing paddle which without the restoring force of the
stretched spring has given in to the pressure of the basin's water.

Despite these experimental issues, testing at Heriot-Watt was very informative as

were tests carried out at other facilities which offered test features not available within

the University of Edinburgh. Additional tests, carried out on individual components
of the arraywould prove useful along with designing and assessing processing rou¬

tineswhich would benefit from testing in highly controllable small-scale wave flumes.
A large proportion of the test programme was allocated to system design, equipment

procurement and to the integration of all of the various sub-systems.

In terms of mechanical performance, visually, the sensors constructed of cable-

joined-elements, as opposed to flat ribbons, track the water surface well. Tests should

be conducted on the MEM based system in the flume with the optical tracking system

in place to quantify the surface tracking ability. Aswith the optical fibre-based system,
the effects on sensor performance of floatation-jacket design, levels of buoyancy,

cable construction and array configuration, whilst incorporated, were not fully-

optimised. It was expected and observed that mooring design plays a significant role
in array response. A variety of simple solutions were found to work in the laboratory
but furtherwork is needed to find suitable mooring solutions as array scale increases.

The limited testing at the GWK facility gives confidence in the robustness of long, thin

floating sensor arrays. Encouragingly, subsequent design and fabrication of a fully-
marinised 1/4 scale ribbon and the relative ease with which it was constructed using

standard offshore cable industry practices gives further confidence in the concept.

Sensor ribbon number 44, whose spatial separation differs from ribbons 1 to 3,

appears to require more care when post-processing, particularly if interpolation

methods are used to transform the dynamic sensor pod positions to a fixed labora¬

tory reference frame. In addition, the greater separation of the sensor pods likely
introduces increased errors. More work is required on testing the ability to oper¬

ate mixed-sensor density systems and to incorporate data interpolation within any

4In order to increase the footprint of the array the sensor ribbon designed for testing at the GWK
facility was used to "surround" the identical three central ribbon arrays. This involved ribbon 4 being
placed alongside ribbon 1, turned 90 degrees at the foot of the array, turned a further 90 degrees at
ribbon 3 and then following back to the head of the array, parallel to ribbon 3.
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configuration.

6.4.7 Conclusions

A summary of the sensor's performance during preliminary tests is listed below:

RegularWaves

Preliminary testing of the MEM-based sensor ribbons (in array form capable of

measuring position in three dimensions) show mean wave height error across all

regular wave tests of -1.3% with standard deviation of 8.4%. Across the length of
the ribbons themselves, the mean standard deviation in relative error was 7.25%.

Wave period errors were small at less than 0.1% relative errorwith a relative standard

deviation of less than 0.2% and mean standard deviation along the length of the

ribbon of less than 0.2%.

IrregularWaves

In irregular waves, mean significant wave height is under-predicted, across a range

of directional seas, by 3% with standard deviation, across the tests and individual

ribbons forming the array, of 7.5%. Peakwave period is under-predicted by 1.3% with

standard deviation of 2.2%.

Preliminary direction wave analysis shows promise with the trend of increasing wave

spreading highlighted by the directional spectra. More work is needed to assess the

sensitivity of directional wave analysis to the configuration of instrument array used
as an input since the floating array offers the ability to input over forty wave slope

and wave elevations and for computational reasons with the methods used here this

must be reduced to a sub-set of the available data.

It has been shown that MEM-based sensors can be incorporated onto thin, long and

flexible, cable-based elements and made sufficiently waterproof and robust to allow

laboratory based experimentation on their ability to trackwater waves. Whilst testing
on these systems has been limited, the results of a basic data processing technique
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suggest that further work in assessing their performance as a wave-measuring sensor

system is merited.
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Figure 6.23. Variation of Hm0 and Tp acrossWaveTape array for irregular
tests 1 to 5
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(d) Surface elevation. Ribbon 4.

Figure 6.24. Surface elevation across ribbons 3 and 4 for 8 seconds of
irregular wave test number 1
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(a) time=4.72s (b) time=4.88s (c) time=5.04s

(d) time=5.20s (e) time=5.36s (f) time=5.52s

(g) time=5.68s (h) time=5.84s (i) time=6.00s

(j) time=6.16s (k) time=6.32s (1) time=6.48s

Figure 6.25. Surface elevation across sensor array for irregular wave test
number 1. Frame grabs showing time evolution ofwave field.
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(b) Directional spectra for irregular wave test 2

Figure 6.26. Directional wave spectra produced using the EMEP method.
Tests 1 and 2
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(d) Directional spectra for irregular wave test 4

Figure 6.26. Directional wave spectra produced using the EMEP method.
Tests 3 and 4
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(e) Directional spectra for irregular wave test 5

Figure 6.26. Directional wave spectra produced using the EMEP method.
Test 5

Figure 6.27. Paddle failure ends testing. Spring failure on paddle number
7 (4 from left in image).



CHAPTER 7

SummaryDiscussion on the Three

Reports

This Chapter provides a short review of themotivation for this work and moreover,
an overview of the three experimental reports which formed Chapters 4 to 6 and a

summary of discussion points raised.

7.1 Review ofMotivation

Marine renewable energy can potentially play a significant role in energy, wealth and

job creation in the United Kingdom. In Scotland in particular, machines designed to

extract wave and tidal power have access to a large resourcewith 10% and 25% shares

of the estimated European resource. Parallel to the wave and tidal sectors, the more

established field of offshore wind energy extraction is gathering pace in UK coastal

waters, as is the increase in aquacultural activities. As demand grows for hydrocar¬

bons, minerals and food, an increasing amount of technology and infrastructure will

likely be applied in the marine environment. Improved knowledge ofwave fields in
these coastal and deep waters could assist marine industries by enabling:

• Improved initial machine/structure design to suit environmental conditions

247
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• Improved numerical modelling ofwave dynamics

• Improved ability ofmarine equipment to react to the dynamic wave field

- Avoidance of extreme loads

- Additional extraction of energy

- Mitigation of fatigue-inducing loads

• Reduced risk in marine operations for deployment, recovery and maintenance

of offshore infrastructure

- Vessel-to-WEC/TEC operations

- Vessel-to-structure/moorings/foundations operations

- Vessel-to-vessel operations

This work was an investigation of a novel sensor concept that could lead to improved

knowledge of wave fields through capturing surface elevation data across a wide

area and making this data available to users in a timely manner. It was foreseen
that if the sensor concept proved infeasible in terms ofmarine survivability or mass

production due to cost, but otherwise functioned well, that it could have a use in

the benchmarking and calibration of existing wave measurement techniques or new

designs of sensors.

In order to develop the sensor concept and to assess the various resulting designs,

multiple experiments were devised and implemented. These experiments are sum¬

marised in section 7.2.

The main conclusions from these three components of the investigation are outlined

in Chapter 8 where the wide range of further work is also collated.

7.2 ExperimentalTechniques andDiscussion Summary

This work can be divided into three sections: the first deals with the physical ability

of a floating ribbon-like element to track the water/air interface due to buoyancy;
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the second involves one implementation of sensors onto such a floating ribbon and

focuses on two dimensional wave tracking ability; and the third involves a different

implementation of sensors to form a floating and modular sensor arraywhich can

extend measurement capability into three dimensions.

7.2.1 Surface TrackingAssessment using an Optical Technique

In order to assess the ability of floating like elements to track the water/air interface

a series of experiments were conducted in the University of Edinburgh 20m wave

flume. These involved using an off-the-shelf video camera to film regular and ir¬

regular wave tests whilst a buoyant and flexible ribbon-like structure experienced

the incident waves. A variety ofmaterials and floating elements were trialled. With

qualitative evidence of tracking ability for early implementations the ShapeTape

technology ofMeasurand Inc. was then trialled - firstly as a demonstrator ribbon

and latterly as a fully active measuring instrument. Wire resistance wave gauges

were used throughout to provide reference surface elevation data against which the

outputs of the optical tracking (camera) technique and the ShapeTape instrument
could be compared. Effort was required in both the initial setup of the experiments
in terms of lighting and camera arrangement. Through extensive testing a method¬

ology was devised that could obtain high quality data without requiring rigorous,

complex or unstable configuration. Image processing and analysis techniques were

implemented. Time was required in both gaining experience of their use and in the

subsequent processing of a quarter of amillion images. Data analysis was primarily

based upon time series analysis using zero-crossing methods.

Summary ofDiscussions on the Optical Tracking Method

• Wave steepness plays a significant role in the performance of the image tracking

system.

• Further tests are required at and beyond the low and high wave frequencies
used during these experiments.
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• More sophisticated image calibration and processing techniques from other

fields could be employed. However, the techniques used did provide robust

insight into the surface tracking ability of the sensor ribbons.

• Performance varies between wave-crest tracking and wave-trough tracking
with the latter exhibiting lower error.

• There is a lot of scope to optimise routines to reduce processing time.

• KDEs may be an appropriate tool in the analysis of relationships between

measured parameters and their errors.

• Implementing multiple-camera techniques to increase the field of view to

beyond several wavelengths would be relatively straight forward and should be

investigated.

7.2.2 Testing of a Two DimensionalWave Sensor Array

A 7.1m ShapeTape was adapted to allow it to be used on the surface of the wave

flumes. A variable height attachment rig located the instrument at a fixed position

inside the Edinburgh 20m wave flume. In parallel to the optical tracking technique

regular and irregular waves were generated with the ShapeTape recording resulting

bend along its length by means ofmonitoring the light intensity at specific measure¬

ment zones along the internal optical fibres. This bend data was used to construct

ribbon displacement information along the ribbon length. These displacements

were compared to reference surface elevation data.

Summary ofDiscussions on the Two DimensionalWave SensorArray

• Results of the optical tracking method and preliminary 2D sensor tests suggest

that the floating sensor concept is not suitable for laboratory based measure¬

ments where accuracy and repeatability in the mm range are required.

• Signal processing plays an important role in improving (and reducing) sensor

performance.
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• More wire resistance wave gauges (reference measurements) would enable

improved spatial analysis of the sensor.

• Design features such as floatation jacket shape, buoyancy and varying stiffness
ofmaterials, whilst incorporated, were not fully optimised and will likely play a
role in sensor performance.

• Wave steepness plays a role in data quality.

• Large magnitude errors are evident for a relatively small proportion of indi¬

vidually (time-domain) analysed waves, particularly in wave period. Given

that regular wave tests show excellent period agreement more analysis of these

individual events is required.

• Wave groups appear, after preliminary analysis, to be tracked well.

• Care is required when undertaking wave-by-wave, zero-upcrossing / zero-

downcrossing analysis, particularly around the inclusion or exclusion ofvery

small perturbations around the mean water level.

• Since the floating sensor exhibits inherent complex dynamics whilst attempt¬

ing to measure a moving and complex system it is likely that a sophisticated

processing technique is required to achieve optimal sensor performance or to

expand the range ofwaves overwhich the sensor can provide reliable results.

• Existing knowledge of the dynamics ofwater waves could play a role in these
advanced processing techniques.

7.2.3 Testing of a Three DimensionalWave SensorArray

Following experiments on a two dimensional wave sensor the next phase of exper¬

iments involved different types of sensor incorporated into long flexible elements.

Instead of optical fibres measuring bend, angular rate sensors, measuring the rate
of tilt in three directions, and full inertial measurement units, measuring angular

rate, acceleration and heading in three directions were used. These sensors were of

the micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) sensor type. This approach offered the ability
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to build custom wave arrays in two and three dimensions with any desired sensor

spacing and with a variety of linking elements (the mechanical component between

sensor zones). A large amount of time was taken in the conception, design and fabri¬

cation of suitable array elements. This included selecting the correct MEM sensors,

cables (which serve the triple role of electrical, communication and mechanical

back-bone), waterproof housings, floatation jackets, mooring arrangements and
sensor distribution. Being novel, these instrument arrays required a large degree
of troubleshooting. Iterative improvements were required in device hardware and
software. Once constructed and commissioned partial survivability testingwas con¬

ducted at the GWK facility in Hannover, Germany and array testing was conducted,
in a limited time window, at the Heriot-Watt University wave basin. As with the two

dimensional tests, surface elevation reported by the instrument array was compared

against surface elevation measured bywire resistance wave gauges. As wave array

sensor coverage increases (both in scale and density/resolution) there are relatively
fewer points to compare against due to the availability of reference wave gauges. In

moving to three dimensions the ability of the array to measure wave directionality

and wave spreading was assessed in preliminary tests.

Summary ofDiscussions on the Three DimensionalWave Sensor Array

• Design, procurement and sub-system integration of the sensor array was chal¬

lenging and complex and therefore time consuming.

• As with most new equipment, development issues occurred with cumulative

consequences.

• It was shown that carefully selected cables (in addition to the ribbons used in
the ShapeTape 2D tests) can track the water surface.

• The design concept of lightweight and waterproof housings were shown to

be suitable for use in laboratory settings and with the incorporation of strain
relief are suitable up to 1/4 scale for limited periods (days). Thus the system is

suitable to allow further, more rigorous testing.
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• The design concept lends itself to simple fabrication techniques to enable

scaling up - as shown by the fully-"marinised" 1/4 scale sensor which was

designed and fabricated in parallel to these tests (Appendix B).

• Mooring plays an important role and further testing is required. Several work¬

ing solutions, however, were implemented in the laboratory.

• Automatic and robust initial-positioning/calibration of the arrays is critical

to allow subsequent analysis of obtained data. A semi-automatic process was

successfully developed.

• Analysis of the data reported by a wave-array is complex and analysis of the
data in near-real time is non-trivial. Progress was made in this area and some of
the successful techniques developed in the 2D array tests (e.g., look-up-tables

and online adaptive filtering) can be integrated in to the 3D array analysis.

• Improvements in computational power and efficiency and reductions in cost

and power consumption ofMEM systems would assist any further develop¬

ment of remote, array-based systems.

• Analysis of preliminary regular and irregularwave tests suggests that the system

could meet the design objectives.



CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and FurtherWork

8.1 Feasibility Study on the Surface TrackingAbility of

Floating Ribbons using an Optical Technique

The optical tracking technique described in Chapter 4 and summarised in section

7.2.1 has been used to quantify the ability of the floating ribbon used in this work

to physically track water waves. These waves were both regular and irregular in
nature with the later conforming to the JONSWAP spectra. Under these conditions
the flexible ribbon tracks the surface well. The presence of a bias to over estimation

ofwave height requires further investigation but from wave-by-wave analysis it was
found that the ribbon followed the surface with a mean error ofapproximately 6% and

a standard deviation in wave tracking relative errors of approximately 7% to 9%. Wave

period tracking was excellent with mean errors below 0.5% and standard deviation in

wave tracking relative errors of 2.5%. From analysis of the data it is evident that large

outlier events in the wave-by-wave analysis could be further reduced with improved

post-processing routines.

Whilst surface tracking ability is encouraging this method is certainly far removed

from a non-contact measurement technique. The sensor itself does interfere with the

water surface and due to non-linear dynamics and inherent mechanical limitations

255
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can not fully adhere to the surface at all times. The more dynamic the wave field is

and the steeper the waves become the more time the sensor ribbon spends partially

submerged below wave crests. Selecting a suitable mechanical structure and sensor

density mitigates this to an extent but for precision laboratory work, where mm and

below levels of accuracy are required, using a floating element is unsuitable.

The optical tracking technique itself could prove useful in a variety ofwave flume

physical tests with little modification and is currently being used by a PhD student at

the University to investigate the flexing of non-rigid vertical structures in addition
to being used in undergraduatewave run-up experiments. The method developed

could have particular utility in terms ofwave measurement (as opposed to the wave-

object interactions mentioned) where spatial information of the waves is important -

such as reflection analysis and wave spectra and wave group evolution.

8.2 Design, Construction and Testing of a Two Dimen¬

sionalWave SensorArray

A sensor was conceived and developed that is able to report wave elevation in near

real-time across a distance of up to several wavelengths in two dimensions. The

instrument was exposed to both regular and irregular waves of varying heights,

periods and steepness. Whilst a large amount of further development ofboth the post¬

processing and data analysis would prove useful the instrument and its associated

software can provide useful estimates ofwave period and wave elevation in addition

to other wave parameters such as wave slope.

The sensor reported waves with a mean error in wave height of approximately -6%
to 4% and a standard deviation in relative errors of approximately 18.7% and 24.5%.

Wave period tracking was goodwith mean errors between 0% and 1% and standard

deviation in relative errors of 9.1% and 13%.

With tighter restrictions on data threshold levels, i.e., by restricting reported waves
to within smaller ranges of a given parameter, such as wave steepness orminimum

wave height, the standard deviations of relative error in reported waves falls to
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approximately 15% for wave height and 10% for wave period. Under this process

waves with a steepness greater than 0.1 are excluded in addition to waves below 0.6

second period and 4mm wave height. With this level of data exclusion, typically a

further 15% ofwave events are excluded from the statistical analysis in addition to the

7% to 14% ofwave events that are unable to be suitablymatched by the wave-by-wave

analysis routines in their current form.

Due to the level of inaccuracy reported at these scales and the interactionwith the

media being measured this method ofwave measurement is not suitable for labora¬

tory testing at this scale where mm levels of accuracy are required. However, at larger
scales where near real-time spatial information (as opposed to a point measurement)

is required this technology could provide useable surface elevation data. Additionally,
the ability of a marine based machine or device to use this instrument's provided
data on wave curvature, wave period, wave slope - or other wave parameters such

as those describing wave "groupiness" - could prove as useful in a decision making

process as surface elevation. For example, aWEC may not be capable of responding

to wave height changes on a wave-by-wave basis and may instead be tuned to a

different parameter that suitably characterises the wave-field.

8.3 Design, Construction and Preliminary Testing of a

Three DimensionalWave SensorArray

A sensor was developed following the same concept as outlined in the previous

section. MEM-based sensors were used as opposed to optical fibres. A cable-based

mechanical linkage was also used as opposed to a ribbon-like linkage. The majority of

available time was spent on system design and construction. Testing was conducted
in three separate facilities. Work was carried out on processing routines that could

assess the ability to make the system "real-time" and to integrate some of the "lessons-
learned" from the 2D experiments on the optical-fibre based system (e.g., dynamic

filters) but these are incomplete thus are unreported. Whilst no time-domain analysis

is reported, each pod of each ribbon is coherent with its neighbours, qualitatively
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tracks the surface well and has reported data reliably during all tests. In order to

provide some quantitative measurements spectral analysis was conducted on 8

regular wave tests and 5 irregular waves with varying (increasing) degrees ofwave

spreading.

Preliminary testing of the MEM-based sensor ribbons (in array form capable of

measuring position in three dimensions) show mean wave height error across all

regular wave tests of -1.3% with standard deviation of 8.4%. Mean along-ribbon

standard deviation in relative error was 7.25%. Wave period errors were small at less

than 0.1% relative errorwith a relative standard deviation of less than 0.2% and mean

standard deviation, along-ribbon, of less than 0.2%.

In irregular waves, error in mean Hmo is -3% with standard deviation, across the

tests and individual ribbons forming the array, of 7.5%. Peak wave period is under-

predicted by 1.3% with standard deviation of 2.2%. Early directional wave analysis

give confidence since they capture both the mean direction and the increased wave

spreading of the irregular wave tests conducted.

8.4 A Note on Scale

Sensor arrays having a variety of physical sizes, sensor densities, masses and "stiff¬

nesses" were fabricated and tested in the wave flumes and wave basins of the Univer¬

sity of Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt University, Aalborg University and the GWK, Hannover.

It was established that the properties of an arraywhich inhibit wave tracking include

high inertia, low buoyancy and overly stiff interconnections between each sensing

element. The effects on performance of these properties are relative to the properties

of the wave field they are exposed to (in particular, wave height, wave length and

local wave curvature). Whilst none of the fabricated arrays were light, flexible and

mechanically responsive enough to track small wave heights of single-digit centime¬

tres to the accuracy of a wire resistance wave gauge, it has been shown that as wave

heights and wavelength increase above approximately 100mm and 1 second period

(representing the upper range capability of a small wave flume) the sensors' physical

characteristics become more suited to surface tracking. Considerable effort was
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focused on minimising the mass and bulkiness of the sensor elements and floatation

aids. Given, however, that the arrays are individually assembled prototypes consist¬

ing of developmental components (which tend to be larger than mass production

items) there is a limitation to the degree ofminiaturisation possible.

Considering the non-optical-fibre array, with reductions in mass and volume of

approximately 50% certainly achievable by utilising lighter epoxy, connectors and
enclosures the array could be suitable for use in hydraulic test facilities offering

testing at approximately 1:30 scales and above. The new All-Waters Combined

Current and Wave Test Facility due to open in Edinburgh in 2013 offers a wave-

field that would be ideally suited for the further development of an updated array.

This facility is capable ofwave heights of 0.7m at a period of 2 seconds which offers a

good match for the dimensions of the sensor array developed as part of this thesis.

Testing in this facility would expose the array to waves 150% longer and double

the height of those that were possible in all tests previously conducted (other than

survivability tests conducted at GWK).

The sensor arrays, as tested, were designed for laboratory testing but the concept calls

for a larger, more robust, version to be deployed at sea. Before assessing an array's

ability to survive the rigours of use in the field, testing at large scale facilities should

be carried out. It is expected, however, that as scale increases the development

focus would be less on miniaturisation and more on strength, material selection and

component attachment methods.

The original concept of the array centred on providingWEC (and other ocean equip¬

ment) with real-time wide-area wave measurement in order that the machines

could adapt their behaviour to improve performance. Given that designing fully-

representative WEC systems including power take-off is extremely difficult at small

scales (below 1:30) the arrays' inability to compete with small-scale laboratory mea¬

surement set-ups may not limit its potential utility.
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8.5 FurtherWork

Since beginning this thesis the offshore renewable industries have progressed sig¬

nificantly. Arrays of devices are not yet generating to the grid but prototypes have

become full-scale devices and full-scale devices have relinquished their berths to

second generation machines. The need for improved wave field information remains.

And, in the case of the offshore wind industry, has increased. Whilst some steps have

been taken to either rule-out or rule-in the sensor concepts outlined in this thesis,

further work is needed in particular areas. An upside to the broad approach taken,

however, is in the large and expanding amount of further work identified, which is

outlined in the following sections, largely in bulleted format for compactness.

8.5.1 Optical Tracking Technique

With further enhancement of processing algorithms and using experience of image

processing gained during the analysis of these tests, it is believed that image pro¬

cessing by a camera or camera array, could lead to the ability to readily investigate

hydraulic test flume / tank problems where wave spatial information is required. The

following list summarises opportunities for improvement and furtherwork:

• Camera calibration.

- Improved calibration at test start-up should be implemented through

the use of calibration grids and other standard procedures as used in the

fields of robotics and computer vision.

• Camera configuration.

- Settings such as lighting level, focusing and resolution should be opti¬

mised.

• Further tests

- More tests should be conducted at the limits of the techniques abilities,

i.e., very steep and breaking waves and very long waves.
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- Tests should be conducted without the presence of the flexible ribbon

sensors and floats to provide baseline information.

• Multiple cameras should be used to increase the field of vision and to increase

resolution.

• High frequency diffracted waves need to be better imaged and processed.

• Optimisation should be carried out on wave and object tracking routines to
reduce analysis-time.

• Post-processing, once improved, should be embedded onto dedicated hard¬

ware or designed to be run in a parallel way.

• Wave-by-wave tracking could be enhanced (aswith sensor analysis), particu¬

larly in the area of programmatic decision making where suspected erroneous
waves are identified.

8.5.2 Two DimensionalWave SensorArray

To a large extent, having designed and implemented an experimental procedure,

efforts then turned to data processing. A major improvement to testing would be
to integrate proposed data-processing and end-user requirements into the experi¬

mental design so that targeted tests, including calibration procedures, are identified

earlier. There is additional scope for further work in the following areas:

• Signal processing. Collaboration from the signal processing field would aid

analysis.

• Collaboration with array-based signal processors. Even in two dimensions, the

sensor ribbon provides information as an array.

• Improved experimental set-up featuringmore wire resistance wave gauges and

better test-matrix selection.

• Investigation into the hydrodynamic response of the sensor.
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- Construction of a numerical model/s to assess the effects ofvarying sen¬

sor mechanical properties and sensor response to waves.

- Experimental tests to assess the effects of varying parameters such as

floatation configuration.

• Mooring design, implementation and scalability.

• Wave-by-wave analysis routines including appropriate treatment of errors

propagated due to zero up-crossing analysis finding erroneous waves in one of
the compared time series.

• Collaboration with researchers involved in wave modelling.

8.5.3 Three DimensionalWave SensorArray

In addition to the items listed in the further work section above, which are also

required in the development of a 3D sensor array, the following list of activities have
been identified:

• Further targeted laboratory testing.

• Collaboration with the fields of array processing, informatics and machine-

learning to produce improved data processing algorithms.

• Investigation into alternative representations of 3D systems (e.g., quaternion)

and utilise established techniques and tools in other fields (e.g., computer 3D

graphics).

• 3D mooring solutions

• Sensor integrationwith other systems such as GPS, acoustics and existingwide-

area wave measurement techniques such asmultiple camera configurations

and radar systems.

• Investigation into features of an array configuration that would inhibit increas¬

ing scale and "deployability" such as power consumption, reliability, safety.

Many issues were considered and some are briefly outlined in Appendix B.
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Figure B.l. Fabricated 1/4 scale, fully "marinised" sensor ribbon

B.l Design and Construction of a 1/4 Scale Sensor Ar¬

ray

This appendix outlines briefly some of the development stages of a 1 /4 scale sensor

ribbon. Sensor fabrication was completed at the end of the research schedule and has

undergone no testing other than "dry tests", including electrical and communication-
bus testing, which were carried out upon delivery. It is intended that this sensor

will be deployed in a large hydraulic test facility (such as the planned University of

Edinburgh FloWave test tank) or open water when an opportunity arises.

When designing a ribbon at a scale greater than those tested in this thesis, and for

intended deployment and operation at sea, the main design factors were:

• Survivability

• Suitable size of sensor array

• Modularity

• Remote or semi-remote powering of the array

• Communicationswith the array
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• Manufacturability

- Cost

- Lead time

- Feasibility

B.l.l Sensor Design Process: Mechanical Design

Mechanical Design

Experience gained in the Edinburgh Flume, Aalborg and Heriot-Watt Basins and

the GWK Flume shaped the subsequent 1/4 scale design process. Single cable

construction (as opposed to ribbon or multi-cable) was selected. For survivabil¬

ity, individual waterproof canisters were replaced with directly overmoulded sensors.

Structural integrity was maintained via continuation of tensile members through
the encapsulated sensor regions. Customised off-the-shelf connector technology
was used. Ferro-magnetic materials were avoided to allow improved operation of
the magnetometer-based orientation sensors, included, as with a previous sensor

array configuration, at the beginning and end of the ribbon (see Fig. B.2). Spare

capacity for communications and power was included to allow the future connection

of one or more sensor ribbons to the tail end of the completed unit. The custom

cable, based upon the trade-offs of strength, electrical and signal properties, weight
and resistance to sea-water degradation, was designed and procured from a cable

manufacturer primarily operating in the oil and gas and military sector.

B. 1.2 Sensor Design Process: Electrical Design

An appropriate power supply package is required in order to operate remotely a

given sensor design. In order to relay surface elevation measurements to an end-user

communications must also be considered. The outcome of preliminary research

into these areas are included in the following sections. This preliminary technology

survey was conducted with the goal of identifying any technological barriers to
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8-way Full 3-Axis Sensor 3-Axis Sensor 3-Axis Sensor Full 3-Axis Sensor
sub-sea connector Accelerometer Angular Rate Angular Rate Accelerometer

Magnetometer Magnetometer
Angular Rate Angular Rate

8-way
sub-sea connector

Figure B.2. Final design. 1/4 scale sensor ribbon schematic

sensor deployment, should a ribbon-like sensor array prove feasible during small-
scale testing.

Power

In the proximity of aWave Energy Converter (WEC) farm or other offshore renew¬

able generators an electrical connection could be made to theWECs themselves or

associatedWEC electrical infrastructure.

For a technology benchmarking exercise or resource assessment, where no electrical

infrastructure is available, the sensor array will either have to contain sufficient

energy supplies or produce energy in-situ or use a combination of both.

Batteries, Fuel Cells and Small Power Buoys

Batteries

The power capacity of a floating battery pack depends on the size of the host-buoy
to which the sensor array could be connected. Traditionally, lead acid batteries
connected to above-surface solar panels have been used to power long term deployed

oceanweather buoys. Due to the increased sensor density, sampling frequency and

communications requirements it is expected that more power would be required.
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It is expected that a limited duration field trial (of the order of two to four weeks)

could be conducted with a reasonably sized buoy platform (of the order of 1.5 metre

diameter) containingmultiple lead-acid batteries. Alternatively, a seabed mounted

battery pack could provide power via an umbilical to the surface sensor array. Seabed

mounting removes the requirement for large-payload capable buoys for extended

sensor deployments. Battery technology based on other chemicals, such as Lithium

Polymer, whilst offering greater energy density, remain expensive and in some cases

pose health and safety risks.

Fuel Cells

A thorough investigation was not conducted but contact was made with several fuel
cell manufacturers, each using different technologies. Brief introductions to the role

fuel cells could play in portable applications can be found throughout the web and

in supplied references [121, 122],

Methanol fuel cells, although technologically advanced and available to consumers,

were rejected due to their intolerance to the angles ofmotion of a buoy. Commu¬

nications with the manufacturer led to the conclusion that the methanol fuel cells

could operate if the excursion angle was below 20° [123]. The environmental impact
ofmethanol fuel cells has also been raised but battery technologies have their own
associated hazards, both to people, property and the environment for instance in

out-gassing during charge/discharge. These hazards must be suitably managed to

minimise risk.

Hydrogen fuel cells may offer benefits over traditional batteries for remote deployed
sensors due to their increased energy density and "always available" nature (unlike a

battery whose condition can severely degrade over time). In addition fuel cells have

the ability to dramatically increase their power output when needed (for instance

during an event that requires large data rate transmission hence large radio / modem-

driven power loads). Jadoo Power, California, offer promising technologywith several

products including the N-Gen Fuel Cell Engine at an advanced stage of development

and are interested in discussing research projects for remote sensor applications
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with research institutions [124],

Power Buoys

Power provided by small heaving buoys is likely to be low, in the region of several

Watts [125]. This was deemed inadequate for this application at this stage.

B.1.3 Sensor Design Process: DataAcquisition and Processing

In designing a lield-deployable computer package the main considerations were:

• Survivability

• Power consumption

• Ease of operation and integration

The "Mark I" Deployable Computer

Ruggedized computers are commonly used in vehicles, particularly in the military

sector. Several companies exist which offer near "off-the-shelf" solutions but their

design specifications tend to be narrow, making integrationwith the sensor packages
difficult. In addition, they tend to be prohibitively expensive. Various form factors

exist on which to establish a custom computer package. However, after research

the PC/104 form factor was selected due to its inherently rugged design and track

record in similar environments, being used on various wave buoys and unmanned

underwater vehicles [126, 127, 128, 129, 130], Figure B.3 shows a PC/104 "stack"

which was designed, assembled and commissioned during this research. The up¬

permost card is an Intel Atom 2Ghz, 2Gb ram CPU with all the functionality of a
modern laptop including video out, audio, ethernet, multiple USB, PCI-Express,WiFi

and built-in GPS. Whilst there are CPUs available with lower power ratings the latest

Atom chipset offers the best combination of functionality, usability, integration with

existing software (since it runsWindows XP) and much lower power consumption

than laptop computers. The device was not tested in the field during this work but
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Figure B.3. PC/104 form factor remote sensor array computer

has subsequently been deployed (April 2012) on the Energy Technology Institute

(ETI) funded, tidal turbine-based, ReDAPT project - on which the author is the lead

researcher at the University of Edinburgh. The PC/104 based device performed well

after deployment and recovery around a two month operation at a depth of 25 metres

below the surface in the Fall ofWarness, Orkney and whilst attached to the top of the

500KW Tidal Generation Ltd. tidal turbine. During deployment the computer acted

as a data acquisition system. Images of the computer are shown in figures B.5a and
B.5a during commissioning and pre-deployment.

Power Supply

One of the key elements in a ruggedized computer is the power conditioning unit.

Prices for this component can typically be comparable to the CPU itself and was the

case in this design. Capable of handling highly variable power inputs the transformer

supplies 12V, 5V and 3.3V simultaneously to any connected equipment and maintains

tight tolerances on the voltage levels. Ifmain power fails at it's input terminals the

power supply unit automatically switches over to the secondary battery input and

can be set up to communicate with the CPU to provide system status.
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Computer Enclosure

The PC/104 stack requires an enclosure to provide waterproofing and mechanical in¬

tegrity. An "off-the-shelf" container was purchased made from extruded aluminium
and machined with slots featuring rubber isolating pads to securely hold the entire
PC/104 stack. This container's end-caps are ordered to a connector diagram spec¬

ification to allow connections to the outside world. The container was oversized

to allow for the battery pack to be installed around the PC/104 stack. The battery

pack comprises eight 7.2V, 4200mAh NiMh batteries connected to output 14.4V and

provide 16.8Ah.

(a) CAD sketch of early design for (b) CAD sketch of first concept for small
buoy CPU enclosure buoy with customised CPU

Figure B.4. Sensor array computer package concept development.

(a) Sensor array computer package con¬
figured for insertion in a subsea enclo¬
sure.

(b) Sensor array computer pack¬
age enclosure mounted on tidal
turbine prior to deployment,
February 2012.

Figure B.5. Sensor array computer package after assembly and prior to
deployment.
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B. 1.4 Identifying "Show Stoppers"

Early investigation of issues likely to pose a risk to the feasibility of deploying a

floating sensor array based on the concepts developed in this thesis highlighted
no "show stoppers" in the areas of power supply, computing and data acquisition,

communication and manufacturability. Experience of data processing suggests

further work is required in enabling any real-time system, due to the quantity and

complexity of data acquired. In addition, much more work is required in the area of
sensor array dynamics and sensor arraymooring.



APPENDIX C

Wave EnergyConverters: aBrief

History and Summary of theirControl

C. 1 Wave Energy: a BriefHistory

It is instinctive to believe that the sea contains a large amount of energy and for
hundreds of years people have been conceiving methods to harness this. In 1799 in

Paris the first patent involving a device designed to extract power from the motion

of sea waves was filed by Girard and his son [131]. Small, site specific installations

are recorded thereafter. There is a vast array of types/classifications ofwave energy
devices. Each one tries to extract energy from the motions of the seas in either heave,

pitch, surge, sway or a combination of these directions. Some are fixed to the sea

bed, others floating and others a compromise between these two locations.

Modern day wave energy dates from the experiments in Japan ofYoshio Masuda in

the 1940s in developing now commercialised navigation buoys powered by wave
action forcing air through a turbine in the buoy. For an introduction to the field see

[132].

C-289
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(a) Early Edinburgh Wave Group (b) Budal's Type-E Heaving Buoy.
WEC tank testing. 1983 1978

Figure C.l. Pioneering wave energy research in the 1970s and 1980s

C.l.l The 1973 Oil Crisis

The global oil crisis of 1973 was the pre-cursor to a burst of research in to the con¬

version of ocean wave energy to electrical energy. Working at the University of

Edinburgh, Stephen Salter's experimental research reached a worldwide audience

when it was published in the journal Nature [133], Describing a floating, pitching,

cam shaped device which would become known as the Duck, Salter proposed an

ambitious array several kilometres long of these devices which would generate power

up in to the gigawatts. Many other devices were designed in the UK, [16], but the
sudden and controversial reduction in research funding of the early 1980s throttled

back the UK's involvement [134, 135], Salter's work ran parallel to the investigations

of Johannes Falnes and Kjell Budal at the Norwegian Institute of Technology in Trond-

heim. Coming from a background in electromagnetic and plasma physics, Falnes

developed amathematical framework that is often used when dealingwith oscillating

systems in the ocean environment. In 1985 a large scale prototypeWEC was built at

Toftestallen near Bergen, Norway based on a tapered channel created in a cliff whose

amplification of inrushing waves fills a nearby reservoir. [136, 137],

C.l.2 The Resurgence - 1990 to Early 2000s

An example of one classification of device, the oscillating water column (OWC) is

the LIMPET (Land Installed Marine Power Energy Transmitter) completed in 2000
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and located at Claddach Farm on the Rhinns of Islay, Islay, Scotland. Developed by

Wavegen and TrevorWhittaker of Queen's University Belfast the LIMPET was the

world's first wave energy device connected to a national electricity network [138]. A

further example is the PICO plant in the Azures (see Fig. C.2).

Ocean Power Delivery (OPD), now PelamisWave Power, was founded in 1998 by a

group of researchers, led by Richard Yemm, who had worked with the Edinburgh

Wave Power group at the University ofEdinburgh. Their device development program

led through small scale tank tests to trials of individual components (see Fig. C.2 ).

By 2009 Pelamis had secured £40 million in funding and today are theWorld leaders
in terms of deploying prototypes having connected to a national electricity grid an

array of three full scale devices in Agugadoura, Portugal in 2009 (see section C.1.3).

(a) LIMPET Schematic (b) PICO in Autumn

Figure C.2. Operational and full scaleWEC prototypes under construction

The situation in Europe was dramatically changed by the decision made in 1991

by the European Commission to include wave energy in their R&D program on

renewable energies. The first projects started in 1992. Since then, about thirtywave

energy projects have been funded by the European Commission involving a large
number of teams active in Europe.

C.1.3 The State of theArt

In the UK the £28 million WaveHub project, funded by the South West Regional

Development Agency, the EU (through the EU Regional Development Fund) and

the UK government was completed in summer 2010. Wave Hub provides an area of
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sea off the coast of Cornwall, UK, with grid connection and planning consent where

arrays of devices can be operated over several years. Four berths are available.

In 2009 the Edinburgh based company Pelamis delivered a world first with the switch¬

ing on of the Agugadoura, Portugal, wave energy plant comprising Three Pelamis PI -A

750kW devices. The project was supported by feed in tariffs of approx. €0.23/kWh.

Currently the next generation of device, the P2 which is designed largely around

improved manufacturability, is being deployed at the European Marine Energy Cen¬

tre (EMEC) in Orkney, UK (see Fig. C.3a). A further contract for four devices has

completed negotiations and will be grid-connected to Orkney.

Also deployed at EMEC is the first full scale prototype of the Oyster device developed

by Aquamarine Power (see Fig. C.3b). This relatively simple device is a bottom

hinged flap designed to be installed in water depths of around 10m and oscillate
forwards and backwards in response to the surging of coastal waves. In February

2010, Aquamarine Power were awarded £5.1m by the UK government to develop

Oyster 2, and have since quickly gained ground in the industry.

(a) World's first wave farm,
Agugadoura, 5km north of Porto,
Portugal comprising three Pelamis
PI 750fcW devices.

(b) Latest full scale deployment,
Oyster™ in Orkney, UK.

Figure C.3. Latest WEC developments

C.2 Control ofWave EnergyConverters

In a system consisting of a water wave incident on a body the wave field can be

thought of as existing as four component waves: incident, transmitted, diffracted
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and radiated. The incident wave is the wave that would exist at the position of the

body if the body was not present. The transmitted wave carries the energy of the

incident wave that has not been absorbed. The diffracted wave occurs as a result of

the presence of the body and the radiated wave is created due to the body's motions.

If the sum of the transmitted, diffracted and radiated waves can be made equal to

zero then all of the energy in the incident wave will have been absorbed. Therefore,

controlling how the body, aWave Energy Converter (WEC) for example, reacts to the
incident wave field affects how it radiates/generates waves and in turn howmuch

energy it is able to capture [139, 32].

Wave Energy Converters will have a frequency of oscillation at which they are reso¬

nant. When this frequency is matched by the driving frequency of incident waves
the device's output power will be at a maximum. WEC design including geometry

and power take off system will most likely be based around the most dominant
wave frequency at the deployment site but for the majority of the time the resonant

condition will not be met. As real seas comprise many different frequencies and

exhibit non-linearity (as opposed to nice simple sine waves) controllingWEC me¬

chanical behaviour in response to these varying disturbances will be necessary in
order to maintain sufficient output power. The increase in efficiency or economic

viability resulting from control strategies is as yet unknown. It has been estimated

that improvements will be significant, [28, 29], with one author suggesting 1.5 to

3 times increased average energy production [30]. This estimated range has been

corroborated with performance gains in the range of 100-330% found in a recent

review of a variety of types of control strategies [31].

C.2.1 Survivability and Performance

It is easy to imagine the benefit of advanced prior knowledge of the wave field when

considering survivability and reduced fatigue loading. Instructions based on this in¬

formation could be delivered to theWEC to take actions to reduce the risk of damage,

possibly increasing damping of the PTO or changing the relationship with the moor¬

ing system or, for example, self-submerging by the use of using buoyancy/ballast
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tanks.

Defining the performance of a WEC would require a detailed investigation of the

cost/benefits of a multitude of factors. However, three major considerations for being
able to pinpoint an improvement in "performance" are in the cost ofmaintenance

of a WEC, the mass of device required and in the quantity of produced electricity,

or more generally (not limited to electricity) the amount of energy translated from

the kinetic energy of the wave field. All of these considerations could benefit from

intelligentWEC control.

AWEC can be designed to be able to Change a number of parameters in order to

maximise performance. The parameters a WEC may be able to change include

position and orientation (and their derivatives) relative to wave field excitations,

geometrical exposure to the wave field via actuated surfaces, the degrees of freedom

ofmotion and power take off (PTO) damping force.

WECs of large horizontal size have broad bandwidths, in that they perform relatively

well in terms of power captured across a range of frequencies. Point absorbers, on

the other hand, whose widths are small compared to the mean wavelength tend

to have narrow bandwidths and experience a rapid decay in power output when

the incident wave frequency diverges from their natural resonant frequency [28].

However, if the point absorber type ofWEC can be sufficiently tuned to capture

energy at various frequencies then it offers advantages over it's large and heavy rivals
in terms of power captured to volume of device constructed resulting in reduced

construction, maintenance andmooring costs.

C.2.2 Control Strategies

Wave field information will likely improve, and in some cases enable, WEC control.

Earlywave energy research highlighted the potential for control strategy implemen¬

tation. It is present in the original works of Budal in Trondheim, Norway and Salter
in Edinburgh, UK and has continued to be an integral part of the research field

[28, 32, 29], For a more thorough introduction toWEC control strategies, their histo¬

ries and their implementation good starting places can be found in the publications
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of the Edinburgh Wave Power Project and the research of Falnes, Budal and Hals,
Barbarit and Clement, Korde, and a recent review-led PhD Thesis on these topics by

Price. [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 16, 40, 41, 30, 42].

Feed-forward ControlAlgorithms

If theWEC/Wave system is linear (low amplitude waves, low amplitude oscillations,
small body size with respect to wavelength) then the forces experienced by theWEC

can be decomposed into their component parts. Linear Time Domain control can

then be established and applied to irregularwave inputs. Once the linear condition

breaks down alternative, more error-prone and sub-optimal techniques are required

[41,30],

In wave energy control feed-forward algorithms aim to predict the incoming exciting

force (via measured parameters such as incident wave elevation upstream of the

device) so that suitable changes can be made to the WECs PTO or other actuator

systems [31]. Categories include complex conjugate control and phase and amplitude

control. Complex Conjugate control, whilst theoretically "optimal", has several

drawbacks including the consequences of high amplitude motions required for high

efficiency, the instability it can cause and its non-causal nature: future information

of at least one of the physical properties is required.

Latching is a form of Phase Control and is one of the easiest methods of control to

visualise. Budal's latching method involves the phase of the excitations and velocity

of the body being brought together by momentarily fixing or braking theWEC motion

and then releasing [32]. In Budal's early experiments (see Fig. C.lb) it was noted

that for any wave disturbances other than sinusoidal, advanced knowledge of the

incoming wave is required in order to correctly choose the latching point and latching
duration. Again, this requirement for future knowledge ofwave excitation extends

to other methods of control and forms the originalmotivation for this work [28]. In

addition to tuning the phase of the device the amplitude of it's motion must also be
controlled to achieve optimal results. There are various methods of achieving this.

For optimal control a flexible power take offwould be required, able to control the
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excursions of theWEC on a wave by wave basis.

An example of Reactive Control is in the optimisation experiments conducted on

the Salter Duck using a specially designed surging, heaving and pitching test rig.

This machine was capable of holding a model Duck during exposure to waves and

measuring model displacement, velocity and acceleration. These were electronically

fed back having been summed together (after appropriately chosen gains) via motors

thus reacting to the waves. In this case, for some of the time, power flow is in the

opposite direction to the normal (the generator has been used as amotor to change

the state of the device) but allows optimal tuning/control in monochromatic seas.

Again without prior knowledge of future wave conditions, when moving to multi-

frequency seas, this becomes sub-optimal.

This frequency domain approach (following the Falnes and Budal framework) was
conducted within the Edinburgh Wave Power group with the goal of optimising a

Duck's performance [33, 34, 35],

Causality

It has been shown that the response of a WEC to multi-frequency waves is non

causal and that information of the future wave state is needed to properly predict

the interactions , [43], However, the impact of acausality can be diminished by the

fact that moving upstream in a wave field can be thought of as moving ahead in time,

i.e., the experienced perturbation is the result of a wave that can be measured some

distance ahead/upstream that moves with a known velocity. Provided that at the

frequencies under investigation the coherence length of the wave field is sufficient
then the disturbance upstream at some starting point in time should be similar in

form to the disturbance downstream some distance away at a time in the future.

Here downstream is used loosely to imply that aWEC lies ahead of a measuring point

and in the mean direction of the wave field [44, 40],

Many control strategies require information on the incoming excitation force which

is a result of the wave field both prior, present and future. Blending this information

together using a suitable algorithm should provide the excitation force and this can
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be used in the control strategy. Papers published on control, as recently as 2009,

whilst rigorous and geared to real world WECs, have the underlying assumption that

a controller has perfect a-priori information regarding the input to the system - the
excitations from the wave field.

In the recent review paper by Hals et al., it was noted that control strategies that

underperformed in "future assumed known" simulations, such as latching and it's

successor, clutching, when compared to reactive control strategies, performed well

with imprecise [real) input data. Another advantage of these strategies is that by being
non-reactive they do not require large, heavily over-rated energy storage/supply that

can send power in reverse to the ocean to change their state [31].

C.2.3 Control Strategy in the Context of thisWork

It is the author's opinion that optimal control is, at present, a distraction since aWEC

exposed to any type ofwave other than a perfectly linear, sinusoidal wave (which

does not exist in the laboratory let alone the outside world) and in the presence

of imperfect information relating to wave field, body motion and other physical

quantities, will not behave in the way predicted by a model. The likely scenario of
limited wave field information and body motion information, both containing a

relatively large degree of error (compared to laboratory measurements), will lead
to sub-optimal control algorithms being used that have been demonstrated to give

an advantage to the device operators. These will likely be improved over time for
a device design that has been produced in line with the multitude of real-world,

external drivers including Intellectual Property rights, financial structuring, second-
mover advantage and stakeholder interests etc.

More pragmatic approaches are emerging concentrating on deployment, operation

and final cost per kw as opposed to maximum efficiencies and maximum theoretical

controllability [45]. And the design of the Pelamis, the industry leading design puts

survivability as the primary design goal [46].
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The device must be designed with survivability as the key objective, then effective

ways of improving power capture must be found.

Richard Yemm, PelamisWave Power Ltd.

Recent research on the ArchimedesWave Swing, a submerged point absorberWEC,

suggests that since optimal control strategies, in real life, can not be implemented
without approximations and modifications their theoretical advantages are reduced

and other methods should be investigated. This research also highlights the need for

improved methods of providing control strategies with wave field information. [140].

Designing a sensor array that can provide device designers and operators with im¬

proved information on the wave field in which their devices will operate could prove

one stage in the process of continued improvement ofWEC technology and associ¬

ated control strategies.


